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CHAPTER VI
ENGLISH MUSIC MANUSCRIPTS FROM 1648 TO 1660
The quantity of seventeenth-century music manuscripts surviving
in good condition makes it easy to forget that papermaking was
then a highly skille:1 craft and that every sheet of paper was
individually made, often at a single-vat mill capable of producing
no more than ight reans of foolscap-size paper a day. Sane mills
had two vats, but larger establishnents were very rare. Paper
of the quality needed for copying music was a rather expensive
camcx1ity which was not produced in England, and stationers appear
to have been reedy to experiment with different sources of supply
in order to provide the best material for their custaners.
Roger North (1654-1734) tells us that his earliest attenpt
at music copying was spoilt partly 'for want of good paper'
Although the problan could have been due to his an inexperience,
the sane cannot be said of the copyist of Ob MSS Mus. Sch. c.64-
69, a large set of partbooks dated 1641, who resorted to the expen-
sive measure of pasting adjacent folios together to prevent the
black notes fran slxwing through. The paper, marked with various
patterns of grapes and pillars watermark, is of good quality for
normal purposes, and is in fact ruled for music on both sides,
but the few unpasted folios in the cantus part sI all too clearly
why only one side could be used. Sources dating fran c.1645-1655,
1xever, denonstrate that during those years satisfactory paper
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for music, generally marked with a pot, was produced by mills
in Nounandy, and paper of this type forms most of the manuscripts
described in this chapter.
In Ob MSS Mus. Sch. e.407-9, a set of parts which belonged
to the North fanily, an apparently Angouiois foolscap makes an
early appearance dated 1654, and a nunber of sources, including
Lbl Add. 10337 (c.1657) have Italian paper with a hat watermark.2
The Norman pot paper, though acceptable, seans not to have fully
satisfied stationers and their custcrners, and frcm 1660 onwards
Angourois paper is almost invariably found in music sources.
Despite the undoubted vulnerability of the paper trade to outside
pressures, this renarkable shift c.1660 to the almost exclusive
use of Angounois paper seens to be due solely to caTmercial con-
siderations: stationers wished to supply the best possible paper
for the special needs of music. The fact that the change was so
sudden and so total suggests that the supply of ruled music paper
was mostly in the hands of a snail group of merchants or even
of a single man, whose decision to change his source of supply
makes itself apparent throughout the whole range of sources usi1g
prepared music paper. John Playford, who in 1664 advertised 'Dutch'
(really Angounois) paper ruled for music, is the most likely cand-
idate. The most superficial canparison of the kinds of paper used
for music and the far wider range used for general purposes at
the sane period shs that the suppliers of ruled paper were high-
ly selective, - a tendency which becanes more and more apparent
as the century progresses.
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British Library Additicxtal Manuscript 10338
(Watennarks I-Il; V-XI; XV, XVIII, XXXIII)
British Library Additional Manuscript 10338 is a score book con-
taining most of the surviving works of the English canposer George
Jeffreys (c.1610-1685), which consist of instrunental fantasias,
various kinds of secular vocal music, and a large nunber of sacred
works for one to six voices and continuo. 3 The sacred music also
survives in autograph sets of partbooks, the four-, five- and
six-voice works in the incariplete set Lbl Add. 30829, 30830 and
17816 and the rest in Lan 920. There are two further sets of auto-
graph parts: Lbl Add. 29282, containing a selection of two- and
three-voice works; and Lan 920A; which has eight of the four-voice
works fran the score and, reversing the manuscript, a further
series ending with the latest of Jeffreys' dated caTipositions,
'He behe3il the citty' of 1675. The only works to survive in parts
hot not in the score are apparently late ones canpieted after
the score book was full, and it seens as though Add. 10338 other-
wise contains Jeffreys' canpiete oeuvre. He possessed at least -
one other score book, n lost, as a note on Add. 10338 f. 154
refers to 'ny other score booke' and one on f. 160 to 'my other
booke', bit unless a corresponding set of parts has also disappear-
ed it can have contained relatively little of ills n work. It
might have contained in score the Italian music found in a further
set of parts in Jeffreys' hand, Lbl Add. 31479 (see Ch. X).
In spite of the quantity and quality of his surviving music,
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Jeffreys appears to have occupied no professional position as
a canposer or performer until the Civil War, when he was organist
to the King's cxxirt at Oxford. 4 The details of his previous life
are obscure, hot he was certainly active as a canposer in the
1630s. In 1631, according to his own date in Add. 10338, he canpos-
ed music for 'saiie caTedyes' by Sir Richard Hatton, unpublished
works whose identity is as uncertain as their author's; and Peter
Hausted's The Rival Friends, for which Jeffreys also provided
music, was performed at Caribridge in 1632. The score also con-
tains settings of texts by Tixinas Randolph, fran his Poens, with
The Muses' Looking Glass and LbI1yntas, published posthumously in
1638 •6 The earlier of the two sets of instrumental partbooks con-
taining Jeffreys' fantasias at Christ Church, Och 459-462, is
likely to date fran the 1630s or early 1640s: its watermark, a
coat of arms on a crowned shield, is quite unlike anything found
in music MSS fran 1648 onwards, and the notation, with heavy black
crotchets and quavers dianond-shaped in places, similarly points
to an early date.7
 Finally, a copy by Jeffreys of two motets by
Abundio Antonelli, Ob MS Mus. Sch. e.204 folios 46-49, is dated -
1634 (see below).
The three playwrights Richard Hatton, Peter Hausted and Thun-
as Randolph, and one other man of great importance in Jeffreys'
later life, Christopher Hatton, were all at Canbridge in the
1620s. Sir Christopher Hatton, later Lord Hatton, was admitted
to Jesus College on 12 January 1620 and graduated M.A. in 1622.8
Hausted matriculated fran Queen's in 1620, graduated B.A. in 1624
and M.A. in 1627. Randolph matriculated fran Trinity in 1624:
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after his death fri 1635 Sir Christcpher Hatton paid for a marble
monunent in the church at Blatherwick where he was hurled. The
inscription on the monunent was carposed by Hausted. 1° Jeffreys'
involvenent with this snail group of Canbridge men suggests that
the author of the 1631 caneiies, identified in the score only
as 'Sir R. Hatton', is Richard Hatton, son of Sir Robert Hatton
of Lanbeth: Richard was a:lmitted to Sidney Sussex in 1623.11 He
ha aireedy been a:]mitted to Gray's Inn on 18 March 1620, the
sane day as Christopher Hatton, 12
 and was presunably the man
knighted at Oxford on 23 January 1645,
	 said to cane fran
Northanptonshire. 13
 The 1662 hera1iic visitation of Surrey, hcM-
ever, refers to Sir Richard Hatton 'of Thanes Ditton' •14
In a letter to La1y Hatton dated 3 March 1655 (Lbl Add. 29550
folios 232-3) Jeffreys writes: 'I fear much of the wicked and
abaninable lying and slanderous tongue of the kinsiian of Claphan',
a carment which suggests that the Hattons of Surrey were related
to Sir Christopher's Northarptonshire fanily and possibly explains
why Richard was assigned to Northanpton shire when he was knighted.
Certainly Richard Hatton of Lanbeth was at Canbridge at the sane
time as other playwrights for whan Jeffreys caiiposed music, al-
though there is no record of Jeffreys himself having entered the
university.
No problsns of identification are raised by Hausted 's Rival
Friends. Jeffreys describes it as 'Dr Hausted' s unfortunate canedy'
(Add. 10338 f. 51v) and the play's title-page a3rnits it was 'Cried
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down by Boyes,	 io, Envie and confident Ignorance'. One of
the British Library's copies contains the na'nes of the actors
but gives no information about the canposer or performers of the
15
music.
Of Jeffreys' four Caiibridge acquaintances - the two Hattons,
Haus ted and Randolph - the three who survived were all present
at one time or another in Royalist Oxford in the 1640 g . Hausted
received the Oxford degree of Doctor of Divinity in 1642, and
his A Lecture to the eop'6 published at Oxford in 1644, was
17
seen in manuscript by Charles I • Sir Christopher Hatton becane
Canptrofler of the King' s Household,' 8 and Richard Hat ton was
knighted at Oxford in 1645. Another manber of the Anglican caimun-
ity at Oxford of special importance to Jeffreys was Peter Gunning
19(1614-1684), the praiunent divine at whose request he caiiposed
his 'Morning Hymn' in 1652 (Add. 10338 folios 104v-106). Aston's
reference to a Dr Gunning of Jeffreys' acquaintance who died in
1669 perpetuates a contr!porary nznour passed on by Jeffreys,
with reservations, in a letter to Christopher Hatton dated 31
20January 1669/70. Jeffreys wrote: 'If the newes we are told of
the death of Dr Gunning be true, I conceive Stoke Parsonage will
make your concurrence necessary whosoever shall have it. 1 (Lbl
Add. 29552 f. 210). On 7 February Jeffreys clarified the situation:
'I an glad sir to hear that instead of Mr Treshan's newes of Dr
Gunrnng he is advanced though not to heaven.' (Lbl Add. 29552
f. 213). These letters confirm that the Gunning of Jeffreys' circle
was indeed the eninent Anglican and Royalist who was rector of
Stoke Bruerne in Northanptonshire fran 1660 to 1670, when he becane
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bishop of Chichester. During the Carrnonwealth, this man led Ang-
lican services at Exeter House, for which sane of Jeffreys' devo-
tional music could well have been written.
Hawkins' caiment on the music of the Oxford court ('choral
21service was performed there after a very hanely fashion') irnp-
lies that high musical standards could not be maintained in the
circunstances. Jeffreys' obscurity before 1643 suggests that he
was no virtuoso performer, and that his presence with the court
was due to his personal, political and religious loyalties rather
than to professional anbition. His musical abilities may well
have been welcane, bit the major aimmistrative responsibilities
that were placed upon him fran 1648 onwards suggest tthat he was
already regarded as a capable and trustworthy servant in such
matters.
22Oxford surrendered to Parlianent in 1June 1646. Charles
I had given himself up to the Scots at Newark in May, 23
 so Lord
Hatton' s office of Canptroller of the Household no longer existed;
Peter Gunning becane tutor to Hatton 's son, another Christopher;
Hausted had died during the siege of Bantxixy in 1645.24 Jeffreys
is shown by letters fran early 1649 onwards to have becane a
senior servant of the Hatton fanily. Lord Hatton himself went
into exile in Paris, 25
 leaving Lady Hatton, supported by Jeffreys
and others, to cope with the consequences of belonging to the
losing siile in the Civil War. These are clearly illustrated by
Jeffreys' letters to Lady Hatton of 5 and 8 Febniary 1649 (Lbl
Add. 29550 folios 91-94) and one fran Lord Hatton harnself to the
King's secretary of state, Sir Filward Nicholas, dated 29 August
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1648. Lord Hatton writes:
certainly I had starved had I not left all to
my wife to manage, who gets sanething by living there
and haunting sane of her kindred, arid what ways I
know not
	 26
Jeffreys' own letters, written shortly after the execution of the
King on 30 January 1649, reveal both the conditions prevailing
for the defeated Royalists and Jeffreys' personal feelings at
the time. The fanily's London residence, Hatton House, had been
caimandeered to quarter soldiers under Colonel Barkstead, later
to be executed as one of the regicides, 27 and Jeffreys had the
delicate task of representing his enployers' interests there. Both
letters refer to the lack of carrnunication with Paris, and towards
the end of the second letter Jeffreys writes: 'They have voted
neither Lords nor King to be for the future, bet what they will
have, God knows •'
These and subsequent letters show that Jeffreys divided ins
time between London and Northanptonshire, where he lived in his
own house at Weldon rather than at the Hatton mansion at Kirby,
a few miles away. On 3 March 1656 he mentions making a visit to
Kirby to deal with correspondence there (Add. 29550 folios 232-
3). He was in London again on 11 Decber 1656 (Add. 29550 folios
275-6) when he writes: 'My sweet mistresses have been to ask bles-
sing and are very well. Capt. Cooke cane into the lodging yesterday
to teach then, when he pranised to do his utmost for then' 28
On 29 June 1657 (folios 302-3) he writes to George Holmes, another
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Hatton servant, to ask him to pay 'Mr Standish who lives in the
Blackfryers and is my taylor' a sun of money left for that purpose
with Peter Gunning. Jeffreys made fairly regular visits to London
and should not be thought of as leading a life of rustic isolation.
Lord Hatton informed Sir Edward Nicholas on 17 October 165629
that he had obtained a pass to return to England, which he had done
by 21 April 1657, when John Evelyn visited h:un in London. 3° The
persecution of Anglicans was by no means over, txwever, and on
Christmas Day of the salle year Evelyn and Lady Hatton were aTlongst
those arrested after a service at Exeter House chapel presided
over by Peter Gunning. 31
 This congregation, which met regularly
under Gunning's leadership, was described in the Publick Intelli-
gencer for 28 Decenber 1657 as:
the great assanbly which sane (for the magnitude
of it) have been please to term The Church of Eng-
land: it being (as they say) to be found nowhere
else in so great and canpact a body ... (p.[206])32
At this time Jeffreys' son Christopher must have been at
Westminster School: he entered Christ Church in 1659, matriculat-
ing on 9 Decenber, as a King's scholar of Westminster. 33
 He took
part in the weekly music meetings at Oxford, and Wood describes
him as 'excellent at the organ and virginails or harpsichord,
having been trained up to these instninents by his father George
Jeffreys'	 At matriculation Christopher Jeffreys was described
as 'gent', and he seens to have married a sister of Janes Bridges,
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Lord Chandos; the canposer' s grandson, another George Jeffreys,
enjoyed a life of relative ease and leisure at the ixine of his
35Chandos relations.
By the Restoration the elder George Jeffreys would have
been about fifty, and not surprisingly continued in his eiiployment
with the Hattons, although dated music in Add. 10338 and Lan
920A shows that ha continued to carpose until 1675. In 1657 he
suffered an illness severe enough to move ham to set 'In the
midst of life' and aid the camient 'written in the time of my
sickness' (Add. 10338 f. 164), but he clearly made a cariplete
recovery as his letters show that he continued to lead a very
busy life, and dated music in Add. 10338 points to the pericd
between 1657 and 1662 as one of considerable musical activity.
George Jeffreys died at Weldon in 1685.
Jeffreys' autograph score, Lbl Add. 10338, has generally
been regarded, in Peter Holman 's words, as 'a well organized,
36
retrospective, fair-copy collection'. Hughes-Hughes date of
'after 1669' was more or less accepted by Ian Spink ('c. 1669 1)38
and there seeiis to have been no detailed exanination of the struc-
ture of the manuscript, the possible significance of the dates
written in it, and the relationship of its structure and content
to the events of Jeffreys' life.
Holman' s description is certainly true up to a point. The
score is well-organized in the sense that it allocates different
sections to different types of music, but the organization breaks
down because insufficient space was allowed for three- and four-
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voice music. In itself, this qualifies the description 'retrospec-
tive ': if Jeffreys hed known exactly what he wished to include
he u1x have mede space for it. Saiie of the music, however,
was certainly copied into the score sane years after its orig-
inal canposition. It is true that the score is a fair copy, tut
marginal notes and various alterations show it also to have been
a working copy, subject, in sane works at least, to a continuing
prograrme of revision. The canpiex relationship between paper
types, rulings, quiring, handwriting, content and marginalia,
which leeds towards an explanation of the book's history, is
set out in Table I below.
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TABLE I
British Library Additional MS 10338
Catalogue and analysis of structure
Column 1: Binder's mark
The score has a set of conteiporary binder's marks. Each gathering
has a niniber on the first recto and another on the final verso,
e.g. 1 - 2. The next gathering begins with the following niniber,
3, and so on. At the gathering which should have been 11 - 12
a mistake was male and the final nuiiber is also 11, so the alter-
nation of odd and even nuiibers is reversed for the rest of the
score. One gathering is anitted fran this schene, for reasons
discussed below.
Column 2: Folio number
The folio numbers are those of the present British Library fol-
iation, which is not altogether helpful. It anits most of the
unused folios, which are therefore klentif led by a letter after
the number of the previous written folio, e.g. 29A, 29B. Folios
39 and 42, which were added by E.T. Warren (c.1730-1794), are
crnitted fran the table.
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Colunn 3: Wet enia rks
In the main structure of the manuscript, excluciing pasted-in mater-
ial, there are two different types of pillars watermark, seven
pots and one postborn. With the exception of pillars 2, which
occurs in one sheet only, each type is represented by a pair of
marks: the two meiibers of each pair are distinguished by a letter,
e.g. pot la, pot lb. Three other marks are found only in inserted
material: pot 8 and foolscaps 1 and 2.
The marks are illustrated in Chapter V above:
Add. 10338 mark	 Illustration (Ch.V)
Pillars 1	 I
Pillars 2	 II
Pots 1 - 8	 V - IX;XV
Posthorn	 XVIII
Foolscap 1	 Not illustrated
Foolscap 2	 XXXII I
As the various watennarks are always associated with the sane stave
rulings there is no need to include stave measurenents in the
table. The ruling on each type of paper is shown overleaf. All
of the paper has been triirmel to sane extent, and no significant
difference exists between the folio sizes of the main types of
paper which all measure c.304 rim x 197 rim. Traces of deckel edges
survive on one or more edges of most folios apart fran the inserted
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Jeffreys' n healing, if any, is given, together with the text
incipits of vocal works.
Column 5: Voices/instruments
voices are deiignatal in the normal way: S for any Cl clef part,
M for C2 clef; A, T, B. Basso continuo is 'bc'; other ]nstnnrlents
are niie:l in full.
Column 6: Dates
This cohrnn includes only the dates written by Jeffreys in the
score apparently as the dates of canposition of new pieces.
Column 7: Comments
Camients by Jeffreys, including dates for pieces being re-copied,
are included here between inverted carmas. Other observations
include the division of Jeffreys' handwriting into a 'late' hand,
found in works dated 1651 and later as well as in sane undated
works, and an 'early' hand, characteristic of works dated 1648
and 1649 and of the majority of the undated caripositions.
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Column 8: Autograph concordances
The order of the works in the autograph partbooks is given, in
a separate series for each canbination of voices: i.e. one-voice
works in Lcm 920 are nunberel 1 - 3, two-voice works 1 - 13,
etc.
There are no autograph concordances for the instrumental
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The binder' s schane extending tbrougbout almost the whole volune
would only have been necessary if a considerable quantity of music
hal alrea:ly been ccpied at the time of binding. The one gathering
anitted fran the scheTle, that consisting of originally unruled
paper between binder's marks 43 and 44, gives a clue as to when
the binding was carried out.
'Turn thai us, good Lord', written entirely on this gathering,
is dated 1655; hal the book been bound after that date, the gather-
ing would have been included in the binder's schane. It could
have been bound even earlier, as the four-voice works between
folios 153 and 176 were copied in that position only because the
space originally allocated to 'Songs of 4 parts for the hurc'
had been filled, which happened with the addition of '0 quaii juc-
undiin' and 'Gloria Patri' in 1651. Jeffreys started '0 daiune
Deus' (f.165v) at the end of his three-voice section bet did not
allcM enough space to finish it: he therefore had to add a quantity
of other paper, which he appears to have taken fran his supply
of ordinary writing paper, as pots 7a and b occur in his 1649
letters to Lady Hatton, Lbl Md.29550 folios 91-94. Probably he
realised that the slortage of space would continue to be a problan,
as he provided more paper than was irurnediately needed, and was
therefore able to copy 'Turn thou us, good Lord' onto the new
gathering at a later date. That this is the true order of copying,
and that Jeffreys did not siily work backwards through the score,
is confirmed by the order of the fair-voice works in Lbl ldd.
30829-30 and 17816, where '0 dainne Deus' is no. 13, after 'Turn
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thee again' of 1648 (no. 12) and before 'Turn thon us, good Lord'
(no. 14). We do not know, of ccurse, how long before 1655 '0 dan-
me Deus' was copied, but the use of the 1649 writing paper to
canplete it suggests an earlier rather than a later date.
It is thus established that Add.10338 was Ixxind certainly
before 1655 and probably before 1651, when a considerable quantity
of its music had already been copied. Fran the anount of music
added after 1655, however, and the minber of unused folios which
still renain, it is eviilent that Jeffreys also instructed the
binder to include gatherings of unused paper in particular posit-
ions, so that further work could be included in a systenatic
way. The headings of the sacred music sections, 'Mottects a 1
voc.' and so on, which are all in the early hand and all except
one on the first folio of a gathering, show how he expected his
score to be organized; it is interesting to observe how differ-
ently it actually developed.
When the volime was bound,the greater part of it consisted
of two main types of ruled paper, one markei with pots 1 and 3,
with a few sheets of pot 5, and the other marked with pot 2,
clearly contenporary as it is sanetimes found in the sane gather-
ing as pot 3. There were two major exceptions: a substantial quan-
tity of paper between binder's marks 42 and 47 with the posthom
and pot 6 marks, and the paper marked with pot 4. This was used
between marks 11 and 13 for secular music and fran 48 to 55 to
canpiete the dated series of four-voice sacred works beginning,
on posthom/pot 6 paper, at mark 42. The dates for tins series,
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1648-1651, seen to be the earliest in the score to refer to newly-
canposed rather than re-copied pieces. But by no means all of
the four-voice sacred works are dated: it seens strange that Jef-
freys should have so meticulously recorled the dates of sane works
tut not of others.
The year 1648, when the dated series begins, was one of great
significance for Jeffreys. The execution of the King on 30 January
1648 (old style) was a deeply shocking event for his supporters,
and at the sane time the consequences of defeat involved Jeffreys
in personal unpleasanthess of a more mundane kind: his negotiations
with Barksteed (see above) involved a dispute over who was to
pay for a new latrine constructed at Hatton House for the use
of the soldiers, and Jeffreys clearly felt that Barksteal used
the threat of 'accidental' dariage caused by his troops as a lever
to canpel him to pay on Laly
	 'S behalf. The first four-voice
piece in the score, a setting of verses fran Psalm 80, seens to
have been canposel in response to the national and personal circun-
stances in which Jeffreys found himself: 	 *
Turn thou again, 0 Lord God of Hosts
Shew the light of thy countenance upon us, and we shall
be whole.
0 Lord God of Hosts, h long wilt thai be angry with
thy people that prayeth?
Ttxi givest then plenteousness of teares to drink.
[Turn thou again: repeat]
Thou hast brought a vine out of Egypt,
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Thou hast cast out the heathen and planted it,
Thou madest roan for it, and when it had taken root,
it filled the land.
The hills were covered with the shadcM of it, and the
boughs thereof were like the goodly cedar trees.
Why hast thou broken dcn her hedge, that all they that
go by pluck off her grapes?
Turn thou again, 0 Lord God of Hosts; shew the light
of thy countenance upon us and we shall be whole.
This is no early work; it is substantially longer than most of
the subsequent four-voice pieces and effectively uses the opening
section as a refrain in the miL3.dle and at the end. In Lbl Add.
30829-30 and 17816 it is placed at no.12, after the 1649 Te Deuii
and the motets of 1651, and in Lcm 920A it is fourth in a series
of six four-voice works consisting of the latest dated exanples
fran the score. Nos. 2-8 of the four-voice pieces in the score,
up to but not including the Te Deun of 1649, are found in Lbl
Add. 30829-30 and 17816 as nos. 1-7, in a different order. In
both sources, Fowever, the last of the seven is 'Jesu dulcedo
cordiun', at the end of which in Add. 17816 JJeffreys has writtefl
'Finis Geo. Jeffreys'. Probably these seven works were copied
into the partbooks as the whole of Jeffreys' four-voice music
thus far canposed, were included in the score as re-copied rather
than newly canposed works, and for that reason were not dated.
The relationship between the revisions made in the score and the
readings found in the partbooks suorts this suggestion.
The dated anthen of 1648, 'Turn thee again', has a major
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revision in the score at the words 'and we shall be whole' in
the opening section. The aiended version resolves a dissonant
b flat (transferred fran the secoixi tenor to the first tenor part)
a minirn earlier and renoves a clash between a c natural in the
resolving part and a c sharp in the bass; the altered resolution
necessitates a change in the alto part, which originally moved
in sixths with the second tenor. Add. 30829-30 and 17816 contain
only the revised versions of the tenor and bass parts; possibly
the lost treble book contained sanething better than the unilnag-
inative and grarmatically incorrect eriendat ion in the score. The
other parts, however, make it clear that the original version
of the music was never copied into than; the parts of 'Turn thee
again' were copied fran the revised version of the score (see
music exanples 1 and 2 below). Revised versions fran the score
are the only readings found in the parts of two other dated works,
the 1649 Te deun and the 1651 'Gloria Patri qui creavit'. Miongst
the dated pieces, only '0 quan jucundun' has parts which follow
the score's original rather than revised reading, and there is
no reason why the revision of this work should not have been made
later than the others. In general the revised versions of the
dated works are the ones copied into the partbooks.
The sane is not true of the two undated motets which contain
major alterations, '0 bone Jesu' and 'Jubilate Deo'. In '0 bone
Jesu' the original version in the score corresponds with the part-
books, to which the revised version has not been transferred (see





































'0 bone Jesu': original version
Exanpie 4
'0 bone Jesu': revisi version
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An altered section of 'Jubilate Deo' is written out separately
in score and parts alike, in contrast to the revisions in the
dated pieces, which are generally the only versions found in the
partbooks. Thus the suggestion that the seven motets fran 'Qwil
canisisti' to 'Jesu dulcedo cordiun' were copied fran the parthooks
into Add. 10338, hut that works bearing dates fran 1648 onwards
were copied fran the score into the parts, receives strong support
fran the variant reedings of the two sources.
The three parthooks, Lbl Add.30829-30 and 17816, are the
survivors of a set containing Jeffreys' music for four and five
voices and continuo. They are the only Jeffreys autograph to retain
the original covers,of gilded white leather, and their cut edges
and heavy, high-quality paper set theii apart fran all of the other
autographs except the voice parts of L cm 920, which, like Add.
30829 and its canpanions, are in upright quarto. The watermark
of the British Library set is largely concealed, hut can be en-
ti±ied as a peacock similar in 9eneral pattern to Heawood 172
(Venice 1651) and 174 (Venice 1628). A similar mark is found in
one of the organ parts of the North faTlily collection, Ob MS Mus.
Sch. c.98a.39
The high quality of the partbooks and the nature of the music
they contain make it unlikely that Jeffreys began to copy theii
in troubled times. All of the undated four-voice motets except
'Audite coeli' are for SATE and continuo, hut most of the four-
voice music either dated or likely to have been canposed after
1648 is for ArB and requires no trebles. The late three-voice
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pieces likewise avoid the treble voice. Probably not only the
undated four-voice rrotets, bit also the undated five-voice works,
were canposed well before 1648 and included in these fine partbooks
at a time when such music was likely to have been performable,
perhaps during the early years of the Civil War when .Jeffreys
was at Oxford. The new pieces of 1648 and 1649 were added to the
partbooks in roughly chronological order, bit why is 'Turn thee
again' at the beginning of the four-voice section of the score?
It sens certain that Jeffreys began a new score of four-
voice anthans and motets in 1648 (oki style), possibly in February
or March after his return to Northaiptonshire, which he mentions
in his letter of 8 February (Lbl Pdd.29550 folios 93-94). The
book begins with a new work, 'Turn thee again', which reflects
the current mood of the defeated Royalists, and is significantly
headed 'Songs of 4 parts. For the Church', the only title in which
Jeffreys mentions 'the Church' by nane. The earlier part of the
score, into which he ccpied his existing four-voice music fran
his partbooks, consists of posthorn/pot 6 paper, bit sane pot
4 gatherings hal been aided by 1649, the date of the Te Deum.
It is possible that the binding of the whole of Add. 10338 took
place between 1649 and 1651, and that the difference between the
early and late hands is partly caused by the difficulty of writing
in a large bound volume.
The pot 4 paper is also used between biixler's marks 11 and
13, where the Hatton and 1-lausted songs and the beginning of 'Felice
Pastorefla' are copied. These are all in the late hand, and the
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many marginal notes, conteiiporary with the music copying, confirm
that they are retrospective copies. The ascriptions to Sir R.
Hatton (knighted 1645) and Dr Hausted (create:1 D.D. in 1642) rule
out an earlier date, but in any case the use of paper identical
with that found in sacred music dated 1649-51 and the appearance
of the late hand suggest that the copying was carried out after
1650.
Almost all of the rest of the score consists of paper marked
with pots 1,2 and 3. This is used both in the secular vocal section
and in the sacred music for one, two, three and five voices for
many undated pieces in the early hand. If it is true that the
undated four-voice works were caosed before 1648, the sane pre-
sunably applies to undated music of other kinds, a conclusion
which in fact fits the available evidence very well. In the five-
voice section, 'The Lord in thy edversity', f.259, is the last
early-hand work in the score, hit it appears third in the apparent-
ly pre-1648 set of parts Add. 30829-30 and 17816, and it is hard
to imagine what opportunities there would have been for the per-
formance of such anbitious music during the Carrnonwealth. Jeffreys
avoided the use of even a single treble voice in most of his dated
music between 1648 and 1662, so it is unlikely that he would at
the sane time have canposed aother, undated, series requiring
two trebles.
Many of the two- and three-voice works in the early hand
have two parts notated in the tenor clef,but like a great deal
of Italian printed music, or Jeffreys' cn 'Coy Caelia', they
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cou1 equally well be performed by two trebles. There is only
one late two-voice work, 'With notes that are both loud and sweet',
f. 89, for the hitherto neglecte:1 combination of two basses and
continuo. This work belongs to the late 1650s at the earliest,
as it is completed on a pasted-in extension, presi.rnably because
the follcMing series of late three-voice works hai alreay been
copied. 'Mr Pett', wbose nane appears at the beginning of the
piece, may be Peter Pett, Fellw of All Souls from 1i648 and ultam-
ately Mvocate-General of Ireland. 4° Wood refers to his joining
with Sir Kenelin Digby and others in entertaining the violinist
Davis Mell in Oxford in 1657.41 He was edmitted to Gray's Inn
42in 1658.
Most of Jeffreys' latest dated music in the score belongs
to a series of fourteen three-voice works dated 1657-1662, all
bit one for NIB and continuo. The presence of so many works for
the sane ccmbination of voices, and the aç4arent increase in his
musical activity, suggest that Jeffreys was nc writing for a
practical purpose and for a known group of performers. The iiipetus
for the new period of composition could have cane from the return
of Lord Hatton fran Paris in 1657, and the music could have been
performed at the services of Anglican congregations like the one
led by Peter Gunning at Exeter House; most of the late three-voice
works are Latin, and avohi the mystical extranes of English devot-
ional poetry found in sane of the five-voice canpositions. After
1660, of course, all of this music could have been more wiilely
useful.
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The two late-hand works at the end of the five-voice section,
'Hosanna fiio David' and 'A rrusick strange', are both large-scale
pieces which reflect the re-establislinent of Anglican choral ser-
vices and choirs with trebles. 'A musick strange' has generally
been dated 1669 (though not by E .T. Warren on f. lv of the score)
on the basis of the date written at the end, which I believe to
be 1662. The nbiticxis 'Hosanna fiio David' in six parts was
presunably canposed not long before 'A musick strange', and it
is not over-fanciful to suggest that just as 'Thm thee again'
was an expression of Royalist gloan in 1649, 'Hosanna fflio David'
refers to Charles II and celebrates the Restoration.
The difference between the paper used by Jeffreys fran 1648
to 1651 and that found in most of the rest of the score leads
to the conclusion that the present four-voice section, beginning
with a work caT!posed in 1648 (old style) ,is a replacenent for
an earlier score, lost or destroyed, that corresponded with the
rest of the pot 1, 2 and 3 material. The undated, early-hand rrrdsic
had almost certainly been canposed by 1648, and in all probability
much of it was already copied into the gatherings now in Pñd .10338.
The loss of the four-voice section suggests that the gatherings
were not bound into a single volune, txit that there were a nunber
of separate scores: the lost four-voice one; the gatherings between
binder' s marks 16 and 27 for one- and two-voice music (the two-
voice section begins in mid-gathering); fran 28 to 43 for three-
voice music, and fran 56 to 67 for five. Gatherings between marks
5 and 10 might have been canbinei with the pillars gatherings
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fran mark 1 to mark 4 to form a book of secular music.
As Jeffreys is known to have canposei a considerable quantity
of music for the stage in the 1630s, there is no reason why sane
of the sacred music s1*ild not date fran the sane period, when
there is evklence of his having taken an interest in Italian church
music. His large collection of Italian sacred music (see Ch. X)
is in partbooks, clearly intended for performance rather than
study: as far as can be ascertained, most of the music is indir-
ectly derived fran Italian prints published no later than 1638.
During the 1630s Jeffreys may have collected Italian music in
a score, perhaps the 'other score boo' to which he refers in
Add.10338. A set of parts consisting of four sheets only, now
Ob MS Mus. Sch. c.204 folios 46-49, has Edward Lowe's note '4
Papers of an Italian's Latin Song 0 dulcis Jesu wch I had of Mr
Jeffreys' 43
 and contains a three-voice '0 dulcis Jesu' and Ave
Jesu' by Abundio Antonelli: 44
 the set is ccpied in Jeffreys' early
hand on pillars paper typical of English use and has his autograph
carrnent 'I received this song wth other fran Rane the 11th of
Novanb. 1634 wth directions to sing then a slow tyme'. No doubt
sane of Jeffreys' own ccmpositions date fran the 1630s as well.
In or shortly after 1648then,Jeffreys seens to have thought
it appropriate to bring together his ccrrplete works, in existing
or newly-made copies, and have t1-n bairxi in a single large voliine
with space for a limited nunber of additions. The fact that he
made so little provision for further four-voice music suggests
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that he did not expect to cauipose very much in the near future,
and it was not until 1657, perhaps as a result of Lord Hatton's
return to England, that he enbark1 upon a major series of n
caripositions, almost exclusively for ATE and continuo. By then,
however, he had already canposel more than he had anticipatad
when the voiiine was bound, and although most of his later music
is inciudad in dd.10338, much of it is in positions not origin-
ally ass ignel to its particular canbination of voices.
Watermarks and paper (see illustrations I, II, V-XI,
XV, XVIII, XXXIII)
The dates written into the score, which suggest that the four-
voice music is its earliest material, do not give a true impression
of its history, as the paper fonning this section, with the post-
horn, pot 6 and pot 4 marks, is the latest to have been usad in
the main structure of the score. The relatively snail size of
pot 6 (watermark X) shows that Stevenson's observation that later
pots are larger than earlier ones does not hold gocx in every -
case, 46 although its general truth is ilustrate:1 by pot 4 (water-
mark VIII), which is similar in size to watermark XIII fran Ob
MS Mus.Sch. d.220, datel 1654. The pot watennarks in Add. 10338
may be caiiparad with those in the masque music section of Lbl
Add. 10444 (c.1624: see watermark IV and Ch. IX).
The dates in the four-voice section range fran 1648 to 1651,
but the Te Deun beginning on f.204, copi1 entirely on pot 4 paper,
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is dated 1649. 'Turn thee again', f.177, shows that the posthorn/
pot 6 paper was available by early 1649; the rest of the paper
in the score,apart fran the unruled additions and other insertions,
was already in Jeffreys' possession. The manuscript therefore prov-
ades a cross-section of the types of snail music paper available
in the late 1640s and earlier. The pot and pillars marks are typical
of Normandy, and although posthorn marks were also used in the
Angourois, the posttorn paper in Add.10338 cane fran the Durand
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mill near Maisoncefles-le-Jdajn in Normandy. The pillars 1
and pot 1,2 and 3 paper in Add.10338 could well date fran c.1640:
similar pot and pillars marks are found in Lbl Add .18940-44, which
contain music fran the masque The Triunph of Peace (1634).48
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Bodleian Library MS Mus. Sch. d.220
(Watermark XIII)
Music School manuscript d .220 is the bass part only of a very
large anthology of two-part instmnental music, described thus
on the fine calligraphic title page in red and black ink:
Pavanes Galliardes Ayres Mmains Coranto' s Sarabands
Moriscas Maskes & Contry-Dances. Canposed occasionally
by Excellent rncxlerne Musick-Masters; arid now Methodic-
ally digested into they're prcper & distinct Keys. For
the Bass and Treble Violls. Bassus 1654
The music is of a similar kind to that contained in Playford' s
two-part publications of 1651, 1655 and 1662, with all of which
d. 220 has concordances, hot the manuscript collection is on a far
larger scale, containing over five hundred pieces. Like the Playford
Court Ayres of 1655, it groups the pieces according to their keys,
and the first opening of each section is finely labelled in red
ink, for exaiiple 'Ayres in Ganut for Two Parts'.
	 -
On the cover is the nane 'Beaunont Hastings' and the stanped
initials 'H.W.'. The book dkl not belong to the Music School in
the seventeenth century, so it is unrenarkable that Hastings cannot
be iñentified as an Oxford student; the voluTle is included neither
in the 1682 inventory of Music School holdings nor in the lists
made by Richard Goodson in the early eighteenth century A list
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of books purchased frcn 'J. Mcfarland' on p.182 and the final fly-
leaf is dated '2 Sept 1736', which suggests that d.220 was still
in private hands at that time; the inclusion of a work 1entified
as 'Cockburn 's Gonoreah' in the list perhaps indicates that the
owner was a physician. 51
 The Roll of the Royal College of Physic-
ians, however, does not contain the nane Beauront
	 in, any-
one who could be represented by 'H .w.' 52
The collection is irnpressive not merely on account of its
sheer size, ixit because of the variety of major and minor canposers
represented in it: a thanatic index is given in Appendix 1 below.
Naned or identifiable canposers faniiar fran other sources are
Charles Colnan, Wilhian Lawes and John Jenkins, who contrthite
the greater part of the collection, and Christopher Sampson. Most
of the less distinguished canposers served at sane stage in the
King's Music: John Adson, who died in 1640; John Atkinson, sane-
times known as Atkyns, who was appointed a musician for the violins
an 1660 and died in 1671; the long-lived violinist mbrose Beeland
(f 1. 1624-72); Philip Becket, appointed to the private music in
1660, and John Ganble, who published vocal music in the late 1650s
and was appointed to the King's band of wind instrunents an 166O.
George Hudson, Theophilus Lupo and the faiious violinist Davis Mell
(1604-1662) had all served Charles I, and an earlier generation
appears to be represented by John Maynard (1577-after 1614), sane
of whose music is in Lbl Add. 10444, c.1624 (see Ch. IX). John
Mercure, also represented in Lbl Add. 10337, was another of Charles
I's musicians, hat was replaced at the Restoration by Stephen Nau,
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probably the 'Mciisieur Noe' of this source, and Jo1 Taylor (f 1.
1637-45) was also apparently deal by 1660.
Other carposers do not appear to have been in Royal service,
and their identities are harder to establish. They include Richard
Cooke, identifiable fran concordances in Playford's 1655 print
and Ob MSS Mus.Sch.e.410-14, who also ccntposed sane fantasias in
Ob MSS Mus.Sch.e.406-9 (see below), a set of parts which belonged
to the North faTlily. TIxinas Pratt, who is also represented in Play-
ford's 1662 publication, was entertained by Anthony Wood at Oxford
in 1658: he and John GaTlble are described as 'two etunent musitians
of London'. 54 'Mr Barrat', 'Mr Sheppie', 'Mar. Wright' and 'Mr
Sebastian' ranain obscure.
The similarities in content and organization between this
source and Playford's Court Ayres of 1655 point to sane kind of
relationship between then, and the wording of the title page of
Playford's 1662 print is renarkably similar to that of d.220:
Courtly Masquing Ayres, containing A3rnaines, Ayres,
Sarabands, Morisco' s Jiggs & c of two parts Treble and
Bass for viols or violins. Catiposel by several excellent
masters ... Treble London ... 1662
Neither the 1655 nor the 1662 print, however, is simply a selection
of the music found in d.220, and the fine presentation of the manu-
script suggests that it was a carmissioned piece of work for a
private indiviival rather than a piblisher' s repository of material
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for future use. Nevertheless, there are enough siniilarities to
indicate that d.220 originated in the London musical circle of
John Playford, and was possibly ccpied by a scribe working for
him.
Watermarks and paper (see illustration XIII)
The 89 music folios of d.220, i1entified by the original pagination
schne, consist of a single type of pot paper with a pair of marks
lettered 'MLV', perhaps mede by a menber of the Vaullegard fanily
The folios measure c.284 nm. x 184 nm. and are cut all round, with
traces of colour on all edges. There are ten staves, 12 mu. x 150
nun., ruled with a five-stave rastrun: the measureiient over five
staves is 109.5 urn, and over ten, c.231 rrm. The distribution of
watermarks is shown in Table II below.
The pair of pot marks in d.220 is anongst the latest to be
found in an English music source and the date of the volume, 1654,
is an accurate gue to the date of use of the paper. Ccnipared
with most of the pots in Add.10338 the d .220 pots show the tendency
observed by Stevenson for pots to becane larger as the century
56progresses. One of the chain lines of the 'a' mould, to the right
of the mark, is broken throughout.
The whole of d.220 is in the sane neat and meticulous hand,
which, together with the elegant presentation of the title page,
suggests that the volume was professionally copied. The similarities
in the wording of the title page, organization and content between
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d.220 and Playford's 1655 and 1662 prints suggests that the manu-
script might have been carrnission fran Playford to provuie a
more extensive collection of music than was available in any exist-
ing or proj ectel publication. Caripared with Playford' s movable-
type prints, moreover, d.220 is easier to real and consists of
more durable paper. The strong possibility that d.220 was supplied
by John Playford in turn suggests that in 1654 he still considered





























































































Bodleian Library MSS Mus. Sch. e.406-409
(Watermarks XXIV, XXV)
Music School manuscripts e.406-9 are a set of parts containing
music by John Jenkins for treble, two basses and organ, consist-
ing of twenty-seven fantasias and one pavan, 57 and four fantasias
for similar instrunentation by Richard Cooke, sane of whose other
music appears in Ob MSS Mus.Sch.d.220 and e.410-14. With the
exception of the Jenkins fantasias nos. 2,3 and 5, which also
occur in Mus.Sch.c.64-69 and Eire-Em Z.3.4. 7-12, the contents
of this source appear to be unique.
The four books belong to a large collection bought for the
Music School fran Anthony Wood in 1667 58 A paper recording the
purchase was pasted to the wall of the Music School, and about
a hundred years later Hawkins transcribed as much of it as was
still legible:
Sets of choice books for instrinental music, 11 whereof
are the cariposition of Mr John Jenkins for 2,3,4,5 & 6
parts for the organ or harpsecon, and six sets more
canposed by Mr Lawes, Ccperario, Mr Brewer and Orlando
Gibbons, all bought of Mr Wood which cost £22. 0. 0.
This collection is thought to have originated in the household
of the North fanily at Kirtling in Caribridgeshire, and is now
Ob MSS Mus.Sch.c.81-91, c.98 a & b, c.99 a & b, c.100 a & b,
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c.101 a & b and e.406-9. The last is the only set of North parts
to bear a date, 1654. Apart fran its importance as a section
of the North fanny music collection, its string parts (e.407-
409) contain the earliest dated exanpie of an Angounois foolscap
mark, indeed of any type of mark fran that area, in an English
music source.
Watermarks and paper (see illustrations XXIV, XXV)
The upright quarto string parts measure 210 rim. x 155 rim, and
have eight staves, 11 inn. x 127 rim., ruled with a four-stave
rastrun measuring 76 rim. The measureTlent over eight staves is
163 rim. The limited length of the staves is conspicuous, and
the awkwardness for copyist and performer caused by having a
large number of relatively short staves is no doubt a major reason
for the limited use of the upright quarto format in nall music
books. The oblong quarto organ book, e .406, is exceptionally
large for a music book, measuring 233 rim. x 327 rim: sane deckels
survive, mainly on the outer edges. There are eight six-line
staves, 12 rim • x 267 rim. ,ruled with a four-stave rastrun: the
measurenent over four staves is 83.5 inn.; over eight, c. 177
rim.
As the string parts are in upright quarto, the watermarks
are largely concealed, but enough is visible to confirm that
they are fairly synmetrical foolscaps similar in general pattern
to the Angounois marks found in Lbl Add.30488-90 and Add.33234.
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On many folios only the extreiities of the foolscap can be seen,
as illustrated, Ixit in places, such as e.407 f.44, five points
can just be discerned at the edge of the folio in positions which
suggest that the foolscap has seven points.
The organ part is easier to deal with. The chain lines are
extrenely whely spaced, and the fleur-de-lys mark itself differs
fran the typical Angoumois pattern found in music sources fran
the late 1660s onwards, such as Ob MSS Mus.Sch.c.54-57. Conspic-
uous differences are the attenuated lobes of the fleur-de-lys,
its contact with the shield on both sides, and the sample format-
ion of the lower part of the crown • A pair (not illustrated)
can be distinguished by a slightly different shape of the shield.
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British Library Additional Manuscript 10337
(Watermarks XIV, XXIII)
British Library Md. MS 10337, described by Reese as 'one of
60.the last collections of real vIrginal music', is inscribed
on f. lv 'Elizabeth Rogers hir virginall booke February ye 27
1656'. Beneath, a table of contents in the saie hand suggests
that by February 1656 (old style) the book was bound in its pres-
ent form. Elizabeth Fayre, whose nane also appears on f.1 and
whose initials are staed on the binding, is presunably the
sane person as Elizabeth Rogers, about whan nothing has so far
been discovered.
The keyboard music in Md .10337 inclu5es many arrangenents
of other kinds of music, 61 and ranges fran almaynes by Robert
Johnson (folios lOv, 27v) and the Byrd 'Battaile' (llv-17v)62
to rdentifiable masque music (e.g. folios 4v,5), texted keyboard
versions of continuo songs, such as 'Claris sighed' (f.21v),
and arrangenents of balleds such as 'When the King enjoys his
own again' (f.5v). There is also a canpietely sarate series
of secular and sacred songs, written with the volune reversed
in a different hand fran most of the keyboard music, and almost
certainly canpleted sane years after the book was bound and the
table of contents canpiled in or before February 1657. The volune
is clearly a household music book which provides an insight into
the relationship between performances on the largest scale, such
as The Triiinph of Peace, and popular or danestic music-making:
Table IV at the end of the chapter shows h many of the keyboard
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pieces in Md. 10337 exist in different arrangenents and as
broalside ballais.
Because the voluTle contains two series of music, two differ-
ent hands and two distinct types of paper, one with pot watermarks
and six-line staves and the other with hat marks and five-line
staves, the first impression is that two originally separate books
have been caribined, perhaps when a Fayre-Rogers marriage took
place. But this explanation does not account for the canplex rel-
ationship of hand, paper and content in the middle of the book,
suTniarised in the table below:
Table III



















(Reversal) Keyboard 	 B
music
(Reversal) Vocal music B
Keyboard music	 A
(Reversal) Vocal music B
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F.rai p.76 (f. 37v), keyboard music in hand A is written on five-
line staves to which a sixth line has been added separately.
A series of keyboard pieces in hand B, however, occupies the
last six folios of the six-line stave pot paper. The table of
contents on f. lv lists only the keyboard rrusic in hand A and
refers to the pagination schane, which is found only on pages
written in band A and has a gap between p.62 and p.76. The unnun-
bered pages between folios 32 and 37 correspond exactly to the
gap in the original pagination, which leads to the conclusion
that whatever, if anything, was written there, folios 32-37 and
the end-paper between f.34 and f.35 were in their present posit-
ion by February 1657. Possibly they were then unused, and the
copyist intended to add a further series of keyboard pieces at
a later date.
Hand A, the principal keyboard hand, is neat and profession-
al in appearance and has ccpial the earliest music, including
the pieces by Byrd and Johnson. . Hand A also copied several dances
by Mercure (f 1. 1640-50) 63 and 'Lupus', presuiiably Thecphilus
Lupo who was one of the King's musicians fran 1628 and was re-
placed in 1660. 'Beare' has been identified as the French con-
poser Joseph de la Barre (16331678)64 but the identity of TIxiias
Strengthfeild is still unknown. Hand A's contributions cannot
be very much earlier than 1657: the text of 'When the King enjoys
65
his own again', by Martin Parker, was written in 1643, and many
titles, such as 'Sir Tho. Ffairfax March', clearly refer to person-
alities of the Civil War. Many of the ballad tunes were published
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in various arrangeients in the 1650s and the text of 'Lie still,
66my deare is found in Cotgrave s Wit's Interpreter of 1655.
Hand A also ccpied Laniere' s 'I wish noe more', first published
in 1652, on f.41v.
Concordances with the music copied by hand B suggest that
he (or she) worked at a slightly later period; unlike A, B appears
to have been an anateur. Nothing in hand B was published before
1659, and several other concordances are with John Ganble 'S
ccnmonplace book Drexel 4257, also dated 1659,67 although the
identified canposers 'Mr Balles' (f 1. 1613_1635)68, mxnas Brewer
(1611-c.1659), N. Laniere (1588-1666) and John Wilson (1595-1674)
were all active earlier in the century. One very late concordance,
the tune to 'The faithful roers, f. 34v reversed, is dated
1670, and although this could simply mean that an earlier manu-
script source has escaped notice, the two concordances with Play-
ford's Select Ayres of 1669 suggest that the final hand B aldit-
ions could really be that late..
The suggestion that the later contents of the book might
have been added over a nixnber of years, as well as the possible
involvenent in its history of a marriage between meribers of
faniies naned Feyre and Rogers, receives a degree of support
fran a few lines of undistinguished verse on f. 1 and f. 60v. On
f.1 is written:
This is the dart that pearst the hart the
constant love to try for I ane still and
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ever will be constant till thy hart I have
And that is free rrrf only joy I give to thee
If this be so and is not gone then let us
joyne our harts in one.
On f.60v is this:
Sith hart and break, thou must no longer live
to injoy this woril nothing that I would give
I live forlorne all joyes are fran me fl3
I've lost my love, alase my hart is deal.
Beneath, in a very weak, but apparently the sane, hand the first
few words are repeated:
Sith heart and break, thou
Watermarks and paper (see illustrations XIV, XXIII)
Whatever the later history of the manuscript, the 1657 table
of contents indicates that the pot and hat papers, with their
different nilings, had been caTibined by that date. The paper has
been cut for b]nding and measures 287 mi. x 187 tm.: the pot
paper has eight six-line staves, 16 irm. x 154 mn., and the hat
has ten, 13.5 nm. x 152 rrm.,with five lines.
The manuscript is of special iniportance because it provides
the only dated exarple of Italian paper marked with the hat,
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which can be seen to have been usel early in 1657 or before.
This use of Italian paper, which is also fc*ind in Lbl Add.31479
and several manuscripts fran the North collection which were
purchas1 for the Oxford Music SCIXO1 in 1667 (see Ch. X), sug-
gests a lack of satisfaction with the tralitional Norman sup-
pliers which may also be reflected in the early use of Angounois
paper in Ob MSS Mus.Sch. e.406-9 (1654) and of apparently German
paper in MS Mus.Sch. e.414 (c.1660).
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TABLE IV
British Library Additional MS 10337
Catalogue and list of concordances
Modern editions (column 4)
All of the keyboard music except the Byrd 'Battaile', which is
in H. Andrews (ed), My Ladye Nevell' s Booke, 1926, is in George
Sargent (ed), Elizabeth gers' Virginal Book (CEI(M xix), 1971.
The canplete voliine is transcribed in Charles J . F. Cofone (ed),
Elizabeth Rgers hir Virginall Booke, New York 1975. Other
madam editions, not necessarily of keyboard versions of the
rTusic, are listed in the table:
Bos	 J . L. Boston (ad), Priscilla Bunbury 'S
Virginal' Book, London 1962
Fer	 Howard Ferguson (e:1) Anne Cranwell' s
Virginal Book, 1638, London 1974
MB 20
	 Gerakl Hdrie (ed), Orlando Gibbons,
Keyboard Music, London 1962 (Musica
Britannica xx)
MB 33 Ian Spink (ed), Eiglish Songs, 1625-
1660, London 1971 (Musica Britannica
xxxiii)
Dart	 Tiurston Dart (ad), The First Part of
Musick's Hand-maid Published by John
Playford, London 1969
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Rog	 Richard Ras tall (ed), Canplete Keyboard
Works: Benjamin Rogers,. London 1969
Sa	 Andrew J. Sabol (ed), Ftur Hundred Songs
and Dances fixni the Stuart Masque,
Providence 1978
Other sources (Column 5)
No originality is claimed for the list of concordances, most of
which is derived fran the various works list1 under 'References'
below. None of these, however, catalogues all known arrangnents
of every piece of music in Add. 10337. Other than for the Byrd
'Battaile', the table below incindes all sources of any kind apart
fran US-NYp Drexel 5609, a copy of Add. 10337 mede by Sir John
Hawkins. Sources which are not identified by RI sigla and press-
marks are listed here:
B& L	 John Banister and Thcmas Low, New Ayres
and Dialogues Canposed for Voices and
Viols ... together with Lessons for Viols
or Violins, London 1678
Bunbury	 Priscilla Buntury 's Virginal Book: MS
privately owned.
Cosyn	 Benjamin Cosyn's Virginal Book: Lk 23.i.4
Cranwell	 Anne Cranwell 'S Virginal Book: London Museirn
46.78-748
Dancing Master John Playford, The Dancing Master, 1651
and many subsequent editions.
E 1654	 J. van Eyck, Der Fluyten Dist-bof, Mister-
daii 1654, i. RI1 ix, 19
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G	 Thanas Greeting, The Pleasant CaTpanion
for the Flageolet, London 1673. RI'4 iii,
340
Mathew	 Richard Mathew, The Lute's ?pology, London
1652
Mattjiysz	 PaulusMattlysz, t'Uithenend Kabinet vol
Pavanen, Alnianden, Sarabanden, Couran ten,
Bafleten, Intraden, Airs & c.. 2 parts,
msterdn 1646, 1649.
Oldhan	 MS in private collection of Guy Oldhan
Pers	 D.P. Pers, Bellerophon, of lust tot wysheit,
Tmsteidan 1656-7. RIS1 vi, 445
P 1651	 John Playford, A Musical Banquet, London
1651
PC 1652	 -	 A Book of New Lessons for
the Cithren or Gittern, 1652
PL 1652	 -	 Music's Recreation on the
Lyra Viol, 1652
PSA 1652	 -	 Select Ayres and Dialogues,
1652
P 1659	 -	 Musick's Hand-maiLl, 1659
PCA 1659	 -	 Cheerful Ayres, 1659
P 1669	 -	 Select Ayres and Dialogues,
1669; R/New Jersey 1966
PL 1669	 -	 Musick's Recreation on
the Viol, Lyra-way, 1669
PL 1682	 -	 Musick's Recreation on
the Viol, Lyra-way, 1682; R/Loridon 1965
Starter	 J.J. Starter,Friesche Dist-hof... ,lmsterdari
1621. RI viii, 167
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References (column 6)
The manuscript as a whole is discussel in Bruce Gustafson,
French Harpsichord Music of the 17th Century, Ann Arbor 1977-
79,i, 61-62; ii, 112-122, with special eriphasis on the keyboard
music, particularly that ascrib to 'Beare'. &me of the mcxlern
elitions, especiafly MB 20, MB 33 and Sabol, contain valuable
intrcxluctions and carrnentaries for the indivi1ual pieces found
n Add. 10337 which they include.
Two other works proviie useful information:
DM	 C.L. Day and E.M. Murrie, English Song Books
1651-1702: a bibliography, London 1940
Si	 Claude M. Srmpson, The British Broadside Ballad
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NOTES TO CHAPTER VI
1.	 North writes: 'I designad to write over all Mr Jenkins'
ccnipos it ions and did execute my purpose upon a great many,
bot for want of good paper and good directions in making
the characters black and regular, my first labours cane
to little.' See A. Jessopp (ed), The Autobiography of
the Hon. Wger North, London 1887, 82; Paiiela J. WiJLletts,
'AutographMusic by John Jenkins', ML xlviii (1967), 125n.
2.	 The North fanily music collection contains further, undat-
ad, exaiples of foolscap watennarks as well as hat marks
identical with those in Lbl Add.31479. See Ch. X below,
and Margaret Crun, 'The Consort Music fran Kirtling, bought
for the Oxford Music School fran Anthony Wood in 1667',
Chelys iv (1972),3.
3.	 The principal work on George Jeffreys' life and music
is Peter As ton, George Jffreys and the English Baroque,
unpub. thss., University of York, 1970. See also Aston,
'George Jeffreys', Mr cc (1969), 772; 'Tradition and
Experiment in the Works of George Jeffreys', PR'!A xcix
(1972-3), 105; 'Jeffreys, George', Grove ix, 583-586.
Aston 's 1970 thesis contains three volunes of trans-
criptions and musical exanples and a fourth including
an excellent biography of the caiiposer as well as discuss-
ions of different types of music. I\o important aspects
are anitted, however: a detailed account of the contents
of Jeffreys' Italian music partbooks Lbl A.31479 (see
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Ch. X below), and an exaiiination of the physical structure
of the autograph score and partbooks.
4.	 A. Clark (ed), The Life and Times of Anthony Wood, Oxford
1891-5,i174; Sir John Hawkins, A General History of the
Science and Practice of Music, London 1875,ii,582,680.
In Och 879, one of a set of parts belonging to Henxy Ald-
rich (1648-1710), is a note on the flyleaf facing f.l:
'A collection of songs by Jefferies late Organist of
Christ Church'. This observation, aarently in Aldrich's
hand, is of sane importance as it sens to be the only
independent evidence to suçport Wood 's account of Jeffreys'
activities at Oxford, although Aldrich too might have
ha his infonnation fran Wood. Panela J. Wifletts, 'John
Lilly, Musician and Music Copyist', Bodleian Library Rec-
ord vii (1967) ,311, points out that Aldrich did not copy
his music collection hut acquired it airealy copied fran
various sources, alded his own annotations, and hal the
volunes bound. The collection attritutei to Jeffreys
in Och 878-880, mainly consisting of music by Dering and
Italian secular music, is copied on pot and grapes paper
unlikely to be later than the mid-1650s and possibly con-
teorary with Jeffreys' residence in Oxford in the early
1640s.
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5. Peter Hausted, The Rivall Friends, a cane5ie, as it was
acted before the King and Queen's Majesties, when out
of their princely favour they were pleased to visite their
universitie of Cenbridge upon the 19th day of March 1631.
Cried down by Boyes, Faction, flivie and confident Ignor-
ance, approved by the judicious and now exposed to the
publique censure by the author ..., London 1632.
See A .W. Ward and A. R.Wailer (eds), The Cibridge History
of Eiglish Literature, vi,Caibridge 1950, 324-5.
6. TIxinas Randolph, Poens, with The Muses' Looking Glass
and Miyntas, Oxford 1638. 'The Masque of Vices' is not
a separate work bit part of The Muses' Looking Glass,
and only 'Say Daunce' belongs to it rather than the poelis:
see The Muses, p.15. Rando1ph's Jealous Lovers was perform-
ed at Caiibridge during the Royal visit of 1632, and it
is possible that The Muses was presented in London towards
the end of that year: see Ward and Wailer, cp. cit. vi ,
232-3.	 I,
7. The other set of parts containing Jeffreys' fantasias,
Och 4 68-472, has Angounoi.s deny paper in upright quarto,
marked with a fleur-de-lys and IHS ccuitermark similar,
though not identical, to Watermark )OOCVII. Other exiples
of this type of mark in music manuscripts date fran the
1660s, bit the upright quarto format suggests that a date
after 1662, when a similar size of book could be produced
more cheaply using Angounois foolscap-size paper in folio,
is unlikely. The set probably dates fran c.1657-62. The
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date 1629 attributed to this source by Aston is not
correct: on f. 1 of Och 469 the copyist has made his normal
ascription 'Geo. Jeffreys', above which a different hand
has added 'Geore Jeffreys 1729' (sic).
8.	 J. and J.A. Venn, A]ixrini Cantabrigienses, Part 1, ii,
Canbridge 1922, 331.
9.	 Ibid.,332.
10.	 Venn, Alixnni, Part 1, iii,420; DNB xlvii,280-282; Anthony
Wood, Athenae Oxonienses .. an exact history of all the
writers and bishops who have had their education in the
University of Oxford, to which are added the Fasti or
Annals of the said university, London 1820 (facsimile
ed. London and New York 1967), iv, 565-567.
11.	 Venn, A]iziini, Part 1, ii,331.
12.	 Joseph Foster, The Register of Admissions to Gray's Inn,
1521-1889, London 1889, 159.
13.	 Walter C. Metcalfe, A Book of Knights Banneret, Knights
of the Bath and Knights Bachelor male between the fourth
year of King Henry VI and the Restoration of King Charles
II, London 1885, 202.
14. G.J. Annytage (ad), A Visitation of the County of Surrey
begun Anno Boi. MDCLXII finished Anno Dni. MDCLXVIII,
London 1910 (Harl. Soc. Pub. lx), 57.
15.	 644. b. 45.
16.	 Peter Haustad, Ad Populun, or A Lecture to the People,
Oxford 1644.
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17. Wood, Athenae (1820); Fasti ii (invol.iv),50.
18. Venn, AluTni, Part 1, ii,331.
19. Wood, Athenae (1820) iv, 140-145.
20. Aston (1970) iv, 74.
21. Hawkins, A General History, ii, 680.
22. Edward, Earl of Clarendon, The History of the Rebellion
and Civil Wars in England begun in the year 1641 (ed.
W. Dunn Macray), iv,Oxford 1888, 209.
23. Ibid.
24. Wood, Athenae (1820); Fasti ii (in vol. iv), 50.
25. DNB xxv, 162-3. See his many letters in G . F. Warner (ed),
Correspondence of Sir Edward Niclxlas, Secretary of State,
London 1886-1920, and frequent references in E.S. de
Beer (al), The Diary of John Evelyn, Oxford 1955.
26. Warner, op. cit. 1, 97.
27. DNB iii, 216.
28. Captain Henry Cooke, later Master of the Children of the
Chapel Royal: see Peter Dennison, 'Cooke, Henry', Grove
iv, 710-11. Evelyn (20 October 1654) described him as
'esteen'd the best singer after the Italian manner of
any in England': see de Beer (ed), op. cit. iii, 144.
29. Warner, op. cit. iii, 283.
30. De Beer, op. cit. iii, 191.
31. Ibid 203-4.
32. Ibid. 203-5n.




	 A. Clark (ad), Life and Tirres, i, 274; Hawkins, A General
History, fl,683.
35. DNB xxix, 284.
36. Peter Holman, letter to the editor, Chelys v (1973-4),79.
37. Hughes-Hughes, Catalogue, i, 283-4 passisn.
38. Ian Spink (ad), English Songs 1625-1660, London 1971
(Musica Britannica xxxiii), 189.
39. Crun, 'The Consort Music', Chelys iv (1972),3.
40. Wood, Athenae (1820); Fasti ii (in vol.iv),109.
41. A. Clark (ed),Life and Times, i241-2; Hawkins, A General
History, fl,681.
42. Foster, The 1gister, 285.
43. On a scrap of paper n Ob MS Mus . Sch. c .9 f. 1. See
Margaret Crun, 'Early Lists of the Oxford Music School
Collection', ML xlviii (1967), 23.
44. Ahundlo Antonelli, chiefly active in Rane and Benevento;
d. in or before 1629. 3-voice works rxib. Rane 1615, 1616.
See Patricia Ann Myers, 'Antonelil, Atundio', Grove i,
491-2.	 -
45.	 Lcm 1045-5 1, a collection, in parts, made by John Barnard
in preparation for lus First Book of Selectei Church Music
London 1641, contains an eight-part 'My song shall be
aiway' (second part: '0 Lord the very heavens') ascribed
to George Jeffreys. Aston (1970 and Grove) regards this
work as 'donbtful', hut there is no chronological reason
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why it shcxi1 not be authentic. See W. Barclay Squire,
Catalogue of the Manuscripts in the Library of the }ya1
College of Music (typescript: copy available in the Brit-
ish Library MS departhient students' rcx:m), i, 265-285.
46. Briquet, Les Filigranes (1968), supplaiientary material
34-5.
47. Ibid.,35.
48. Hughes-Hughes, Catalogue, iii, 184, 205. Three movenents
were undoubtily part of The Triixnph of Peace: see Andrew
J. Sabol (1), Fbur Hundred Songs and Dances fran the
Stuart Masque, Provuience 1978, nos. 36-38. Others are
possibly fran the masque: see Sabol nos. 382/3, 386. Add.
18940-44 contain chanber-music arrangnents of the masque
music and much other instrunental material; they probably
date fran a similar period to the earliest parts of Add.
10338, perhaps c.1640.
49. John Playford,A Musicall Banquet set forth in three Choice
Varieties of Music ..., London 1651; Court Ayres, or Pavins,
Alma ins, Corant ' s and Sarabands of two parts, Treble and
Bass for viols or violins ..., London 1655; Courtly Masquing
Ayres ... of two parts, London 1662.
50. See Crun, 'Early Lists', ML xlviii (1967), 23-34.
51. The work is probably Willian Cockturn, The Symptans, Nat-
ure, Cause and Cure of a Gonorroeah, 2/London 1715.
52. W. Munk, &l1 of the Royal College of Physicians, London
1878.
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53.	 John Ganble, Ayres and Dialogues, Lcndon 1656, 2/1657;
a further voluiie 1659.
54.	 A. Clark (ad), Life and T]mes, i,255-6; Hawkins, A General
History, ii,681.
55.	 Briquet, Les Filigranes (1968), supplentary material,34-5.
56.	 Ibid.
57.	 VDGS Provisicnal Index, Chelys i (197O)53.
58.	 Willetts, 'Autograph Mu, ML xlviii ( 1967), 124; Crun,
'The Consort Music', Chelys iv (1972) .3; Jesscpp (ad),
The Autobiography, especially Ch. VII (68-89), 'of Music
and its Importance in Education'.
59.	 See Bnice Gustafson, French Harpsichordi Music of the 17th
Century, Ann Arbor 1977-79, i,61-2; ii,112-22.
60	 Gustave Reese, Music in the Renaissance, London 1954, 852.
61.	 See Sabol (ad), Four Hundred Songs and Dances; Peter Hoiman,
'The Sympbony', Chelys vi (1975-6), 10; C.L. Day and E.B.
Murrie, flglish Song Boolcs 165 1-1702: a bibliography,
London 1940; C.M. Sirr!pson, The British Broadside Ballad
and its Music, London 1966.
62.	 'The Bataille' by Willian Byrd (1543-1623) is in 'My Lady
Nevell's Booke' dated 11 Stanber 1591: see Reese, op.
cit., 851; 866-7. The MS is privately owned: see A. Brn,
'My Lady Neveil' s Booke as a Source of Byrd 'S Keyboard
Music',PR'4A xcv (1968-9),29.
63.	 See M. Rollin and J.M. Vaccaro, Oeuvres des Mercure, Paris
1977; biographical notes xiv-xv.
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64.	 See Gustafson, cp. cit.; J. Caidwell, 'Sources of keyboard
music to 1660: 2 (vi) British Isles', Grove xvii, 731-33;
Jane M. Bers, 'La Barre', Grove x, 334-6.
65.	 Simpson, op. cit., 764-8.
66. John Cotgrave, Wit's Interpreter, the English Parnassus
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CHAPTER VII
ENGLISH MUSIC MANUSCRIPTS FROM 1660 TO 1678
Frau c.1660 Norman and Italian papers alike give way in music
sources to paper fran the Angounois. For heavier types of siiall
paper the knsterdan arms and foolscap are the ccnmonest marks,
while the postheim and suall fleur-de-lys seen to be increasingly
confined to lighter grades of paper and so beccme unusual in music.
The first occurrences of Angounois marks are 3n paper of
much the sane size as the typical Norman pot of the early 1650s.
Bishop Fell's 1674 inventory (see Ch. III above) shows that by
then a distinction had been male between the pot and foolscap
sizes of paper, although the actual terms 'pot' and 'foolscap'
were not yet consistently used. References to 'large Capp' in
the Lord Chanberlaari's bills for 1675-6 cou1d well reflect the
gradual differentiation between the two sizes: the price given
for two reans is 6s 6d, bot ccmpariscri with the 1674 inventory
and the generally high prices paid by the Lord Chanberlain suggest
that this was the price of a single rean, close to the inventory
price for foolscap paper of the larger kindi. A further Angounois
mark canes into catmon use in the mid-1660s, the large and ornate
fleur-de-lys associated with deny and medium papers. Frequently,
though not invariably, this mark is found with the countenriark
IHS, sanetisnes with the initials of the papennaker beneath.
The trade embargoes imposed against France (see Ch. II above)
exposed the extent of English dependence upon imported French
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paper, but had little lasting effect as import licences were freely
granted. A more significant event, in terms of results visible
in paper, was the French Order in Council of 21 June 1671 which
required that paper shculd bear the initials of its maker. In
Normandy it was traditional for the papermaker to be identified
in the watermark, but Angounois marks had generally been anonymous.
In spite of this legislation, sane paper continues to be found
witiDut personal marks, perhaps because it was made specially
for the export market.
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Bodleian Library M.3S Mus . Sch. e .410-414
(Watermarks XXVI, XXXIV, XXXVI)
Music School manuscripts e.410-14 contain two suences of music,
one beginning at each end of the parthooks. One series consists
of three- and four-part consort music for strings: nos. 1-20 are
Charles Colanan's 'Ayres of 4 parts' for two trebles,tenor and
bass; 2 1-45 the sane canposer's three-part ayres; 46 and 47 are
fran Lawes' Iyal Consort arid 50-61 are three-part ayres by Rich-
ard Cooke, which have several concordances with two-part versions
in Ob MS Mus . Sch. d .220. Reversing the volunes, there is an unusual
series of anonnous works ninbered 1-26 for treble, lute, lyra
viol and bass: the lute and lyra parts in e.411 and 412 are in
tablature) Nos. 27-32 are six pieces for two trebles, lute and
bass by John Birkenshaw, and in e.411 folios 68-67v (reversed)
there are two anonymous solos for lute.
The set of parts arpears in the Music School list made in
1682 as 'a set of bookes fillet€ed with gold of several authors
works and a thorough bass in a blew paper. no.40' 2 A table of
contents has been added to e.414 f.1 by FLlward Lowe, who may have
acquired the set for the Music School after the death of its orig-
inal owner Richard Rhodes, a Londoner educated at Westminster
and Christ Church described by Wood as 'well grounded ... in the
practical part of music'. 3
 Rhodes matriculated on 31 July 1658
and graduated B .A. on 22 March 1662. A play by him, Flora's
Vagaries, was performed by the students of Christ Church in 1663;
he died in MalriLl in 1668. In the duplicate bass part e.414, which
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still has the blue paper cover describe:1 in 1682 within its modern
binding, is a note, apparently in Rhodes' hand: 'These basses
are likeways to be found in my 4 pt bookes of r1 leather a little
guilt, these being prickad for a theorbo': e.410-13 are still
in their origmal red leather.
The books contain a nnber of other informative carments.
In e.413 is the inscription 'Ri. Rhodes ex Aede Christi Oxon Sep
7 1660' which perhaps records the date when he acquired the four
red leather books. E.414 was certainly sent fraii London to Oxford,
as a pencil note in it reads 'Leave at ye Saracen ' s Head upon
Snow Hill wth ye Oxford Carrier to be brought to Rhodes a student
of Christ Church'. The Saracen' s Head, a maj or coaching inn on
Snow Hill near. the site of the present Holborn Viaduct, 6 was the
starting point of the coaches fran London to Oxford run by the
University carrier Thanas Moore. 7
 On f.1 of e.410 is a note in
ink: 'At the lute in Bow Streete' and on f.83v of the sane book:
'Prick the treble for the lute consort at this end of the Booke'.
Similar instructions in the other parts have been crossed out,
presuliably after the work had been done. Another instruction in
e.412, f.76v, does not appear to be in Rhodes' handwriting or
spelling, and is directed to the binder: 'singill filetes with
a print in the m ... strong pastbords sowed to o ... verie flatt
too be donne with ... speede'.
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Watermarks and paper (see illustrations XXVI, XXXIV,
XXXVI)
All of the books are in upright quarto. The four string parts
measure 188 mm, x 155 rrm. and their watermark (XXXVI) is a crcn-
e1 fleur-de-lys quite unliJce the Angouiois pattern which beccmes
faniiar fran the late 1660s, notably in the shape of the shield,
the decoration of the crown, and the incorporation of initials
into the watermark itself.
The theorbo part, e.414, measures 186 mn x 145 mn. and has
three watennarks. One, an elaborate bird mark, is mostly hidden
bit resenbles Heawood 199 (Holland 1644).8 A second (XXXIV), a
two-heeded eagle, is a surprising mark to find in an English music
source and is probably of German origin: a similar exanple, Heawood
1302, occurs in Holland in 1633-4. The third mark is a foolscap
which, though differing fran later Angounois exariples and indeed
fran others found in sources dated c.1660 and earlier, nevertheless
has a nunber of Angounois features such as the syrmietrical arrange-
ment of the five points and the general shape of the top of the
cap and bells.
Both the paper and the construction of the set are unusual.
The unruled flyleaves in sane of the books are of the sane type
of paper as the music pages, which suggests that the stationer
bought a supply of paper for the task in hand and ruled as much
as was needed, rather than that reedy-ruled paper was obtained
fran elsewhere or set aside in his own shop. The upright quarto
format is wasteful and inconvenient with such a snall size of
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paper. The canbinatlon of so many unusual features suggests that
the 'Lute in Bow Streete' was not the source of most English music
paper c.1660.
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British Library Adaitional Manuscripts 30488-90
(Watermarks XIX, XXVII, XLIV)
British Library )dd. MSS 30488-90 are a set of parts of John Jen-
kins' fantasias for two trebles and bass without organ, that is,
requiring no continuo instmnent. 9
 These works survive in the
several sources listed in Table I below, the first of which, Lbl
Add.31428, is a fine calligraphic score probably copied by Jenkins
himself.'° Add.30488-90 are in the hand of Matthew Hutton (1639-
1711), who also copied the other surviving score, York Minster
M2OS.11
Dr Matthew Hutton was a friend of Edward Lowe, whose score
of Christopher Simpson's 'Months', Ob MS Mus.Sch. c.58, was copied
by Hutton and is inscribed 'The Gift of his Hcnoured Freind Mr
Mathew Hutton Fellowe of Brazen Nose Colledge in Oxford 27 Jan-
uary 1673/4'. Apart frcm the three copies alrea5y mentioned, Hutton
owned and made corrections to an earlier set of parts of fantasias
by Ferrabosco and others, now L1:iL Add.17792-6, and copied part
of Ob MSS Mus.Sch. d.241-4, which contains three- and four-part
ayres and dances by Rogers,Jenkins, Baltzar and Bowiian) 2 Despite
his wide and evidently informed interest in music, however, Hut-
ton's chief claim to fane is as an antiquarian.
Watermarks and paper (see illustrations XIX, XXVII,XLIV)
The copying of Add.30488-90 was carried cut between 1661 and 1666
in two stages recorded by dates written in the parts. The first
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twelve fantasias hed been carpleted by 18 Decunber 1661, according
to a date entered in the bass part, dd.3049O, on f.12. The second
phase was begun on 2 January 1666 and canpieted in the sane month:
Hutton's final date, on f.20v of d.30489 and 30490, is 'Jan
27 1665/6 • The books are of special interest because they provide
the earliest dated exanpies of the standard form of English music
paper fran c.1660 to 1688: paper fran the Angounois, of a relat-
ively heavy type (here marked with the Ainsterdan arms and fools-
cap) used in folio or oblong quarto format (in this case folio).
Because of the Dutch involvenent in Angounois paper mills, ref lect-
ed by the cannon use of the Arnsterdan arms and, later, of the
Dutch lion watermark in paper exported to England, paper fran
this area was generally described as 'Dutch': an exanpie is found
in Playford's 1664 edition of A Brief Introduction to the Skill
of Music where one of the edvertisenents is for
All Sorts of the best Dutch ruled paper, and all Sizes
of Rul'd books for Musick, told by Jol-i Playford and
Zacharia Watkin at their S1rp in the Inner Tenpie.
The search for a reliable source of canpletely satisfactory paper
for music seens to have been over for John Playford by 1664. Only
a few years previously, the 'Lute' establishnent in B Street
hed used three different types of paper fran at least two areas
of origin to make Richard Rhxes' theorbo partbook, Ob MS Mus.
Sch. e.414, all almittedly of high quality. it is possible that
the use of the upright quarto format in manuscripts dating fran
bef ore 1660, such as Ob MSS Mus.Sch. e.410-14 and sane of the
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Jeffreys sources described in Ch. VI above, was sanetirnes a means
of enploying a larger and therefore heavier type of paper to prod-
uce pages of foolscap folio size; certainly, upright quartos
sean to have been avoided while 'Dutch pap' fran the Angounois
was the catmonest material.
Marginal notes and paper characteristics alike indicate that
Add.30488-90 were ccpied in two distinct phases, one concluded
on 18 Decanber 1661, the other carried out between 24 and 27 Jan-
uary 1666. The principal type of paper in all three books is Angou-
mois, marked with the msterdan arms: one mark of the pair is
illustrated (XLIV); the other can be distinguished by a wider
spacing of the bars of the coronet. With the irrportant exception
of a single sheet, forming Add. 30488 folios 6 and 7,this type
of paper was used for the whole of the first phase of copying.
The single variant sheet is marked with a posthorn bit ruled
iLlentically with the main Amsterdan arms paper, suggesting that
the posthorn sheet was supplied by the stationer, and probably
originally obtained by him, in the sane quire as the Misterdan
material. The texture and quality of the two types of paper is
very similar, and there can be little doubt that the simple, un-
fussy posthorn watermark is Angounois, even in the absence of
personal marks in confiunation (see watermarks XIX-XXI; canpare
the Norman Durand posthorn XVIII). The second phase of copying
was begun on what ranained of the original 1msterdan paper bit
canpleted on paper of four different kinds, txigh all are
Angounois. The dimensions and ruling characteristics of the diff-
erent types of paper in the source are set out in Table II below,
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and their distritutic)n througxut the parthooks is given in Table
III.
The format and principal paper types of Pdd.3O488-9O rariained
typical of English music manuscripts for many years. A slightly
larger size of 'foolscap' paper was iLntroduced in the 1670s, to-
gether with the more general use of personal countermarks, and
the incursion of Abrahan Janssen into the English market fran
1679 onwards is reflecte:1 by the appearance of Ins cn monogran
and the marks of the craftarien he nployed, bet the Angoumois
rained the preferred source of supply and parthooks were almost
invariably made of foolscap-size paper in folio or oblong quarto.
The posthom watexmark,1 qever, began to be rployei especially
for lighter types of paper suitable for letter-writing,and so
beccmes very rare in music sources: Lbl Add.10444 (see Ch. IX
belc) is an interesting exception to the normal rule. In Add.
30488 the posttorn paper is stun andistinguishable fran the AJn-
sterdaii sheets.
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13): 'Jan 24 1665/6'
12-stave ruling begins



































12r (after fantasia 12):
'ex. fin Dec 18 1661'
12v (before fantasia
13): Jan 24 1665/6'
Folios 17 & 18 are a
single sheet
19 & 20 are a single
sheet
20v: 'Jan 27 1665/6'
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Bodleian Librarjr MSS Mus.Sch c.54-57
(Watermark XXXVII)
Music School manuscripts c.54-57 are a set of parts of Christoph-
er Simpson 's 'Months' and 'ea' carmissioned, presunably
for the Oxford Music School, by Edward Lowe. The continuo part,
c.57, is inscribed 'These four Bookes were prickt by Mr John
LiUye13
 who hal of mee 5sh for the pricking then 29th Decenber
1668 beside my charge of paper and binding. Ed. Lowe', and unlike
the score of the 'Months' which Matthew Hutton gave to Lowe in
1674, now Mus.Sch. c.58, the parts are catalogued in the 1682
list. 14
Watermarks arid paper (see illustration XXXVII)
The folio partbooks measure 354 rim. x 235 rim, and have twelve
staves, each 13 rim. x 193 mn., ruled with a four-stave rastruTi
measuring 92.5 rim. Over twelve staves the measurenent is c.304
rim. The paper is Angounois deny, which was frequently used for
sets of parts in quarto, but seldcm in folio except for scores.
Lowe probably wished to provide the Music School with the best
and most durable set of parts possible.
Like Lbl A&1.30488-90 these books illustrate a significant
develoçment in the history of English music paper. They provide
the earliest dated exanpie of what may be called the classical
form of the Angcxrnois fleur-de-lys watermark, with many important
features of the general pattern that renamed unaltered until
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1688 or later, alt&ugh the ccxintennark is still snaller and
less regular than in the paper of the 1680s. The fleur-de-lLys
countermarked IHS can be recognised as Angounois fran the desc-
criptions in the 1674 inventory (see Ch.III above) of 'Dutch'
and 'Rochelle' deny and fran its later use by Angounois crafts-
/
men such as Claude de George and Etienne Tcxizeau. Several ff-a
Couronne mills stood on land belonging to the Jesuits, and it
is possible that the IHS countermark was used by their tenants.
Watermarks of the sane general type are found in Ob MSS Mus.
Sch. e.430 (countermarked IV), a set of parts of Simpson's
'Little Consort' dated 11 January 1672, and in Lowe's score of
the 'Months', Mus.Sch.c.58, given to him in 1674.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER VII
1.	 See Tim Crawford, 'An Unusual Consort Revealed in an
Oxford Manuscript', Chelys vi (1975-6),61.
2.	 Crun,'Early Lists', ML xlviii (1967),23.
3.	 Wood, Athenae (1820) ,i, p .,oxv. Rhodes is described as
'a confident Westhionasterian violinist to bold between
his knees'. He was the owner of a lost Jenkins source:
see Andrew Ashbee, 'Towards the Chronology and Dating
of Sane Airs by John Jenkins', ML lv (1974) 39.
4.	 Wood, Athenae (1820), Fasti ii (in vol.iv),819; Foster,
Alunni, iii,1250.
5.	 A later performance in London was witnesse:1 by Saiiuel
Pepys, who described it as 'as pretty a pleasant play
as any I saw in my life': see R.C. Lathan arid W. Matthews
(eds),The Diary of Sanuel Pepys,v, London 1971, 236; vii,
London 1974, 463-4.
6.	 C.L. Kingsford, A Survey of London by John Stow, Oxford
1908, ii,34.
7.	 A. Clark (ed), Life and Times, ii,223,245.
8.	 See typescript Revised Descriptions available in the Music
Roan at the Bodleian. This identification of the watermark
must have been made while the volune was thsbound.
9.	 For a surmary of Jenkins' life arid a bibliography see
Andrew Ashbee, 'Jenkins, John', Grove ix, 596-8; for a
thanatic index of the fantasias for two trebles and bass




10.	 Willetts, 'Autograph Music', ML xlviii (1967),124.
11.	 Panela J. Wiletts, 'Music fran the Circle of Anthony
Wood at Oxford'R4Q xxiv (1961), 71-5; David Griffiths,
A Catalogue of the Music Manuscripts in York Minster Lib-
rary, n.p.1981, 85.
12.	 Willetts, 1961.
13.	 Panela J. Willetts, 'John Lilly, Musician and Music Copyist',
Bodleian Library Record vii (1967), 307-11.
14.	 Crun, 'Early Lists', 23. The only source of the 'Months'
apart fran the two Bodleian copies is Lbl Add.31436; the
'Seasons' are found in Add.31436, T 296-9 (now at the
Bodleian), Y MS 6S (another Hutton copy: see Griffiths,
Catalogue, 113) and Eire-tm Z. 3.4. 13.
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CHAPTER yulE
ENGLISH MUSIC MANUSCRIPTS FROM 1678 TO 1688
In the ten years between the treaty of Nijmegen and the outbreak
of the Nine Years' War in 1688 the English trade in high-quality
paper continued to be daiiinated by the Angcxinois mills, but fact-
ors' marks in the paper suggest that the business was increasing-
ly controlled by a snail group of merchants. In music manuscripts
the personal marks of Abrahan Janssen and 'HC' are found, and
the monograii of Gilhis van Haven appears as a factor's mark in
the Lord Chnberlain's bill book for 1686. The van Haven fanily
were certainly based in lmsterdan, bat brahaii Janssen, whose
relatives had worked in the Angcxinois far sane time, appears to
Ahave run his business entirely frai' Mgaulene.
There is no reason why Angouiiois paper sixuld have been
transported to Misterdan and re-exported thence. Wilhiai Carr
states that by 1688 most English trade was with the deep-water
harbour of Rotterdan, because large ships could only reach Amster-
dan if they were raised in the water by the support of barges
on either side, and their cargoes were otf ten transferred to light-
ers for the last stage of the journey. 1 It follows that although
the advantages of lmsterdan as a carmercial centre were formidable,
including the effective and trustworthy Wisselbank which was
guaranteed by the city corporation and issued bi 11 s of exchange
honoured in most trading centres, 2
 there was little to be gained
by transporting goals to Amsterdan if their ultimate destination
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lay elsewhere. As far as the English paper trade was concerned,
a factor living in ?msterd did not necessarily have an advantage.
The persecution of Huguenots culminating in the revocation
of the Edict of Nantes in 1685 caused a wave of elligration which
took place over many years. Although the loss of skilled craftsnen
fran the French paper industry did not destroy it, the refugees'
contribution to the paper industry in Holland helped the Dutch
mills to take over the English market when the legal and practical
obstacles caused by the Nine Years' War placed the Jngounois mills
at a disadvantage. Although the paper industry of the area dad
recover in the eighteenth century, the English export trade lost
in 1688 was not regained.
In the period 1678-1688 there is an uneven distribution of
dated material: the manuscripts described in this chapter are
all but one dated 1680 or 1682. There was no reason for the source
of high-quality paper supplied to England to change, however,
until the outbreak of war in 1688: the prohibition of trade with
France which becae law in 1689 was the first such measure to
be enacted when an alternative source of high-quality paper was
available. One source discussed in this chapter, Lbl Add.31427,
is undated, bit contains a further exanple of Abrahan Janssen 's
factor's mark and a countermark which shows that it too belongs
to this period; a further manuscript dated 1680, Lbl Add.31431,
is described in Ch. IX below.
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British Library Jdditional Manuscript 31427
(Watermarks XL, XLI)
British Library Additional MS 31427 is a set of parts entitled
'Mr John Jenkins little consort in three parts ... the VI consort
is the Bells'. The books in fact canbine a version of the 'Little
Consort' proper, with concordances in Lan 4341, Lbl Add.31423
and Ob MS North e. 37 (see Table I below) .3 with an arranganent
of 'La:ly Katherine Audley' s Bells', an extrenely popular consort
which has a canpietely different set of concordances.4
Watermarks and paper (see illustrations XL, XLI)
The paper of these partbooks has four different waterrnarks, all
Angounois fleurs-de-lys with lBS or personal ccxintermarks. Marks
a and b, which appear to be a pair, have no personal identification,
bet c has both the factor's mark AJ and the countennark E. The
isolated quarter of mark d also has the mitials AJ.
Sane of the paper of this source, then, was made by 'Err',
/
probably Etienne Touzeau, who in 1671 was running the St Michel
mill for Dericq Janssen, 5
 and exported by Abrahan Janssen. Tou-
zeau also made the fine paper of Purcell's 1680 score, Lbl Add.
30930, and posthom paper with his and Janssen's initials is found
an the Hatton correspondence dated 9 February 1681 (Lbl Add.29558
folios 150-1). The only evidence that Janssen made a determined
attack on the English high-quality paper market c.1679 (before
which date his personal mark is not found) 6
 canes fran the paper
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itself, but the ar arance sIx)rtly after the end of the Franco-
Dutch war of 1672-78 of his factor's mark and the countermarks
of craftsnen known to have worked for him is unlikely to be co-
incidental. The peace of Nijmegen concluded the war on terms not
unfavcxirable to the Dutch7
 and probably encouraged new investment
and expansion in the Angounois paper industry. The patriotic Dutch
lion enbien, frequently found with Janssen 's initials and the
countermark of Claude de George, who certainly worked for him,
also appears in English music sources at about the sane time.
Add.31427 illustrates sane details of paper which can be
useful in determining the dates of manuscripts. Paper marked with
Janssen's initials is not found before 1679, and there are good
historical reasons why this should be so: much of the paper made
for him bears the personal mark of the papermaker, who can in
sane cases be identified. These personal marks, and the peculiar-
ities of the English music paper market, are more useful in dating
manuscripts than the general characteristics of the watermarks
thanselves, which often followed the sane broad pattern for several
years. In the case of Add. 31427, the canbination of Janssen's
and Taizeau 's initials in an English source makes it almost certain
that the partbooks date fran after 1679 and were therefore copied
after Jenkins' death.
The books, in oblong quarto, measure 183 rim. x 230 rim, and
all pages have six staves. On paper with marks a and b these meas-
ure 12 rim • x 195 mn • ,ruled with a three-stave rastruii of 62 rim.;
over sax staves, 138 rim. These measurenents are closely similar
to those of Gabriel Roberts t
 1680 collection, Lbl Add.31431 (see
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Ch. IX). T1 c and d paper has similar staves, hit the three-stave
rastrun measurel 61 rrm. and the measuranent over six staves in
133.5 mn. The distrihition of the marks in the partbooks is set

























































?d.31427 VI is 'Laiy Katherine AixUey's Bells'. This work,which
exists in several different arranganents, is not part of the
'Little Consort' and has the fofling concordances:
John Playford,Courtly Masquing Ayres,1662, no.102; Ob MSS
Mus.Sch. c.88 f.12v; c.95 p.24; d.220 p.105; OchMS 1175;
Worcester MS Vicars Choral 9; Griffith Boynton MS
(privately owned) f.23v; US-NH Filmer A 16 a-c f.53;
NYp Drexel 3849 p.105.
The earliest version is the one for treble, bass, lyra viol and
harpsichord in Mus.Sch. c.88 8 The variety of different arrange-
ments in other sources is proof of the work' s popularity: Roger
North said of it 'of all his [Jenkins ' J oonce2pts none flew about




















































































British Library Additional Manuscript 30930
(Watermark XLII)
British Library N5d. MS 30930 is a Purcell autograph inscribed
on f.2 'The Works of Hen. Purcell Anno Dan. 1680'. It contains
ciDral music between folios 3 and 29 and, reversing the manuscript,
instrumental works between folios 30v and 71,10 including all
11of the fantasias and seven of the ten sonatas published in
1697; 12 a further sonata exists in fragnents. The four-part f an-
tasias have dates in the score ranging fran 10 June to 31 August
1680.
The score contains a large number of ruled tut unused folios,
and has clearly been misbound, as sane works have been divided
in two. It has been suggested that the unused pages might have
been added in the nineteenth century,' 3
 or that Purcell himself
inserted new paper after re'nov-ing sane ccmplete sonatas to in-
clude in his 1683 publication, 14
 bit it is highly improbable that
new paper was added to the score even in Purcell's lifetime. All
of the paper in the book, used and unused, canes fran a single -
pair of moulds with a fleur-de-lys watermark ccuntermarked IHS/ET:
this uniformity of paper, matched by a similar uniformity of stave-
ruling and the absence of binder's marks, is the clearest possible
evidence that Purcell acquired the score as a bound volume and
that no further material was aided to it. Scores which have been
built up over a period of time, such as Lbl Add.10338, and bound
volumes to which later additions have been made, such as Add.
17801, invariably reflect their history in their watermarks and
other aspects of paper.
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Watennarks and paper (see illustration XLII)
The two fleur-de-lys marks of P1dd.30930 and their countermarks
illustrate the final developiient of the Angounois fleur-de-lys/
IHS ccnibinat ion in the seventeenth century. The marks are large
and finely foimed, with an even more elaborate decoration of the
crown than was seen in Ob MSS Mus.Sch. c.54-57 (1668), and the
ccntermarks are both larger and more regular than in the earlier
sxirce. Althongh there is no evidence in the paper that Abrahan
Janssen was involved in its manufacture or sale, the craftsnan
identified as 'ED ,probably tienne Touzeau, made sane of the
paper of Lbl M.d .31427 for Janssen and is shown by Add. 29558 folios
150-151 to have worked for Janssen in 1681.
The paper is exceptionally large, each folio measuring c.
408 mn. x 260 rim., and the ruling of sixteen staves, 11 nm • x
225 inn., clearly suitable for a score rather than partbooks.
This kind of ruling is unlikely to have been kept in stock by
the stationer, as the standard rulings of partbooks undoubtedly
were, and was probably made to order. Pietro Reggio 's score Lbl
Harleian MS 1501 has identical paper to Add.30930, bit a caletely
different ruling of twelve 15 mn. staves: it is inscribed 'Scritto
a richesta di Monsieur Didie in Londra Anno Danini 1681'.
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British Library Additional Manuscript 33234
(Watermarks XXIX - XXXI)
British Library 1dd. MS 33234 is a score containing a wide variety
of music for voices and continuo by English and Italian canposers,
incinding sacred and secular works fran several decades. Its
contents are set cut in Table IV below.
A note on the surviving board cover identifies the owner
of the volue: 'Liber Caroli Morgan e Coil. Magd. Dec. 6to Die
7bris Anno Danini 1682'. The table of contents on folios 1 and
2 and the texts thrcugbout the score seen to be in the sane hand
as this inscription. Charles Morgan, described as 'paup. pleb.',
matriculated at Christ Church in April 1677: he graduated B.A.
at Magdalen in 1681 and M.A. in 1684 15 Nothing else is known
abcxit him, hut the wide and sericus interest in music evident
fran this score suggests that he might be identified with the
,16	
.Mr Morgan who ccIT!posed music for a revival of Dryden s Secret
Love, or the Maiden Queen, perhps c.1689, 17 Scott's The Mock
Marriage, 1696,18 and a revival of Lacy's The Old Troop, or Non-
sieur Raggou, possibly in 1705.19
Md.33234 contains a total of eighty-seven works, of which
twenty-two, mostly secular, were published between 1679 and a688,
althci.igh it shonid not be assuned that the nusic was always copied
fran a printed version. Apart fran the works of Italians resident
in England, Draghi and Reggio, there are a further twenty by Ital-
ian caiposers, the earliest of which are two hinorous madrigals
by TarquiniD Merula. The music by Sances, Trabbatone, Marini and,
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other than the inccznplete mass at the end of the volune, Carissimi,
is all found in George Jeffreys' collection Lbl Add.31479: a then-
atic catalogue and brief caiments on these carposers are given
n-i Ch. X below. Other Italian sacred music in Add.33234 is by
Gaspari Casati (1610-1641), maestro di capella of Novara Cathedral
fran 1635; Natale Monferrato (c.1603-1685); Bcnifacio Graziani
(1604-1664) and Maurizio Cazzati (1620-1677), maestro di capella
at San Petronio Bologna, whose trio sonatas certainly formed part
of the English repertory before 1680 (see Ch. XI). The canposer
Silvestro' is probably Floriilo de
	 tr2° more fanous as
the anthologist responsible for sane important mid-century col-
lections of motets, 2 ' who died after 1672. Stredella (1644-1682)
is represented by a single secular cantata, and ov, a little
of whose sacred music appears in Lbl Pdd.31437 and 31479 (see
Ch. X) ,was the canposer of at least one of the Italian secular
songs.
Morgan probably copied his Italian music fran sources he
caiie across in Oxford: several late seventeenth-century Music
School manuscripts, such as Mus.Sch. c.12-19, contain a similar
22type of repertory. Sane of the English carposers represented
in the score also have close associations with Oxford: Henry
Aldrich entered Christ Cturch in 1662 and becane its Dean in
1689, and Sarpson Estwick (c.1656-1739), author of a sermon pub-
lished an 1697 defe-xing church music, 23
 was chaplain of Christ
Church under Dean A]irich. These men practised music as anateurs,
pursuing dastinguisl careers in other fie1s. Henry Bonan
(fl. 1680-1695), probably more cclusive1y a musician than the
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previous two, seens to have worked only at Oxford.
Other music in the score ranges fran antherts by Purcell and
B1cM to lighter songs and catches, and to one piece of scatolog-
ical political satire about Moriliouth's rebellion of 1685 set to
music by Purcell, a marked contrast to the solerin religious music
found elsewhere in the volune. 24 The contents seen to consist
of music collected by Morgan between c.1682 and c.1691, the date
of Purcell's King Arthur, with no other criterion for inclusion
apart fran his finding it attractive or amusing. In consequence,
Add.33234 is a personal collection which perhaps tells us more
about the place of music in seventeenth-century life than other,
more formal, anthologies.
Watermarks and paper (see illustrations XXIX - XXXI)
The paper of Add.33234 has three types of watermark, all foolscaps,
but other features of ruling and quiring suggest that they were
all part of a single original volurte. Mark 1 has the initials
of Abraham Janssen beneath and is countermarked PB. Mark 2 does
not have Janssen 's inal, but its countermark IM identifies
Jean Mon&lfere, who is shown by a reaii wraçer to have been working
for Janssen at the Puy Moyen mill in 1683.25 Mark 3, which has
no personal features, is of the same general patterm. All of the
paper is ruled with twelve staves using a six-stave rastrurt, which
on the mark 1 paper measures 138 mm . and on paper with marks
2 and 3 measures 131 rrrn., although the mark 3 staves are less wide.





































the first twenty-four lettered A-Z for the binder. Subsequent
gatherings,frari f.149 onwards, have no binder's marks and were
therefore unused at the time of birxling. All of the unlettered
gatherings consist of mark 2 paper, which also appears in previous
lettered gatherings. As the construction of the volurie is so reg-
ular, a folio-by-folio description is unnecessary: the following
table shows the distrihotion of the different types of paper in
the score.
Table III



























The subsequent unlettered gatherings all consist of mark 2 paper.
The presence of a single bifoliuii of mark 2 paper, with its
distinctive ruling, in gathering F suggests that paper with marks
1 and 2 was supplied at the sane time; the identical ruling of
mark 2 and 3 papers suggests that they also are contenporary.
The best explanation is that Morgan obtained all of the paper
in book form, and copied music into the first twenty-four gatherings
fran 1682, when he inscribed the board, onwards. The binder's
marks probably belong to a rebinding in the late 1680s, when there
was still a substantial anciint of unused paper left. A large book
would have been more suitable than loose papers for the cuTiulative
collection Morgan evidently wihed to acquire, and the inscription
'Liber Caroli Morgan ... 1682' shows that a book of sane kind
existed in that year. The need for rebinding, apparently without
the addition of new' paper, so soon after the book was purchased
suggests that the original binding was inexpensive and insubstant-
ial: in this respect, as well as in the use of a plain board with-
out leather, the book would have been in keeping with Morgan 's
social position in 1682.
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TABLE IV
Lbl Add.33234: contents and printed concordances
References (column 4)
D&M	 C.L. Day and E.M. Murrie, English Song Books,
1651-1702: a bibliography, London 1940.
H	 Rosaund E.M. Harding, A Theiatic Catalogue
of the Works of Matthew Locke r
 Oxford 1971.
Jones	 Andrew V.Jones, The Notets of Carissimi,
Ann Arbor 1982.
MIVP	 Enil Vogel, Alfr1 Einstein, Franois Lesure
& Claudio Sartori, Bibliograf ía della musica
Italiana vocale profana pibblicata dal 1500
al 1700, Geneva(?) 1978.
PPur	 Curtis A. Price, Henry Purcell and the London
Stage, Ca:nbriuIge 1984.
PR	 Curtis A. Price, Music in the Restoration
Theatre, Ann Arbor 1979.
Z Franklin B. . Ziirmerman, Henry Purcell, 1659-
1696: an Analytical Catalogue of his Music,
London 1963.
Ftirther notes,where necessary, are placi at the end of the table.
Printed sources (column 5)
Blow 1700	 John Blow, Piriphion Anglicus, London 1700.
Brownl682	 D. Brown & T.Benskin, The Newest Collection


















Gasparo Casati, Ceris prnns pars
prior, continens rroteta una e duabs
vocflxis . .., Antwerp 1647.
Francesco Maria Marini, Concerti nr-
ituali ...a 2,3,4,5,6,7 voci & con
instriinenti. Liber prarno, Venice 1637.
Natale Monferrato, Motetti Concertante
Liber I, op.3, Venice 1655.
John Patrick, A Century of Select
Psalms ... the Second Edition corrected,
London 1684.
John Playford, Choice Ayres and Songs
the Second Book, London 1679.
John Playford, Choice Ayres and Songs,
London 1681.
John Playford, Choice Ayres and Songs,
London 1683.
John Playford, Choice Ayres and Songs,
London 1684.
Henry Playford, The Theater of Music,
London 1685.
Henry Playford, The Theater of Music...
the Second Book, London 1685.
Henry Playford,The Theater of Music,
London 1686.
Henry Playford, The Theater of Music,
London 1687.
Henry Playford, The Banquet of Music,
London 1687.
Henry Playford, The Banquet of Music,
Lcndcn 1688.
Henry Playford, The Banquet of Music,
London 1691.












John Playford ,Catch that Catch Can,
London 1685.
John Playford, The Second Book of the
Pleasant Musical CaTipanion, London 1686.
Henry Purcell, Orpheus Britannicus,
London 1698.
Pietix) Reggio, Songs set by Signior
Pietro Regglo, London 1680.
Giovanni Rovetta, Madrigali Concertati
Libro Prirno, opera seconda, Venice
1629.
Giovanni Felice Sances, Motetti a una,
due, tre e quattro voce, Venice 1638.
Egidio Trabbatane, Motetti Concerti
a 2,3 e 4 voci, Libro secundo, Op .4,
Venice 1629.
Thcmas d 'Urfey, Wit and Mirth, or Pills
to Purge Melandholy, London 1700.
Lt) Printed sonrces
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NOTES TO TABLE IV
a. Not the version ascribed to Wise in PC1685 and PC1686
b. 'A song in Medan Fickle'.
c. Ascribed to Purcell in later and less reliable sources:
see Z. it is not clear which Loosenore is the cailposer.
d. Ascribed to Carissiini here and in Add.31479 Ixit really by
Trabbatone.
e. In a revival of Lee's Princess of Cleve,1689. The play was
first perfonned between SepteTiber 1680 and Decenber 1682:
see PR 213-4.
f. Really by Blow.
g. Ascribed to Draghi in the printa.
h. Lbl Add.19759 f.16: 'An Italian Song to Baptiste's ground
Scoca pur'; Add.22100 f.77v asc. 'Baptist'; Add.33235 f.47,
anon. Probably by GB. Draghi.
j. Incanpiete.
k. Reference to Morrnouth' s tebeflion, 1685. By Purcell.
1.	 Fran King Artthur, 1691.




British Library Additional Manuscripts 29283-29285
(Watermarks XLV, XLIX, LIII)
These three books contain a collection of three-part instrunental
music begun in 1682, consisting, apart frcni Locke's Little Consort
of 1656, mostly of music contenporary with the period of copying
(see Table V overleaf). There are several sets of tunes frcm plays
performed in the early 1680s.
Much of the music appears to be unique, including the movenents
by John Hilton (1599-1657) and John Withie (d. after 1673) which
together with the Locke represent an earlier period than the other
music. John Withie was the father of Francis Withie of Oxford,
and it is not impossible that the pieces ascribed to Wood are
by Anthony Wood of that city, whose interest in music as a perfonit-
er, listener and collector is well docuiiented. 26
 The material
copied up to f.15 therefore seens to stand apart fran the music
fran f.15v onwards, the iñentifiable canposers of which all worked
in London after 1682 apart frun Matthew Locke (d.1677) whose
Little Consort here is a copy of the printed version of 1656.
English canposers include 'Egles', who is Solanon Eccies, meitber
of fanily of London musicians, Tixinas Farmer (d. 1688), Nicholas
Stagg ins, another Londoner, who was awarded the Canbrklge Mus . D
in 1682, Forcer (c.1650-1704) and Gorton. The foreign carposers




Lbl Add.29283-5: Titles and ascriptions
References:
Harding	 Rosanund EM. Harding, A Thenatic Catalogue
of the Works of Matthew Locke. Oxford 1971.
PR	 Curtis A.Price, Music in the Restoration
Theatre, Ann Arbor 1979.
Simpson	 Claude M. Simpson, The British Broadside
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Each of the three books has the inscription 'Th Fuller',
also found in Lbl Add.31429. Both the British Library's Catalogue
27
of dditions and a pencil carment aided by a later owner in
Add.31429 identify this man with the physician Thanas Fuller
(1654-1734), an aninent doctor and author who practised at Seven-
28 More positive identification may have existed inside the
original boards of Add.29283-5, of which only fragnents of leather
now survive; nevertheless, these are sufficient to show that the
books were canpietel with elegant bindings. Thanas Fuller' s back-
grcxind does not seen to have been poor, although he was admitted
to Queen's College Canbradge in 1671 as a sizar, a class of student
required to perform menial duties in place of paying fees. He
graivatei M.B. in 1676 and M.D. in 1681, and in 1679 becane an
extra-licentiate of the Royal College of Physicians. In Sevenoaks
he was 'greatly esteened by the rich and edored by the poor to
whori he was an especial benefactor'; a measure of his success
is the fine house illustrated an Harris's History of Kent of
1719, to which Fuller was a subscriber.29
Thanas Fuller was the author not only of medical works, hot
also of two books of moral precepts and aivice for the young:
Directions, Counsels & Cautions, tending to prudent Managenent
of Affairs in Ca-rinon Life, London 1725, and Athgies, Proverbs,
Wise Sentiments and Witty Sayings, Ancient and Modern, Fbreign
and British, London 1732. The first of these contains a paragraph
which reveals Dr Fuller's view of music:
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Think, and find out what it is that thy delight is really
upon; as Ccnpany, Huntirg, bodily Exercise, Cards, Musick.
And then give thyself all the Pleasure tho canst, with-
out squandering away precious Time, or otherwise pre-
judicing thy self or others. Thou art not to be always
chained up to thy Oar; therefore let life be as nature
30ordained it; sane Labour, sane Pleasure, sane Rest.
Fuller evlilently looked upon his music not as a mediun of intel-
lectual life bet as a recreation conducive to good health; his
attitude is essentially practical, even materialistic. Music is
not a thing good in itself, bit a harmless recreation to refresh
men for further work. 3' His collection of music is in keeping
with these principles, containing little fran the English fantasia
tredition but much derived fran recent plays, and in this respect
contrasts with the collection of the olñer Gabriel, Lbl
Add.31431, which includes Loc's Broken Consort rather than the
less weighty Little Consort, polyphonic fantasias by Christopher
Gibbons, and only one piece of theatre music, an 'excellent curtain
tune' by Locke. Gabriel Roberts, however, was as hard-heeded a
businesiian as any in London, and the seriousness of the music -
in his collection certainly does not imply his 'squandering away
precious Time'. The difference between the two collections seens
to reflect a change not in the place of music as a leisure act-
ivity and the anount of time devoted to it, bet in the nature
of the recreation (FUller places music in the sane class of activ-
ity as 'Hunting, bodily Exercise, Cards') and in the type of music
that was consiñered recreational.
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Add.29283 is inscribed 'Th Fuller 1682' and up to f.44 there
is no music dated later than Decanber of that year. At an early
stage, then, possibly before Fuller took possession of the books,
much of the music had been ccpied. Further copying took place
in 1683 and 1684,and the Farmer pieces dated 1691, a copy of his
Consort of Music in Four Parts of 1686,searis to have been added
rather later than most of the contents; the sane is probably true
of the Gorton pieces, as he did not becane prcininent until the
1690s. These later additions, however, do not match the extent
of the material copied by 1684. The consistent use of the sane
pair of insterdaii watermarks on all of the original music pages,
the absence of marks for the binder, and sane peculiarities affect-
ing end-papers in dd.29284 (see below) suggest that the books
were supplied as bound volunes, perhaps with the music up to f.
44 already copied.
It would be pleasant to think of Dr Fuller following his
own precepts and refreshing his mind by copying music, but the
evidence is to the contrary. 1f the various 'T. Fuller' and 'Th
Fuller' inscriptions are in his own hand, neither the table of
contents in 1.29283 f.2 nor the majority of the ascriptions
and camients throughout the books were written by him. The only
exception may be in an addition to the main content of the books,
the title of 'The bass of Faranel's ground' which is copied in
a different music hand on f.3 of Add.29283. The copyist of the
main material used the 'ye' form of the definite article, for
exaiiple on ?di.29283 f.34v: 'Upon a mistake this is ye 2d treble';
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whoever wrote the iitle of 'Faranel's ground' used the medern form.
The probable history of the partbooks is that they were supplied
to Fuller in 1682 with sane of their material alrealy copied,
and then returned by h.iin fran time to time, apparently in 1683,
1684 and 1691, for the sane professional copyist to make edditions
of recent music.
Watermarks and paper (see illustrations XLV, XLIX, LIII)
The main watermark of the source is an Misterda:n arms with the
factor's initials HC below. There is no countermark, in spite
of the 1671 regulations, bit a mill or factor engaged in the
export trede would have no reason to worry that custaners might
canplam about the violation of a French danestic law. Many
Angoixnois marks appear without the maker's initials.
Heawood has several exanples of the HC factor's mark, all
bit one dated between 1676 and 1686: the disappearance of the
initials after 1686,apart fran an isolated specirnen in 1690,
probably means that 'HC' ceased to trede in the Angounois as a
result of the unheavals caused first by the persecution of Protest-
ant craftsnen and then by the disruption of the Nine Years' War
(1688-1697), when mills relying on exports suffered severely.
The pages measure 154 mu. x 195 mn. and there are five staves,
c. 12.5 mu. x 163 mn., ruled with a five-stave rastrun measuring
116 rim.
Two types of paper have been used for end-papers, one marked
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with a crude Msteidaii arms (XLIX) ,the other with an oak leaf
and acorn pattern (LIII). Folios 90 to 92 of Add.29284 consist
of these types of paper ruled for music one line at a time:
90	 End-paper 1 (half-sheet)
91	 End-paper 2
92	 End-paper 2
93	 Main mark,lower half, pasted ni
the wrong way round.
Folios 91 and 92 are evidently the original end-papers of Add.
29284, ruled up because the original music paper was finished.
Two further folios, 90 and 93, had to be provided frcm elsewhere.
At the end of Add.29285 the pattern of folios is thus:
Main paper	 urinarked
Main paper	 watermark top
Main paper	 urinarked
End-paper
The missing folio of the main paper, which should have the ler
half of the watermark, is probably the one nc in Add.29284 as
f.93: it measures 153 rim. x 190 mu., which suggests that it was
cut out of its original position. The end-paper missing fran Add.
29285 was probably transferred to Add.29284 as f.90. These re-
arrangertents of paper show that in 1691 the books were bound and
there was no likelihood of their being re-bound in the near future,
in which case the rrore satisfactory alternative of adding a new
gathering of music paper to Md.29284 might have been adopted.
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The manuscripts in this chapter dated 1680 and 1682 provi1e
exariples of types of watermark carmonly fowxI in English music
sirces. In aldition,the Dutch lion, which did not appear in any
of the dated material, is frequently canbined with the factor's
initials AJ and the countermarks of identifiable craftanen which
slw that it also dates frcm the sane period: the general pattern
of this type of mark is illustrated in a later exanpie frun Lbl
Add. 35043 (see belc and wateunark LII).
Although none of the dated manuscripts is later than 1682,
there was no reason for the supply of Angounois paper by Dutch
factors to have been interrupted before 1688, and the occurrence
of an evidently Angcunois fleur-de-lys with the factor's mark
of Gulls van Haven and the countermark DI in the Lord Chanber-
lain's accounts for 168632 shows that although different crafthTlen
and merchants might have became involved, the pattern of trade
d.ii:1 not change: the many appearances of the factor's mark HC re-
corded by Heawood similarly provide evidence of continuing supply
fran the Angcunois. 33 In 1688, however, two at first unconnected
political developnents ensured that the pattern of the English
trade in high-quality paper, and thus the material of music manu-
scripts, would soon be ccmpletely altered.
In the autunn of 1688 a French army invaded the Rhineland
Palatinate and systanaticafly laid it waste. 34 In Novenber of
the sane year Willian of Orange landed in Torbay and in an equally
significant bit bloodless canpaign quickly ousted Janes II and
took effective power in England. 35 Jointly with his wife Mary,
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Willian was formallS' offered the crn on 13 February 1689, and
by the end of that year England had joined the flrtpire and the
United Provinces in a hitherto unthinkable offensive alliance
against France36
 provoked by the invasion of the Palatinate:
Louis XIV'S border escapade had becarie a major Eurcpean war.
In spite of military successes, France had to accept unfavcurable
terms at the treaties of Ryswick (1696-7) because the expense of
the war and its effects upon her industries could not be sustain-
ed the Angounois paper industry, which relied heavily on exports
to England and Holland, was anongst the industries most severely
affected.
War with England and Holland did not inevitably entail the
38
cessation of all trade with those countries, although an Act
prohibiting the irrport of French goods to Britain received the
Royal Assent on 20 August 1689, but it increased the risks and
expenses of such trade, and made the French industry vulnerable
to more favourably placed car!petitors. By 1689 Dutch white paper
mills were in a position to take advantage of the situation, and
new varieties of watermark and countermark appeared in English
manuscripts as the Dutch mills took over the trade that hal hitherto
been daithia ted by the Angounois. Sane of the new marks are very
similar to those made in France, no doubt because they were the
work of French refugees or of those to wlxm they taught their
skills, but others show significant differences.
Mark XLVII is fran Lbl Add.17853, a large volune consisting
of similar types of paper throughout and probably supplied as
a bound book in spite of its varied contents, which range fran
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a series of treble parts of nusic by Lully and others to a col-
lection of early eighteenth-century English keyboard music and
a group of anths by Greene. The date of the paper is indicate1
by the inscriptions '1694', 'May 4th 1694' and 'Sept 7th 94' found
on folios 1, 34, and 34v, but apart fran the unfaniiar countermark
the paper is not very different fran that of earlier sources.
Lbl Add.35043, which contains treble parts fran theatre music
of the 1690s4° and includes dates ranging fran 1693 to 1697,
differs more significantly fran previous manuscripts: the Msterdan
arms countennarkel 1C on the sheet forming folios 101 and 104
(XLVIII) is crude canpared to those of French makers, and the
lion countermarked CPG (a countermnark also found in the Lord Chn-
berlain' s accounts for 1690) sens to be a deliberate atteipt
to iniitate the work of the late Claude de George (LII). Other
countermarks fcurd in this voliie, DP on f.71 and the monograrI
HD on f. 110 (marks LIV-LV) ,also belong to a new group of Dutch
papermakers whose industry, at first under the shadc of the French,
was strengthened by the influx of French Protestant refugees and
developed to the point where it could supply both the danestic
and English markets when conditions becane favourable.
The periud covered by this study has enbraced three maj or
phases in the English high-quality paper trade. At the end of
the Civil War the main source of paper suitable for music appears
to have been Normandy, but in the late 1650s the use of Italian
paper in manuscripts such as Lbl dd .10337 suggests that there
was sane dissatisfaction with the Norman mills, and fran c. 1660
a second phase began in which paper fran the Angcuiois was alniost
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always used for rruic sources. The canpieteness of the change
suggests that the sale of ruled rrrusic paper in England was in
the hands of a anall group of merchants, or even of a single firm.
The Playfords, w regularly advertised ruled paper and manuscript
books, are the most likely candJilates: in 1664 John Playford
advertised 'Dutch', that is, Angc&nois paper ruled for music.
The final phase, terminated by the outbreak of war in 1688, began
after the end of the Franco-Dutch war of 1672-78, and is charac-
tensed by the dcnunation of the market by a all group of Dutch
merchants, notably Abraham Janssen, whose personal marks as well
as those of their craftsnen are frequently found in paper. The
war which began in 1688 created trading difficulties which out-
weighed the advantages of geography and traditional craftsnanship
enjoyed by the Angcxrois, and English merchants turned to Hofland
f or the supply of high-quality paper, although by this time a
native British industry was also developing.
These changes in the paper trade were due to a variety of
causes: sane technological; sa to do with national or internat-
ional politics; others connected with the catmercial judgertents
and artbitions of men far riioved fran the centres of power. Their
interrelationship causes the ccrnplex but canprehensible pattern
of change in the paper trade that gives the material of each
manuscript its distinctive character.
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PART III




English arLateur musicians in the later seventeenth century seen
to have had no reluctance to try out such mcxern forms of music
as the Italian trio sonata or arrangenents fran ballets by Lully,
but they were euafly reluctant to part with their old favourites.
The result is a repertory of great diversity, in which Ferrabosco,
Mica and Lawes continue to be re-copied while the works of later
canposers such as Vitali and Colista were also being collected.
The varied types of music found in late seventeenth-century
manuscript sources do not simply reflect the tastes of different
individuals or generations; each of the three sources discussed
in this chapter belonged to a person whose interest in music
extended fran Lawes or Ferrabosco to Lully or Vitali. Sane bio-
graphical information is available about one of then, the London
merchant Gabriel Roberts, and the aiiateur status of the other
two can be inferred fran the nature of their partbooks and the -
type of rrusic they collected. Like furniture in a long-inhabited
house, the music in these collections seens to have been accun-
ulated over the years and kept for as long as anyone could find
a use f or it, which in sane cases seens to have been a very long
time indeed.
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British Library Additional Manuscript 31423 folios 1-75
(Watermarks XXXII, XLVI)
Folios 1-75 of British Library Add. MS 314231 are a set of three
parts in the hand of the copyist whcm the Catalogue of Manuscripts
2mistakenly identifies as John Jenkins. This copyist was responsible
for seventeen different bets of parts in the British Library,
most of theii now in Add.31423, 31424 and 31436, in which the
contents range frcm fantasias by Ferrabosco and Mico ni Add.31423
folios 1-75 to Silvano's Scielta delle Suonate of 1680 and G.B.
Vitali's Op.9 sonatas of 1684 in Add.31436 folios 150-210. The
variety of the repertory, the use of simple, unbound partbooks,
and the sanewhat rusI1 and inelegant, though perfectly legible,
music hand suggest that the copyist was an anateur pursuing his
own eclectic interests, and it has been tentatively suggeste:1
that the collection belonged to,and was copied by, Roger North's
brother Francis (d. 1685) . The probable date of folios 1-75 of
Add.31423, hciwever,is after Francis North's death.
The set of three books is evidently incanpiete, as concordan-
ces, inscriptions and the nature of the music itself all show
that the contents are in four parts. A book which contained one
of the two upper parts of each piece is missing. A thenatic cata-
logue can nevertheless be canpiled, as in most cases the melcxiy
has been copied in the surviving treble book or the music is
polyphonic and the theiie appears in all parts. The canpiete con-




British Library Mditional MS 31423 folios 1-75: Series A
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Lbl fdd.31423 folios 1-75: Series B
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Series C concluded
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LblMd.31423 folios 1-75: Series D
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Series D concludal
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Series A: Fantasis by Alfonso Ferrabosco II and Thcnias Brewer
Part i, f.1; part ii, f.26; part iii, f.51.
The presence of four fantasias by Alfonso Ferrabosco II (c.1575-
1628) in a set of parts made by smeone who also copied Vitali's
Op.9 is perhaps the most notable feature of tius source. Ferra-
bosco' s four-part fantasias seen, fran their wide circulation,
to have enjoyed considerable poixilarity in the first half of
the century: they were copied in score by Thanas Tcmkmns (1573-
1656) in Add .29996, where he described theii as 'excellent good'.
Other sources containing one or more of the Ferrabosco fantasias
fran Add.31423 are Lbl Egerton 3665, Add.17792-6, Add.29427;
Ob MSS Mus.Sch. c.64-69, e.437-442, f.568-9; Och MSS 2, 397-400,
423-8, 436, 468-72, 473-8, 517-20, 1004; Eire-thi Z.2.1.12, Z
3.4. 1-6, Z.3.4. 7-12; US-NYp Drexel 4180-5.
TIinas Brewer (1611-after 1659) was a servant of Sir Nich-
olas le Strange: the six fantasias found here are also an Ob
MSS Mus.Sch. c.100 a & b; e.568-9; Eire-fln Z.3.4. 7-12.
References in Table I are to E.H.Meyer, Die mehrstirmuge
Spielmusik des 17. Jahrhunderts in Nord- und Mitteleuropa,
Kassel 1934, 136, 152-3; G. Dodd, Index of Music for Viols, VDGS,1980 etc.
series B: Ayres and dances in four parts
Part i, f.6; part ii, f.31; part iii, f.56.
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Series B consists bf anonymous ayres and dances marked 'a 4'
in the parts and nuthered 1-28. They are grciped according to
key, bit do not formrecognisable suites.
Series C: Sonatas by Withy and Child
Part i, f.13; part ii, f.38; part iii f.63.
Series C consists of eighteen moveients which in fact form two
pairs of chaiiber sonatas, one pair by John Withy and the other
by Wihiaii Child. Child (1606/7-1697) was a prolific canposer
of church music, bit very little instrunental music is ascribed
to him: the movenents in this source are unique. John Withy
(sarietimes Withie; d. after 1673) was a much less important can-
poser. The two ascriptions each appear once only, bit there is
no reason to doubt that they also apply to subsequent moverients.
Series D: Six anonymous fantasias and twelve by Richard Mico
Part i, f.17; part ii, f.42; part iii, f.67.
The final series of four-part fantasias contains twelve by Richard
Mico (c.1590-1661), 5
 probably canposed before 1642. This set
of parts is in fact the least ccmplete source of Mico 's seventeen
four-part fantasias, all of which are in Lcm 1197, Och 353-6
and Och 517-20. References for the Mico fantasias are to Meyer,
Die mehrstirmage Spie]inusik, 143; the saie nuthering is used
in the VDGS Provisional Index, Chelys ii. (1970) ,50, and in Dcrid, Index.
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The i1entifiable fepertory of this source includes music by Al-
fonso Ferrabosco II (d.1628) and fantasias by Mico probably can-
posed before 1642. A later period is represented by Brewer, Child
and Wit1y, but the entire content of the books, including the
dances, consists of polyp1xic music with considerable interest
in the inner parts: on the basis of content alone, the source
could date fran any time after the 1640s. A better guide is prov-
ided by the paper and its waterrnarks.
One of the source's two main types of paper measures 325
rim • x 203 nm., cut, and has ten staves, 13.5 inn. x 170 rim., ruled
with a five-stave rastrtin of 125 mu.: the measurerient over ten
staves is 265 mu. The watermark is a foolscap with the letters
PR beneath: the fact that the R is reversed probably signifies
no more than that it was wrongly attached to the mould. The other
principal type of paper has deckel edges and measures 322 rim.
x 208 rim, with ten staves of 13.5 rim. x 163 mu. The five-stave
rastrurn measures 127 rim, and the ten staves overall 270 rim. The
mark in this paper is a relativ-ely simple Arnsterdan arms counter-
marked with the monogrn GVH. Isolated sheets of different paper
are found near the middle of each partbook.
There is at least a possibility that two originally separate
sets of parts were ccmbined to make the present books. Taking
the surviving treble book as an exnple, it can be seen that
the Amstexdau paper lies entirely within an outer layer of fool-
cap: the resulting partbook consists of one huge gathering of
twenty-four folios with an extra half-sheet (f.13) in the middle.
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The change frcm onb type of music to another within a single set
of parts, at f.6 etc. where the dances begin, is unique in this
copyist's collection. In all three parts the ten fantasias of
Series A occupy the first five folios only, so that the change
form fantasias to dances coincides with the change in paper and
ruling. A possible explanation is that two separate sets of parts
existed, one containing Series A on the first five folios of each
partbook, and the other containing B and C followed by unused
pages, which the copyist canbined to provide a continuous sequence
of unused pages for the fantasias of Series D.
Whatever the explanation, the first seven fantasias of Series
D, including one by Mico, cannot have been copied here before
paper with the GVH monogrn becane available, probably not before
the last fifteen years of the century. Gills van Haven I (1625-
1680) is described as 'Paper factor and maker and French merchant',
b.it the manufacture of white paper in Holland did not begin until
1671, and there is no evidence in paper that the van Havens were
involved as white paper makers at this stage. The GVH monogra'n
is found in the Lord Chanberlain's records for 1686 as a factor's
mark, and clearly belongs to Gihis van Haven II (1660-1722) rather
than his father. In 1688 Williaii Carr wrote that French refugee
crafthnen in the Netherlands were given interest-free loans to
Lxiy tools and materials, and it is possible that Gills van Haven
provided others with moulds of his own, bearing his personal mark,
and perhaps rployed theii directly in his mills. A date c.1688-
1690 is consistent with the historical circxnstances and the
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other music collec'ti by the copyist, and is close to the date
when other Dutch paper appears in Lbl Add.35043 (see Ch. VIII).
Many of the copyist ' s other partbooks use paper with the personal
marks of Janssen aixi the Angounois craftnen wIx workel for him,
and none have the marks of the Dutch papermakers found in Add. 35043
or of the van Gerrevink firm, which flourish near the end of
the century, so it is unlikely that his activity was carriel on
much after 1690. The foolscap with the initials PR is not found
elsewhere in the copyist's sork, and so is likely to be contenp-




British Library Additional Manuscripts 10444 and 10445
(Watermarks IV, XVII, XX, XXV)
British Library Pdd. MSS 10444 and 10445 contain five sets of
instnznental parts, at least saiie of which are clearly relat
to one another:
Table III
Set 1	 Masque music,
dances etc.6




Set 3	 Wihian Lawes, Royal
8Consort nos. 1-24.
Treb. 10444 folios 1-55
Bass 10444 folios 5 6-104
Treb. 10444 folios 105-117
Bass 10444 folios 118-129
Treb. 10445 folios 1-25
Breaking bass 10445 fols.26-39
Set 4	 Lawes; sonatas for 	 Treb.








suites 4 & 5.
Set 5	 Coperario; duos for
11two bass viols.
Lully; ballet music
frai' ych and Las
Nnants Magnifiques)2
1st bass viol and Lully basses:
10445 folios 94-116.
2nd bass viol and Lully trebles:
10445 folios 117-136
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A connection between the material of the present Add.10444 and
10445 dates at least fran the ccpying of the Locke Consort for
several friends, which is all in the saiie hand. This work is di-
vided between sets 2 and 4, which are therefore linked by both
hand and content. Watermark and ruling characteristics link
sets 4 and 5, so a good case can be me for a caimon origin for
all three sets 2,4 and S. Set 1, however, containing masque music,
aears on the basis of paper as well as content to be considerably
earlier than the other material, and set 3, although containing
music probably cariposed little later than sane of the masque dances
in set 1 ,is written on highly distinctive paper marked with the
English Royal Arms countermarked DV, a canbinat ion which appears
in the 1674 inventory as no.42, 'Caen fool's cap'. 'DV' was prob-
ably the Norman papermaker Denis Vaullegard, 13
 and the unusual
type of paper sets the Poyal Consort copies apart fran the other
contents of Add.10444-5. The most canplex questions are raised
by sets 4 and 5, whose first layers of copying could be relatively
early and whose second layers seen to be much later, a subject
which will be discissed below.
The two volunes were in essentially their present form when
they were bought for the British Museun in 1836.14 They are des-
cribed in Oliphant 's 1842 catalogue as having their present con-
15tents, with the addition of sane printed pages fran the treble
and tenor parts of Locke's Little Consort (1656) which formed
folios 130-135 of dd.10444 16 The collection had belonged to
Burney, and had been sold at the disposal of his library in 1814:
Sabol suggests that Burney might have acquired set 1, which is
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partly in the hand 'of Sir Nicholas le Strange, fran Nicholas
Stylnan,one of le Strange's descendants.' 7
 If so, Add.10444 and
10445 are not merely antiquarian collections assenblel in the
eighteenth century, bit the surviving material of a fily 'S
cunulative collection of chather music fran the seventeenth cent-
ury, a possibility supported by the fact that with the exception
of the printed music now renoved and the Royal Consort the entire
collection is for two stringed instrunents with or without key-
board.
The Royal Consort parts, set 3, have no obvious relationship
with the other sets and may or may not have belonged to the sane
seventeenth-century collection. Set 1, whose treble part was ccpied
by Nicholas le Strange (1603-1655), contains no music that can
be dated later than 1623, but if Burney indeed acquired not only
set 1 bit the whole of ?dd.1O444-5 fran a meiiber of the le Strange
faiiily, it is possible that all five sets formed part of a single
household collection. Two writers who regard the whole of both
volunes as related, however, do so on the basis of a misapprehen-
sion about set 1. J.P. Cutts thought that the masque music in
set 1 might have been collected before the Civil War by one of
the King's musicians and preserved by his post-Restoration succes-
sors, including Matthew Locke, who added more music to it) 8 Murray
Lefkowitz accepted this theory, while drawing attention to the
fact that both the masque section and the final folios of set
5, containing ballet music by Lully of 1670 and 1671, consist
of instrunental extracts fran stage entertairments that originally
•	 19included vocal music as well. But Panela Wifletts identification
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of Nicholas le Strange as the copyist of the masque trebles, and
the musical illiteracy of the masque bass part, 20
 seen to rule
out any possibility of a 'royal' origin for the five sets, though
not, of course, a related origin of sane less exalted kind .The
main watermarks of set 1 are illustrated (IV) and provide a use-
ful caiparison with the generally larger and more regular pot
marks of the 1640s.
Whatever the history of sets 1 and 3, the renainiiig sets
are clearly related and fall within the period of this study.
Three distinct music hands appear in then: A, who copied the
Lawes and Jenkins in set 4; B, who copied all of the Locke and
the Lufly; and the problenatic C, responsible for the Coperario.
Hand C is broafly similar to A, bit there are too many differences
to permit the convenient assunption that they are the sane: more-
over, C is as sjinilar to B as it is to A. Hand C differs fran
B chiefly in the text (ca-npare the original 'Ccperario' on f .95
with B's list of contents on f • 94) and in not sharing B's habit
of including caiments and directions in his work. A further text
hand appears an the two songs copied in score on folios 103-5,
bit the music hand of "Tis Cupid' seens to be A and of 'Depuas
que j 'ayme' B, which suggests that A and B were collaborators,
or may even have belonged to the sane person.
The relationship between paper, content and copyist is set





















































































































The music by Lully and the two songs appear to have been edded
to the partbooks sane time after an earlier phase of ccpying which
incinded the Lawes, Jenkins and Coperario. The dates for the Lully
and the title Psych are inclndezl in the parts; the Hunphrey song
''Tis Cupid' was printed in Playford's Court Ayres of 1673.21
The Locke consort, in the saie hand as the Lully ballet music,
presunably belongs to the later phase of ccpying: the relationship
between the Locke and the Lully will be discussed below.
Set 4: Lawes and Jenkins
The first layer of ccpying in set 4 (Add.10445 f.40 and f.68)
contains all twenty-four movenents of Willian Lawes' sonatas for
violin, bass viol and organ; only the string parts are preserved
in this source. One might expect the following treble and bass
parts ascribed to Jenkins to belong to that canposer ' s music for
violin, bass viol and organ, 22
 but in fact they canprise sixteen
unique two-part ayres. Other sources of the Lawes are Ob MSS Mus.
Sch. c.90; d.229; d.238-40; Och 430; Lbldd.2929O (organ part).
Set 5: Coperario
The string parts of Coperario 'S duos for two bass viols and organ
are copied fran AàL1O445 f.95 (1st bass) and f.118 (2nd bass).
Although fourteen moverients are included here, Coperario in fact
wrote only twelve such duos, the renaming two being faulty copies
of two-part fantasias by Ccperario for other instrunents. Other
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sources of the twelve bass-viol duos are Ckc Rowe MSS 112-13,
113A; Ob MSS Mus.Sch. c.59-60; c.91; c.92; d.245-7; Och 432;
612-13; Lbl Add.17790; 31416.
Sets 2 and 4: Locke
The hand B copy of Loc's two-part Consort for several friends
is second in ilTportance only to the autograph score, Lbl Add.17801.
The presence of this authoritative source has overshadowed the
fact that Add.10444 and 10445 contain the only set of parts of
the canpiete revised version of the consort: Lbl Add.33236 and
Cfrn MS Mus 735 are scores, related to the autograph and to sane
extent imperfect; Lbl Add.31431 contains only one part of twenty
pieces; Ob MS Mus.Sch. c.44 contains only fragnents. Och MSS
409-10 contain an early version of the music dating fran before
Locke's extensive revision.
Not only do Add.10444 and 10445 contain a late set of parts,
close in most respects to the final revisions in the score Add.
17801,but they also place Locke's music in relationship to earlier
English and later Continental carpositions. The B scribe's com-
ments, titles and performance directions prove that B also wrote
the inscriptions on the title pages referring to music by 'Mr
Lawes', 'Mr Ccperario' and so on, with the niinber of pieces by
each included in the parts. Clearly the B copyist was not merely
using old manuscript books in wlxse original content he had no
practical interest.
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At the sauie time he or his rployer seeis to have been anxious
that good manuscript paper slild not be wasted, and their carmend-
able frugality provides evidence for the date of the Locke copying.
A possible reason for the inclusn of thirteen two-part Locke
pieces in set 4 might have been a wish to use up the available
space in that set of parts, no doubt with the intention of includ-
ing the other six suites elsewhere; it is clear that the first
stage of Locke copying was in set 4 rather than set 2 because
the entire consort could have been include:1 in the latter, where
both parts have several unused folios. With part of the Locke
copied in set 4, the obvious place for the rest of it to go would
have been set 5, sIn by its wateunarks (see bela) to have
been a canpanion to set 4: the fact that the renaming Locke pieces
were not copied there suggests that the folios in set 5 renaming
after the Coperario had alrea:ly been used for the ballet music
by Lally. New parthooks had therefore to be provided to finish
the Locke consort, which must therefore have been canpletei after
1671, the date of Lully' s Psych. Probably the two Locke suites
in set 4 would not have been copied there had it been evident
that a new set of parts, which could have contained the entire
work, would be needed to cariplete the consort, and it is therefore
likely that the Lully copying interrupted the Locke and caused
a change of plan. Peculiarities in the paper of set 2, which is
not an orthodox set of parts of the 1670s tut matches the size
of the earlier material, lend suort to this suggestion.
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Lully: music from Psych and Les Amants Magnifigues
Set 5 concludes with thirty-four instnxnental pieces ty Lully,
consisting of the overtures and instru-nental airs fran two ballets,
Les ?inants Magnifiques (1670) and Psych (1671). Since the dates
of first performance of these works are kncMn, and in fact included
in these parts, we have an earliest possible date for their copying
here which in turn has a bearing on the date of the Locke in sets
2 and 4. The latest possible date, established by the type of
paper used in set 2, seans to be c.1680: a full account of the
paper in the relevant sets will be given below.
The list of sources of this music in Schneider's theitatic
catalogue shows that there was nothing unusual an copying an in-
struriental suite fruit a trag1ie-bal1et or similar work: especially
in the case of Psych such sources outnunber by far all other
kinds, such as full and caripressed scores and performing parts
of the entire work, or selections including vocal rrrusic. What
is noteworthy about the Lully in set 5 is that it is undoubtedly
English, copied by an English scribe on paper typical of English
use, caribined with earlier music by Coperario, and one of the
earliest secondary sources of the Lully movenents theniselves.
It appears that the scribe B of sets 2,4 and 5 made his Locke
and Lully copies at about the sane time, the Lufly caning in
between the first Locke series in set 4 and the second in set
2. The parts were a1inost certainly for aitateur use as no-one else,
in 1673 or so, wou] have been interested in Ccperarici. The con-
tents of the Lully section itself sh that these parts cannot
have been intended for use in the theatre. All of the music in
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sets 2,4 and 5, whether copied in the first phase (Lawes, Jenkins
and Coperario) or the second (Locke and Lully) appears to have
enjoyed an equal status in the collection: the owner' s musical
taste could clearly carehend Coperario as well as Lully. Even
in the absence of proof to connect set 1 and set 3 with the rest
of 1dd.1O444-5, the contents of the other three sets provide
evidence of a surprising eclecticisit of taste aTongst English
musical anateurs in the later seventeenth century.
Even if ''Tis Cupid' was not copied fran the printed version
of 1673, the final phase of copying, including the Lully arid most
if not all of the Locke, must have taken place after 1671. On
the basis of content alone, Ixwever,we could neither say how long
after 1671 the parts might have been copied nor give more than
an approximate suggestion of the date of the earliest copying
in sets 4 and 5. The music by Lawes and Coperario must have been
canposed long before the earliest date possible for a manuscript
with foolscap and paschal lanb watermarks, and the Jenkins, being
unique, offers no clues. The paper, however, suggests that the
second phase of copying was carried out before 1679 and the first
between 1655 and 1665.
The date suggested for the second phase assuiies that the
Lully copying interrupted the Locke which was alrealy in progress.
The paper of set 2, where the Locke is canpieted, was therefore
obtained after the copying of the Locke in set 4 and the Lully
in set 5, and its probable date will be contporary with, or
later than, the second stage of copying in the two earlier sets.
The paper of set 2 is lighter than the material normally found
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in music books ad has a pair of posthorn wateirnarks, divined,
since this is a quarto source, between different folios. The ths-
tritxxt ion of the upper and lower sections of the marks is most
unusual, and in itself suggests sanething out of the ordinary
in the origin of the partbooks: instead of the normal alternation
of upper and lower sections we find, in each book, all of the
lower sections followed by all of the upper sections. The two
marks of the pair can be distinguished by the fact that posthorn
b, apart fran a few minor details and a different distritution
of chain lines, was positioned lower in the rrould than a, so that
after part of the mark has been rnoved by cnig most of the
shiekl and horn of posthorn a is intact bit only the uppermost
fragnent of its top section, whereas a slice has been taken ait
of the middle of posthorn b. This pattern is consistent throughout
the books and is not the result of one or two sheets being for
sane reason differently cut. The distribution of watermarks in
set 2 is shown in Table V overleaf.
By matching up the reference nunbers in Table V it can be
seen that the bass book is made fran the sane sheets as the treble,
its half-sheets of a and b matching those of the treble in a mir-
ror image. The two books must have been made simultaneously, the
ruled sheets being cut and diviiled so that the lower half of the
eleven sheets formed one book and the upper half, turned over,
the other. Each book consisted of a single gathering of twenty-
two folios.These features are so renarkable as to suggest that
set 2 was a special carrnission to meet unusual requirerients.
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PosthDrn marks broily similar to the pair in set 2 are fouril
in dated correspondence of the early 1660s and in Lbl Add.30488,
f. 6. In the last exanpie the posthom paper is indistinguishable
frcni the surrc.ia3ing Msterdan sheets in size, texture and weight.
The sane is true of an isolated paschal lanb in the bass part,
Add.30490 f.18. In the early 1660s, when the first section of
Add.30488-90 was copied, the posthorn was not invariably associated
with lighter types of paper, suitable for letter writing rather
than music copying or other permanent uses, as becaiie the case
later in the century. ?dd.3O488-9O and other sources of a sinilar
pericxl, such as dd.31437 and 29282, show that in the 1660s heavy,
foolscap-type paper was little larger than that marked with the
pot, and can have been no larger than the posthorn paper in set
2, which has been cropped on all edges. In the 1660s heavy paper
of the kind normally used for music would have been available
in the sane size as the foolscap and paschal la-nb paper of sets
4 and 5.
The 1674 inventory shows nat only that the price of paper
increased steeply with greater size, but also that by then foolscap
23paper was definitely larger than pot and other snail sizes.
The use of the light posthorn in set 2 was probably to match the
size of the earlier, snafler paper in sets 4 and 5 withwt the
expense of cutting the larger foolscap, and confirms the sugges-
tion made above that set 2 was copied after 1671. Whatever size
of paper was used,cnly the highest quality was suitable for music,
and it is therefore probable that set 2, which has no factor 's
or maker's mark,was made before 1679, when paper made by a snall
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group of Angounois craftsnen for Abraban Janssen and other factors,
which noimally has either a factor's or a maker's mark or both,
began to daninate the high-quality market in England. It there-
fore sens most likely that set 2 was copied between 1671 and
1679, and that the Lully in set 5 was copied during the sane per-
iod.
The paper of sets 4 and 5 has two different pairs of water-
marks, a paschal lanb and a five-pointed foolscap. Like the
posthorns in set 2, the two foolscaps (a and b) were at differ-
ent levels on the mculd, so that different sections of each have
been renoved by cropping. Other disUnguishing features are the
relationship between the foolscap's pigtail and the chain line
it crosses, and that between the right-hand bell and its adjacent
chain line. One partbook in each set consists of the foolscap
paper (see Table VI below). The two other parts have paschal lanb
marks (c and d) which are difficult to decipher: only c is illus-
trated. Mark d was higher on the mould than c, so that more of
d2 than of c2 has been ranoved by cropping (see Table VII below).
The distribution of watermarks in sets 4 and 5, with upper and
lower sect ions of watermarks alternating, is in marked contrast
to that of set 2; sets 4 and 5 are constructed in the normal way,





































































Add.10445, sets 4 and 5: distritxition of paschal lath watermarks
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In contrast to the' anonymity of set 2's posthom, the two pairs
of marks in sets 4 and 5 have three personal marks. The foolscap
has the letters IC on either she of its stan, and the lanb has
ID within the mark itself. In the paschal lath d sheets is a cur-
sive countermark, apparently HW. The letters IC appear as a coun-
termark in Lbl Add.31437 folios 1-19, probably dating frcrn c.
1660, which is also marked with a five-pointed foolscap: in both
cases the foolscap is of the synmetrical Angouriors type. The sane
letters are canbined with the IHS countermark in Lbl Add.31431.
The countennark on one of the two lath moulds shows that
'ID', whose initials are within the mark itself, is unlikely to
be the papermaker. In the Angounois moulds were not made at the
mills bit by specialist craftsien, and in 1672 one Jean Delafont
'l'aisn' was carrying on this trade in the Angcunois parish of
La Couronne. 24
 The patron saint of the parish, which was knn
in the seventeenth century as St Jean de la PaLlud, was John the
Baptist. 25
 It is possible that the paschal lath marks were made
at La Couronne, and that the initials ID represent the naiie of
the mould-maker, a contributor to the papennalcing process who
normally raiiained anonymous.
Both marks in sets 4 and 5 therefore suggest Angounois origin,
and there are nunerais reasons for believing that the importation
of Angounois or 'Rochefle' paper to England becane significant
in the 1650s. The earliest exaTple of Angounois paper in an English
music source is in Ob MSS Mus.Sch. e.406-9, dated 1654, and al-
though the use of Angounois paper for music does not becane irnon
until c.1660, the 1657 Book of Values refers to 'Rochelle Paper
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as large as deny' ds a special category, so such imports had
presunably reached quite a large volune by then. The earliest
date likely for a source made of Angounois paper such as set 4
or 5 is in the mid 1650s, and the prevailing features of English
sources of the 1660s, where the seven-pointed foolscap and the
Amsterdn arms are the caimonest marks in snaller paper, ccmbine
with other appearances of the laiib mark - an isolated sheet in
Add.30490 used in 1666 and a dociment relating to La Couronne
dated 1663 discovered by Lacanb _26 to suggest that c.1665 is
as late as can be considered possible for the extensive use of
the paper types found in sets 4 and 5. If the first phase of
copying took place between 1655 and 1665 and the second between
1671 and 1679 the two phases are separated by a maxiinuii of twenty-
five years, by no means an unlikely length of time for a set of
parts to have renamed in use.
Sets 4 and 5 therefore contain relatively late copies of
the music by Lawes and Coperario; the music by Jenkins could be
aiiongst his later work and have •
 been ccmposei nearer the tame
when the parts were copied. The quality of the Locke parts in
sets 2 and 4 suggests not only careful copying, bet also access
to a carefully revised exeTiplar: apart frcm the order of the suites
and the cinission of a courant frau suite 1, the parts are very
close to Locke's final revisions in his score, Add.17801, and
contrast with the apparently slightly later source kd.31431 (1680)
which seens to have been derived fran an earlier version of the
consort and subsequently revised •27
Add.17801 sFs many signs of revision through erasure or
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the pasting-in of l'arge and 911afl correction sLips. All of these
are faithfully reproduced in A1.1O444-5, bet the seven significant
variants in these parts do not seen to have been incorporate:1
in the score at any stage, as there is no sign of their erasure
or obliteration. The Locke parts in l4dd.10444-5 are not descended
fran a late, hit not final, version of the consort copied in the
score bet frcni the final state itself, with variations caning
in through error, scribal creativity, or possibly the influence
of Locke himself. Most of the variants clearly represent conscious
decisions to alter minor details:
Suite 1: Fantasia, bar 16
In Add.10444 the first e an the bass of this bar is flat, possibly
a scribal anticipation of the flat later in the bar.
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Suite 1: Pavan, bar 29, treble
Ltfr
The score has version a; Add. 10444 version b.
Suite 1: Pavan, bar 30, bass
r.
In Add.10444 the initial b of this bar is natural, hardly likely
to be merely a scribal error.
Suit 1: Pavan, bar 35, treble
a	 I r:
cjr	 O
The score has a; Add.10444 the decoration in b.
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Suite 1: Ayre (3rd movei'ent), bar 16, treble
J7k eJ	 I 'lid
Add.10444 substitutes a Bb for the final semiquaver of this bar.
Suite 8: Ayre (2nd movenent), bar 10
The third note in the treble and the fifth in the bass are both
natural, the clearest possible evii:lence that Add .10444 transriits
genuine variants rather than scribal errors.
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The variants founcFin Add.10444 cannot be said to be derived fran
a late, t*it not final, state of Md.17801 because it is clear
fran the score that such a state never existed; every change that
has been made in A.17801 has also been incorporated in Add.10444-
5. The copyist of the parts diLl not habitually make alterations,as
the variants are confined to four moveients, hit the three which
involve acciLlentals are all significant. It is possible that the
changes to the Ccnsort for several friends made in Add. 10444-5
are the result of Locke's directions to the copyist at a time
when his increasing unsteadiness of hand, evident in the shaky
copying of sane of the six-part music in Add.17801, made turn re-
luctant to attipt to alter the existing score again. As he was
presuiably fairly fat at the time of the canposition and perform-
ance of Shadwell's Psyche, 28
 the pericxl of infirmity must have
lain between then (c1673-5) and his death in 1677, so the possib-
ility that he supervised the copying of sane of Add.10444-5 in
his final years is consistent with the apparent date of the paper
inset 2.
The presence of Lully 's Psych music in a source that seens
to have been copied near the time of Shadwell's English Psyche
inevitably invites speculation about a possible closer relation-
ship. The eclectic tastes of English ariateur irusicians in the
later seventeenth century mean that no special explanation is
required for an English source of Lully, bit the movenents fran
Psych and Les An1ants Magnifiques in Add. 10445 nevertheless raise
sane xizzling questions. Why was their akiltion to the sets of
parts in M.d.10445 allowed to interrupt work on the Locke,
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possibly being carried out under Locke's own direction? W1-y is
this English source of instrunental music frcni the two Lully bal-
lets apparently earlier than most ccmparable Continental sources?
Finally, has this source any connection with the instrunental
music to Shadwell's	 he, ascribed to Draglu and apparently
29lost?
The nstntnental music required in Locke and Shadwell's
Psyche falls into three distinct categories:
a) Music external to the action: the movenents
before and between the acts.
b) Music within the action for which dancing
is not specified.
c) Music within the action where dancing is
required.
As Shadwell's preface implies, none of the music in the first
category is in Locke's score. Similarly, the only dances to music
by Locke take place during vocal sections such as the song for
the Salij in Act III, where Shadwell's stage direction is 'The
Priests sing this following song and dance to' t' (MB 155)30 or
the Act I chorus 'How happy are those' with the direction 'Here
the Singers mingle with the Dancers' (MD 106). But virtually all




Synpiony at the descending of Venus 	 (MB 113)
(repeated at stage direction 'Venus
ascends with soft Musick', MB 115)
Act III Syrr!pIx)ny: Locke stage direction
'While Mars and Venus are meeting
in the Air the following Symphony
is plaid'.	 (MB 164)
Act V
	
Symphony at the Descending of
Ppollo and the Gods
	
(MB 211)
Short symphonies in Apollo's song
'Assenbie all ye Heavenly Quite'	 (MB 212-5)
Symphony at the Descending of
Jupiter,Cupiil and Psyche
	 (MB 218)
The only place where instrunental music required within the action,
other than a dance, is not provided by Locke is at the stage
direction in Act III 'A Consort of Loud Martial Musick' (libretto
p.38; MB 154).
Locke therefore seens to have canposed ainost all of the
symphonies within the acts tut none of the dances. Whether or
not these movenents are 'mingled with the vocal' music, in Shad-
well 's words, seøns to be irrelevant; in many cases the dances
are as integral a part of the action as the symphonies. The
dance required for the Cycicps at the beginning of Act III, for
exanpie, leads directly into a song for Vulcan and the Cycicps,
and the 'symphony at the Descending of Jupiter, Cupid and Psyche'
in Act V (libretto p.69; MB 218) is separated fran the following
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song, and thus not 'mingled with' it, by a dance not proviñed
by Locke. Most of the dances required in Psyche are preceded and
followed by Locke's own music without intervening dialogue.
Locke's own preface to the score suggests a reason why he
canposed the snp1Dnies hut not the dances:
The Instrunental Musick before and between the Acts,
and the Entries in the Acts of Psyche are anitted by
the consent of their Author, Seignior Gb. Baptista
Draghi. The Tunes of the Entries and Dances in the
Tpest (the Dancers being chang 'd) are aiatted for
the sane reason.
If the dancers changed, the dances and their music also changed:
the music met the requirenents of the choreography. Locke may
well have regarded the task of meeting the dancers' requirenents
as one he wouhl prefer to delegate, or the pressure of work may
have canpelled him to do so. Shadwell 's preface tells us that
the dances in his Psyche were 'rrade by the most fanous Master
of France, Monsieur St Andree', who had taken part in the 1671
performance of Lully 's ballet Psych. 31
 If St Andre had wished
to use choreography fran the previous performance and introduced
Draghi to Lully's music, he could be indirectly responsible for
the Lully parts in Add.10445.
Although a possible connection certainly exists, it does
not seen likely that dances fran the Lufly version were siniply
transplanted into Locke's score: Locke seens to have been careful
to give each section of continuous music tonal cohesion, and would
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not have tolerated !the insertion of dances in whelly inappro-
priate keys. The dances in Psyche were also presunably arranged
f or the large orchestra anployed by Locke rather than the two
parts found in Add.10445, alt1xigh this source could certainly
have been copied fran a fuller version. The relationship between
the dance music of the two Psyches cannot be more than conjectural,
bet it is perhaps most probable that sane of Lufly' s music was
used as it stood, sane transposed and sane replaced by new music
by Draghi. Whether any of the other instrumental music was derived
fran Lully's ballets we can only speculate.
The possibility of a very close relationship between the
two Psyches evaporates once it is realised that sane of the most
important independent iristrunental movanents have in fact been
supplied by Locke, and that elsewhere Lully's dances would not
fit into Locke's key schene. The most likely place for a straight-
forward transfer of music fran one version to the other is at
the beginning of Act III, where a dance in C major is required
to precede the song for Vulcan and the Cyclops. Movenent no.5
fran Lully 's Psych, 'Les Forgerocs', is in the right key arid
of an appropriate character. Nevertheless, a Lully score containing
dances fran Les Arnants Magnifiques and Psyche might well have
been carefully stedied during preparations for the English
performance, and could have been briefly available for copying
the chanber music parts in Add .10445, which would explain the
apparent interruption to the ccing of the Locke Consort for
several friends. The question of the Psyche instrtinental music
is interesting, but the partbooks in Md.10444-5 raise broeder
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questions of tralition and innovation in the aateur repertory:
whatever their background,the Lully parts in Acld.10445 were for
danestic, not theatrical, use. The most significant aspect of
the collection as a whole is its ccmbi.nation of music by two
pre-Carmonwealth caTposers, Lawes and Coperario, and two who died
in the 1670s, with arranganents fran Lully ballets perfoimed no
more than a few years before the parts were copied.
t
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British Library'Additional Manuscript 31431
(Watermark XXXVIII)
British Library Add. MS 31431 consists of two separately bcund
volunes which are the surviving treble parts of a varied anthol-
ogy of music mostly for two trebles and bass with basso continuo,
in 1680 the property of fr Gabriel Roberts. The title pages,
which imply that there must originally have been five partbooks,
clearly set ont the principal contents of the collection:
Consorts of 3 parts ... 2 trebles and 1 bass with a bass
contin. also a tenor part to the RoyalLl Consort fran
no.1 to no.66.








fran no.1 to no.66
from no.67 to no.90
from no.91 to no.94
from no.95 to no.133




The Italian sonatas nunbered frau 91 to 94 and 146 to 168 will
be discussed at greater length in Ch. XI bel; here, the other
works which form Roberts' collection will be considered, always
bearing in mind that they and the Italian sonatas are all part
of the sane collection of 'Consorts of 3 Parts'.
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William Lawes: The Royal Consort32
William Lawes (1602-1645) was a major ccmposer of fantasias and
other chamber music before the Civil War, during which he was
killei while serving with the Royalist army. His Ryal Consort
is a series of sixty-six ayres and dances divad into ten suites,
found in the following sources apart fran Add. 31431:
Ob MSS Mus.Sch. b.2; b.3; d.233-6; d.241-4; e.431-6; e.451;
f.568-9.
OchMSS 754-9; 391-6; 479-83.
Lbl Add.10445; Add.31433.
Most sources of the yal Consort including the autograph, Ob
MS Mus . Sch. b. 3, are for two trebles arid two bass viols, with
two theorbos carrying out a continuo-liice function. Its original
instrunentation was different, as Edward Lowe's carrnent in Mus.
Sch. d.236 f.lv reveals:
The following Royall Consorte was first carpos 'd for
2 trebles a meane & a base, hot because the middle part
coukl not be performed with equal advantage to bee heard
as the trebles were, therefore the Author involved the
Inner part in two breaking basses, which I caused to
be transcribed for me in the tenor and counter-tenor
books belonging to these and so bound, where the two
breaking basses are to be found and so many figured
as agree with these in order.
Peter Holman has suggested that the rearrangnent cane about through
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practical experiene, the first step being to play the tenor part
on a bass viol for greater tone, and the second to rewrite the two
lower parts so that the two equal ins trunents could share the
interest. 33
 Ti-vs the 'new version' of the Ibyal Consort in fact
has a different instnxnentatjon fixzii the one described on the
title page of its latest source, Add.31431, which seans to be
the 'old version' arrangenent with t trebles, tenor and bass,
although otherwise the treble parts agree with new version rather
than old version sources. There is no means of knowing whether
the tenor part provided for this source was closely modelled on
that of the old version or whether it was a subsidiary or even
optional part provided for what both iBukofzer 34
 and Lefkowitz35
have th teflz edas a modernised, trio- sonata version of the
consort.
If it was considered necessary to provide a tenor part rather
than rearrange the material of the two lower parts between the
string and con tinuo basses it seens contradictory to describe
the P&d.31431 copy of the lbyaf Consort as a trio sonata version.
The texture of the consort with its two treble parts was already
moving towards' that of the trio sonata s, bit all versions share
this feature. The only statenent that can confidently be made
about the Add.31431 arrangenent is that the theorbo parts had
been replaced by one called 'Basso Continuo', which itself could
have been performed as well on a theorbo or guitar as on the
harps icbord or organ. Far more inportant than guesswork about
the lost lower parts is the evidence of Md.31431 about the way
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the consort was peceived. The implication of the title pages,
as well as of the consort's context angst so many trio canposit-
ions, is that the tenor part was seen as being of secondary import-
ance to the trebles and the bass, but the most significant aspect
of the scirce as a whole is that in a collection containing the
Broken Consort of Locke and Italian sonatas by Cazzati, Vitali,
Colista and Legrenzi, the Ryal Consort, cauposed before the Civil
War, was still given prke of place.
36Matthew Locke: the Broken Consort
With Locke 's Broken Consort, which forms nos. 67 to 90 of ?dd.
31431, a further step is taken towards the trio sonata proper;
indeed, with the eddition of the continuo instrunent implied by
the title pages of )dd.31431, these works can be regarded as
English trio sonatas whose opening fantasias have much in cannon
with the sectional church sonatas of Italian cauposers such as
Cazzati which appear later in the collection. Other sources of
the Locke consort are Lbl Add.17801 (autograph score); Add.31435;
Add.31436; Cfm MS Mus 735; Och 772-3; F-Pc Res.770.
John Jenkins: ayres for two trebles and continua37
Jenkins wrote many ayres for the trio sonata canbination, including
a series of ninety-one in Lbl 1dd.31426 about half of which are
also in Idd. 31430. The series in Adl.31431 has no concordances
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with Add .31430, and only four with a further series of five move-
ments in Add.31426, where the ascription in the bass part has been
altered to 'Coim.'. Most of the pieces are attritute:1 to Colean
in Ob MSS Mus. Sch. e.4 10-4 and Och 35 3-6 (see Table VIII below).
Christopher Gibbons: two chamber sonatas
Nos. 134-44 in Add.31431 are by Christcpher Gibbons (1615_1676):38
139-44 are also in Lbl Add.31435,principally a set of parts of
chaiiber music by Locke. No.134 is heaeI 'sonata', a title presun-
ably meant to apply to all five pieces 134-138, which form a trio
sonata in A minor consisting of a prelude and two almain/courant
pairs. The six pieces shared with Add. 31435 form a similar sonata
in D minor, in spite of a change of key signature at no.142. Other
sources include Ob MSS Mus.Sch.c..53; d.231; Och 8.
Other non-Italian music
The isolated no.145, 'An excellent curtain tune Mr Locke's' is
also in US-NYp Drexel 3976, 'The Rare Theatrical and other canpos-
it ions by Mr Mathew Lock' , iit its precise origin is uncnown.
The only other English work in the main series of three-part caii-
positions is a sonata by 'Mr Blackwell', no doubt Isaac Blackwell
(d.1699), who was organist of St Paul's fran 1687 to 1699. He
was also organist of St Dunstan in the West (1674-99) and St
Michael's Cornhill (1684-99) and contrihited to Cantiones Sacrae
(1674) and Playford's Cboice Ayres (1675) 40
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After the nunbered series of works for two trebles and bass
are a few pieces for different ccmbinations. In the first treble
book are '20 lessons of Mr Matthew Locke for 2 parts treble and
bass', sane of his Consort for several friends (for concordances,
etc., see Add.10444-5 above). The second treble has the treble
part of 'Mr John Jenkins lyra consort of 3 parts 1 treble 1 bass
1 lyra': an inscription on f.91 reals 'Mr John Jenkins his lyra
consort, harpe-way flat, for 3 parts 1 lyra 1 treb 1 bass'. The
lyra viol part must have been in the lost tenor book. In spite
of the copyist's confident ascription of the music to Jenkins
it appears to be unique and is not regarded as authentic.41
The English contents of the collection therefore inclule
a variety of music ranging fran the pre-Civil War Royal Consort
through Locke's Broken Consort, where the English fantasy-suite
is ccnibined with the two treble and bass instrunentation of the
Italian trio sonata, to works by Christopher Gibbons and Isaac
Blackwell which are actually entitled 'sonata'. The Italian can-
positions in the source can be seen to be taking their place within
this English collection rather than displacing the native tralition;
here, as in Lbl Md.10444-5, English and Continental music appear
to enjoy an equal status.
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TABLE VIII
British Library Additional MS 31431 nos.95-133:
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A certain anount i/ known about Sir Gabriel Roberts, the owner
of Add.31431, 42 and his partbooks can therefore be placed in a
personal and social context. Sir Gabriel was the eldest son of
Lewes Roberts author of The Merchants Mappe of Cannerce, and
died in 1715 aged 85. His will survives in the copy male for the
Prerogative Court of Cantert*iry and is dated 6 May 1714 so the
date of death given in le Neve' s Monuiienta Anglicana must be incor-
rect. A date of birth c.1630 is consistent with his parents'
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marriage in Novanber 1626 (there were two elder daughters)
and his status as an established merchant in 1659, when he took
John Verney as an apprentice (see below).
Roberts becane a respected and successful menber of the Lon-
don txisiness cairnunity, eventually serving as Deputy Governor
of the Levant Canpany, Deputy Governor and Sub-Governor of the
Royal African Carpany, and as a director of the East India Can-
pany. His diligence in these responsibilities is shown by the
fact that he was absent fran only two out of 290 meetings of the
court of the African Canpany between 1685 and 1690, and the
worldly rewards of his industry can be seen in his will, where
he was able to bequeath more than £12,000 in cash as well as a
coach and horses and unspecified plate and other prcperty. He
46was knighted on 14 January 1678.
His music books are clearly the property of a wealthy man.
Not only are they finely copied on the more expensive deny rather
than foolscap paper, hit they have gilt top edges, a most unusual
feature in a music source. The books are not the only evidence
suggesting that Roberts took a serious interest in music.
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In 1659 Gabriel Roberts took John Verney, of the aristocratic
47Buckinghanshire fanily, as an apprentice. Roberts signature
appears on the indenture dated 31 Decerther 1659, and is clearly
the sane as that in Add.31431, where the table of contents is
also in the sane hand. Young John Verney was an enthusiast for
the bass viol, which in 1656 he was said to play very well 'for
,48his time • He took a lyra viol with him to Aleppo, where he
was sent in 1662 to work in Gabriel Roberts' 'factory', and wrote
liane requesting strings and bridges After his return rn 1674
he renamed on friendly terms with Roberts ,50 and the inclusion
of a lyra viol consort in Add.31431 is possibly due to him.
John Verney becane an apprentice upon exactly the sane tenns
as any other young man. The normal printed indenture was signed,
and a manuscript bond added in which Sr Ralph Verney undertook
to pay £1000 in respect of John's apprenticeship and to reimburse
Roberts for any of his property that John might 'imbeazell, steale,
purloine, wast, consune, misspend or unlawfully or unduly make
away, lend, detaine or negligently loose'. Once apprenticed, how-
ever, John found Roberts a fair and considerate master who more
than met his obligations, and the Verney correspondence shcws
that he spent much of his leisure time with the Roberts faiuly.5
In one respect only was Roberts less than satisfactory: he
was reluctant to part with ins money, a quality of character which
no doubt contributed to his success. On 10 Septanber 1661 Willian
Love, an alderman of London and evidently a friend of the Verneys,
wrote to Sir Ralph saying that the sun Roberts proposed to give
John to equip himself for the voyage to Aleppo, £10 or £12 'as
t
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his master did h]m' was not enough. Love seens to have used his
influence to persuade Roberts to increase the sun to £20 52 Rob-
erts' financial caution and good judgenent are also reflected
in John's letter of 22 January 1662, where he says that his master
had had no dealings with a nunber of merchants who had recently
gone bankrupt.
It is unfortunate that the Verney letters relating to Gabriel
Roberts contain no references to music, bet perhaps not surprising,
since so everyday a leisure activity might not be thought worth
mentioning, especially by a correspondent as reluctant and Un-
imaginative as John appears to have been. Few and far between,
and sanetimes largely given over to apologies, his letters are
mostly confined to simple factual infounation about his health,
work and future plans. But Gabriel Roberts' willingness to take
him as an apprentice when other merchants apparently would not,53
and Sir Ralph's readiness to let his son go to him, could mean
that a mutual interest in music attracted both sides.
Gabriel Roberts' attitude to his money suggests that he
would not have bought an expensive set of parts to ornanent a
bookshelf, but if music fonried an important part of his life the
contents of his collection all fail into place. As a youth he
would have grown up with the Ryal Consort and through his business
he was well placed to obtain Italian prints and manuscript copies:
he is described in John 's indenture as 'one of ye merchants of
London trading to ye Levant seas' and ships engaged in that trade
naturally put in at Italian ports. The Dover, in which John sailed
to the Levant, stayed at Leghorn long enough for him to visit
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Pisa and Florence.'54
 Other works in l4dd.31431, by Locke, Gibbons
and Blackwell, are by musicians wbo were active in London.
The collection seans to reflect Roberts' interest in music
over many years, and could well have been copied fraii older books
belonging to him. By 1680 sane of these could have been twenty
or thirty years old, and the decision to transfer his favourite
pieces to a carefully copied and finely bound set of parts would
have been a businesslike and sensible one. The contents of Add.
31431 therefore seen to be a cuiiulative, organic collection rather
than a chance canbination of varied music.
The dany paper of the source is marked with the normal fleur-
de-lys and countermarked IHS/IC. Each page, cut all round with
a gilt top edge, measures 175 nm. x 230 nm., with six staves,
12 nm. x 195 mu. The three-stave rastrun measures 62.5 nm. in Part
i; 60.5 inn, in Part ii.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER IX
1. Augustus Hughes-Hughes, Catalogue of the Manuscript Music
in the British Museixn, iii, London 1909 R/1965, 184-5. Dated
'mid 17th century'.
2. For a list of MSS in this hand and a discussion of Jenkins'
real autograph see Willetts, 'Autograph Music'; see also
John Jenkins, Consort Music of Four Parts (ed. Andrew Ashbee),
London 1969 (Musica Britannica xxvi), xix for a facsiniile
of Jenkins' signature; Ashbee, 'A Further Look at sane of
the Le Strange Manuscripts',Chelys v (1973-4), 24-41.
3. Willetts, . cit.
4. List of sourc9s fran E.H.Meyer, Die mehrstinmige Spielimsik
des 17. Jahrtiunderts in Nord-und Mitteleuropa, Kassel 1934,
136, with aditions. Egerton 3665 is the 'Tregian manuscript',
an authoritative early seventeenth-century score.
5. See John Bennett and Panela J .Willetts, 'Richard Mico',
Chelys vi (1975-6), 24-46, which supersedes all other bio-
graphical information.
6. The whole of this section is transcribed in Sabol (ed),
Fonr Hundred Songs and Dances, see also W.J. Lawrence,
'Notes on a Collection of MasqueMusic',ML iii (1922),49-
58; J.P. Cutts, 'Jacobean Masque and Stage Music', ML xxxv
(1954), 185-200; Pa-nela J. Willetts, 'Sir Nicholas le
Strange's Collection of Masque Music', '1Q xxix (1965),
79-81; Jean Knowlton, 'Dating the Masque Dances in B.M.
Add, MS 10444', R xxxii(1968), 99-102; A.J. Sabol. Songs
and Dances of the Stuart Masque, Providence 1959.
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7. Modern ed. o the canplete Consort for several friends
in Matthew Locke, Chanber Music (ed. Michael Tilmouth) ,
London 1971 (Musica Britannica xxxi), 11-56. See also
Rosanund E.M. Harding, A Theriatic Catalogue of the Works
of Matthew Locke, Oxford 1971; thenatic index (divithng
the work into twelve rather than eight suites) 91-95; list
of sources (anitting Add.33236) and camlentary in Table
1, 157-8; C.D.S. Field, 'Matthew Locke and the Consort Suite',
ML ii (1970), 15-25; M. Ti.lniouth,'Revisions in the Chanber
Music of Matthew Locke', PR4A xcviii (1971-2), 96.
8. Modern edof Suite no.2 in D minor in Willian Lawes, Select
Consort Music (ed. M. Lefkowitz), London 1963 (Musica Britan-
nica xxi) , 127; thenatic index and discussion of sources
in Chelys vi (1975-6),81-4. See also Murray Lefkowitz,
Wihian Lawes, London 1960, 74.
9. Modern e:1. of sonatas 1, 7 and 8 in Lawes, op. cit., 90-
126; see also Lefkcwitz, Wilhian Lawes, 106-125, 269; the
string parts in Pdd. 10445 are not mentioned here.
10. See VDGS Provisional Index, Chelys viii (1978-9), 71-85,
nos. 145-160.
11. Modern ed. of two fantasias in Jacobean Consort Music (ed.
Thurston Dart and WihhiTi Coates), London 1955 (Musica Brit-
annica ix), 181-2. See also Richard Charteris, John Coprario,
a Theiiatic Catalogue of his Music with a Biographical Intro-
duction, New York 1977, 75-6.
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12. See Herbert Schneider, Chronologisch-Theiatisches Verzeich-
nis saitlicher Werke von Jean Baptiste Lully, Tutzing 1981;
Les Amants Magnifiques,173-180; Psych,191-202.
13, Briquet, Les Filigranes (1968), supplanentary material,
34-5.
14. Catalogue of klditions to the Manuscripts in the British
Museuii 1836-1840, London 1843, 38.
15. Thanas Oliphant, Catalogue of the Manuscript Music in the
British Museun, London 1842, 81-2.
16. Now ranoved to the Printed Books department: see note in
Add.10444.
17. Sabol 1978, 3m.
18. Cutts, op.cit.
19. Murray Lefkowitz, 'Shadwell and Locke's Psyche: the French
Connection', PJIA cvi (1980), 42-5.
20. Willetts 1965.
21. John Playford, Chice Songs and Ayres ... being most of
the newest songs sung at bourt and at the publick theatres.
The first book, London 1673, 3-4. The text begins 'Thus
Cupid ',rather than "Tis Cupid'.
22. See Andrew Ashbee, 'Music for Treble, Bass and Organ by
John Jenkins', Chelys vi (1975-6), 25-42.
23. Lbl Add.27550-54, a set of parts dated 1674 of late fantasias
by	 ,has a foolscap mark and measures 315 rrm • x 200
nm •, cut. For the authenticity of the date see Willetts,
'John Lilly'.
24. G. Babinet de Rencogne, Recueil de docuiients, 96.
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25. Henri Laccnib', 'Fiigranes de 1 'Angotmois', Contritution
1'histoire de la papeterie en Erance ii (1935), 132-5,
116.
26.	 Ibid.
27.	 See Ti.lrnouth, 'Revisions'.
28. Thanas Shadwell, Psyche: a Trage:iy, London 1675. Locke's
music is in Matthew Locke, The aiglish opera, or the Vocal
Music in Psyche with the instrunental therein intennix 'd,
London 1675; modern ed. in Matthew Locke, Dranatic Music
(ed. M.Tilsnwth), London 1986 (Musica Britannica li),87.
29. Shadwell's preface states 'All the instrunental music (which
is not mingled with the vocal) was ccmposed by that great
master Seigneur Gio. Baptista Draçjhi'.
30. References-are to page nunbers in Locke, Dranatic Music,
1986.
31.	 See Lefkowitz,1980.
32. See Lefkowitz, Wihian Lawes, 68-87, 267-8; Gordon Dodd,
'WihiaTi Lawes - Royafl Consort Suite no.9 in F', Chelys
vi (1975-6), 4-9; thenatic index ibid. 81-4.
33.	 Dodd, op.cit.,6.
34. Manfrei K .Bukofzer, Music in the Baroque Era, London 1948
R/1978, 192.
35. Lefkowitz, Willian Lawes, 80.
36. Modern ed. in Matthew Locke, Chanber Music (ed. M. Tiiinouth)
ii, London 1972 (Musica Britannica xxxii), 1-30. See also
Harding, A Thenatic Cataloge, 100-102 and Table 4; Field,
'Matthew Locke'; Ti]month, 'Revisions'; Lefkowitz, 'Locke
Matthew', Grove xi, 108-117.
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37. These ayres pear to be unique: see )GS Provisional Index,
Chelys vii (1977), 73-85.
38. See C.G. and S.F.Rayner, 'Christopher Gibbons: "That fanous
Musitian', MD xxiv (1970), 151; Meyer, Die mehrstimnige
Spie]musik, 139.
39. Harding, A Thenatic Catalogue, 118-128; the 'excellent
curtain tune' is no.220, p.123.
40. See Donovan Dawe, Organists of the City of London, Padstciwe
1983, 80.
41. C. Coxon, 'A Handlist of the Sources of John Jenkins' Vocal
and Instrunental Music', R'4A1 ix (1971), 73 ignores this
source.
42. The principal sources of information about Gabriel Roberts
are The Dictionary of Welsh Biography, London 1959, 871-
2; Joseph Hunter, Faniiae Minorun Gentiizn, London 1894,
(Harleian Society Publication xxxviii, xxxix) i, 3-4; Peter
le Neve, Paligrees of the Knights made by King Charles II
London 1873 (Han. Soc. Pub. viii), 323; John le Neve,
Monumenta Angiicana, being the inscriptions on the monuments
of several elurient persons deceasad, London 1719, 291;
Frances Parthenope, Lady Verney, and Margaret Maria, Lady
Verney, Menoirs of the Verney Falaly, Lcndon 1892-99; Sir
Wihian Musgrave, Obituary Prior to 1800,v, London 1901
(Han. Soc. Pub. xlviii), 149; DNB xlviii, 388; A.B. Beavan,
Aiderrnen of the City of London Te. Henry III - 1908, i,
London 1908, 77, 258; ii, London 1913, 111. Correspondence
of the Roberts fainly, including sane letters of Gabriel
himself, is inPdd.45511 (transcripts indd.45512).
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43. P.C.C. 57 Fag, proved 29 March 1715.
44. Allegations for Marriage Licences Issued by the Bishop of
London 1611-1828, ii, London 1887 (Han. Soc. Pub. xxvi),
180.
45. K .G. Davies, The RDyal African Caripany, London 1957, 158.
46. Le Neve, Pedigrees, 323; W.A. Shaw, The Knights of flgland,
London 1906, 252.
47. The correspondence of the Verney fanily is available on
microfilm in the Manuscript Department of the British Lib-
rary: the indenture dated 31 December 1659 is almost at
the end of Microfilm 636/16. Much of the relevant information
is also in the Verney Meioirs.
48. Letter, 29 Novanber 1656.
49. Letter, 20 August 1662; Meioirs 4
 107.
50. Menoirs, 271.
51. Letter, 6 March 1660; Meimoirs, 99: Roberts taught John Ver-
ney to keep 'merchant 's accarpts of merchants bookes, which
indeed is not ordinary'. ietter, 18 April 1660: John received
sTIpathetic care after being quite seriously scalded in
a danestic acciflent.
52. Letter, 27 April 1662; Menoirs, 102.
53. In a letter of 19 October 1659 John expresses regret that
Ins father has been unable to find a satisfactory merchant
to take him.
S
54. Letter,June 30 1662; Menoirs, 102.
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CHAPTER X
ITALIAN CHURCH MUSIC COPIED BY LOCKE AND JEFFREYS
Matthew Locke and George Jeffreys were in sane ways affected less
than other English musicians by the events of the Civil War and
Ccnmonwealth.' There is no evidence that Jeffreys ever worked as
a professional rrusician, and during the Carmonwealth Locke tuilt
up a sound career as a canposer of instrunental and draiiatic music,
including his published Little Consort of 1656 and his contritutions
to The Siege of Rhodes (1656) and Cupid and Death (1659).2 In 1648,
however, Locke was in the Low Countries, where he mede copies in
score of vocal music by Italian canposers, now part of Lbl Add.
31437. Jeffreys copied a large collection of Italian music in parts,
Lbl Add.31479. These two canposers, neither of whcm belonged to
the Chapel Royal or worked in the mains trean of Anglican choral
music, have in fact left the most significant surviving evidence
of the interest taken in Italian church music by English ccrriposers
before the Restoration.
Locke's score of Italian motets forms folios 29 to 43 of the
canposite volune Add.31437 .This manuscript has saiietiines been
described as though it has always been a single book, for exanpie
by Lefkowitz:
Locke 's earliest sacred works are the fourteen anthens
and four motets in the autograph volixne (Lbn 31437)
that he caripied in the Netherlands
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Such a descriptioi ignores major differences in paper and ruling
as well as in musical content between the Italian section and
Locke 's own calipositions in folios 1 -19 (English antheiis) and
20-28 (Latin motets). Two ccmnents written in the score by
Philip Hayes (1738-1797) suggest that in his time the Italian
music was still in a separate volune even if the two sections
containing Locke's own caiipositions bEd been canbined. On f.1
he writes:
This manuscript is an original of Mathew Lock
and contains many of his own productions which
were given by himself to the Musick School
and on f.29, the first folio of the Italian section:
This Musick Book is in the hand writing of Mr
Mathew Lock and sealis to have been selected fran
various printed works of many excellent musicians
whose faiie first began in the lc countries, where
music in a great measure had its birth, and fran
thence reached Italy &c.
Even a cursory glance at the paper and stave ruling shows that
the Italian section, folios 29-43, is distinct structurally
as well as in musical content fran the rest of the volime. Its
contents are set out in Table I below, showing Locke ' s own
ascriptions and where possible confinnation fran printed sources
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Galeazzo Sabbatini was born at Pesaro in 1597 and died there in
1662. His Opus 3, for two to five voices and continuo, was pub-
lished at Venice in 1626, and Opus 7,for three to five voices
and continuo, in 1637; a further edition was published at Ant-
5
werp in 1641. Sacri Lodi, concerti, op.9, was published at
Venice in 1640. Giovanni Rovetta was born in Venice c.1595,and
spent his working life at St Mark's, where in 1644 he succeeded
Monteverdi as maestro di capella; he died in 1668. Locke's
reference to 'Liber quarto' clearly refers to Gima Musicalis,
diversis cantionitxis sacrus tribus, quator et cinque vocitus
liber quartus, Antwerp 1649, a collection of earlier work;6
Dulcis Christe' had already appeared in his Opus 3. Opus 5
was published in Venice in 1639. The third caiposer is more
obscure. One Francesco Costanzo da Cosena is known only for
his Ii priino libro deli motetti, Naples 1621, bit Locke clearly
refers on f..39v to 'Lib. seod.'. His care with other ascriptions
indicates that he copied this work fran a print which has not
survived: the nunber of seventeenth-century publications repres-
ented by a single surviving exaTple makes this far fran surpris-
- ing.
The watermark of the Italian section is a paschal laiib
that conid well be rngounois 8 Heawood 's few exanpies are all
fran Netherlands sonrces and date fran c.1648. A broadly sim-
ilar exa-nple fran Add.10445 is sIxn as illustration XVII. The
staves in this part of the manuscript were not drawn with a
rastrun but with a straight-edge, one line at a time, althcugh
in several places they show upward parallel curves that suggest
slightly careless rastrun rulin9. The explanation rrust be that
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the book was bound 'before ruling, and the curves are due to the
pen 's following the straight-edge and dipping into the gutter.
The edges of the paper are equally deceptive: the absence of
margins and their neatly-cut appearance suggests that they have
been cropped for conservation purposes, but on f.32, for exanpie,
in the treble part of the second systn, the syllable 'can'
of 'canenoratiDnen' has been placed above the rest of the word,
and in the tenor part the syllable 'tio' has been treated in
the sane way. A look at the underlay elsewhere slx,ws that the
only reason for this arrangenent was to get the words onto the
correct line; bad there been a margin available, Locke would
have used it. The present cut edges therefore date fran the
original binding of the voliine, before the staves were ruled.
This there are many ways in which Add.31437 folios 29-43
do not form a tpical English music source. The book was ruled
after binding, and even the cut size of the paper, with folios
measuring c.310 nm. x 199 rmi. is large for a music book of this
period. The layout of the stavs is as unusual as the method
of ruling then, as they extend to the outer edges of each opening
without margins; the enall margins visible at the inside edge
of each folio are probably the result of ruling into an airealy
bound volune. ..Each page has sixteen staves approximately 8 mn.
wide, again a marked contrast with a typical English nusic source.
Locke's own caTpositions in Add.31437 are all copied on
paper that appears to be significantly later than 1648. Folios
1-19 contain fourteen English anthens for three voices and basso
continuo, without trebles,which suggests that the rrusic was
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caTiposed during the Carmonwealth or shortly after the Restoration.9
Locke himself, acbattedly in order to score a point against
Tlxmas Salmon in their public arguiient, refers to the shortage
of trained boy singers in the early 1660s:
lnd who bit he [Thanas Salmon] or Old Nick for him
[would have affirmed] that those excellent Young men of
His Majesties Chappel, dixi many of then perfectly under-
stand the Rudiments of Musick before His Majesties happy
Return? The contrary being so eviñent, that for above a
Year after the Opening of His Majesties Chappel the
Orderers of the Musick there, were necessitated to
supply the superior Parts of their Musick with Comets
and Mens feigned voices, there not being one Lad, for
all that time, capable of singing his part readily.°
The watermark is a smetrical five-pointed foolscap counter-
11marked IC which appears to be Angounois, and the stave ruling
has been prepared especially for a four-part score with twelve
10 rrm. x 158 mu. staves drawn in three separate blocks of four.
This unusual ruling, not found in the renaming Locke section
of dd.31437, folios 20-28, indicates that the score of English
anthens might have been made for a special purpose: Rosanund
Harding's suggestion that it was copied c.1660 for the use of
the new Chapel Royal is consistent with the nature of the music
and its apparent canpletion in a single phase of copying on
specially ruled paper. The watermark is unlikely to be earlier
than c.1654, when the earliest dated Angourois mark is found
in an Englishinisic source (ObMSSMus.Sch. e.407-9), or later
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than 1662, when the seven-pointed foolscap and sterdai arms
began to predaninate in foolscap-size music paper. A seven-pointed
foolscap is in fact fcxind in the renaming section of Add.31437,
folios 20-28, containing four Latin motets: the use of soprano
voices in two of these suggests that they were written after
the Restoration, possibly for the Catholic chapel of Queen
Catherine, where Locke becane organist in 1662.
George Jeffreys' coUection of Italian music, in parts,
is on a much larger scale than Locke 's, consisting of thirteen
solo motets, sixty-one for two voices and thirty-six for three.
Only two carposers are identified in the parts, Carissinu. and
Gifles Hayne (called 'Hennio'), bit the majority of the motets
can be identified fran Italian partbooks published in or before
1638 and now in the library of Christ Church, Oxford. 12 A carplete
thenatic index is given in Table II below.
The canposer represented by the largest nunber of works
(20) is Alessandro Grandi, 13
 who held important posts at Ferrara
(1610-1617), Venice (1617-1627) and Bergano (1627-1630). Frcni
1620 until 1627 he was vice maestro di capella to Monteverdi
at St Mark's, where he ccrnposed mainly for afler forces and
the lesser festivals, and his influence on younger conteriporaries
such as Schutz was probably greater than that of Monteverdi
himself. Giovanni Felice Sances (1600-1679), represented by
ten inotets fran Ins 1638 publication, 14
 was born in Italy hut
held posts fran 1636 at the Imperial chapel in Vienna, success-
ively serving as singer, vice Kapellmeister (1649) and Kapell-
meister (1669). Egidio Trabbatone, one of a fanily of musicians,
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was organist arid maestro di capella at Varese fran 1625 to 1638
and then becane organist at S. Vittore, Seregno.Th Although
a minor figure ccnipared with the two previous canposers, he
contributed sixte motets to Jeffreys' collection, more than
any other canposer except Grandi. Aloisi, born in Bologna, was
active between 1628 and 1644: a Franciscan friar, he served
as maestro di capefla at Sacile, near Udine, and at the Francis-
can friary in Bologna. Facchi was organist of Vicenza cathedral
fran 1624 to 1661, and Tcmasi, born c.1585 at Canacchio mear
Ferrara, ultimately beca-ne maestro at the collegiate church
of Massafiscaglia in the sane area. Desiderio Pecci (c.1587-
1632) was born at Siena, 16
 and Francesco Maria Marini is known
only for his 1637 collection of Concert! Spirituali)7
One of the works Jeffreys has ascribed to Carissina, the
two-voice 'Anima Mea' (no.60), is in fact by Trabbatone; another,
the three-voice 'Quan pulchra es' (no.34) is a version of the
two-voice setting of the sane text in Ravetta 'S Bicinia Sacra
of 1648. This is a collection of earlier work, and it is possible
that Jeffreys obtained a manuscript cy of an earlier three-
voice arrangenent. The collection also includes four works cor-
rectly attributed to Carissimi, in each case at or near the
end of a section. Carissimi was maestro di capella at the German
College in Rane, a Jesuit saninary, fran 1629 to 1674.18 All
of the motets included in Add.31479 were published in anthologies,
but sane of these appeared too late to have been ccpied by
Jeffreys. The canposer iientified as 'Hennio' is Gilles Hayne
(1590-1650), who worked at Liege and Dusseldorf. 19 Finally,
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Add.31479 has five àoncoxdances with Lbl Add.31440, and contains
about half the sacred music fran that source, which was copied
by Angelo Notari (1566-1663), an Italian who worked in England
fran c.1610. 2° He published a book of Italian secular music,
Prima Musiche Nuove, in London in 1613, and it is possible that
the anonymous sacred music in dd.3144O is also of his cn can-
position.
The music contained in these partbooks has a significant
but indirect relationship with printed sources n at Christ
Church. The selection of works fran prints follcis no particular
pattern, and there are several instances where only a few of
the eligible motets fran a print have been incloded an the manu-
script parts. Sane Marian texts, and others that might have
been thought idolatrous, have been modified, but it is unlikely
that Jeffreys was responsible for the changes as he copied at
least nine Marian texts and the Sances '0 crux benedicta' with-
out alteration. The large nunber of motets fran Trabbatone's
Opus 4, by far the most fran an single work, suggests that
they are more likely than others to have been copied directly
fran the printed parts, but even the Trabbatone pieces are
scattered throughout the collection.
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Joannes Baptista Aloysius, Contexths MusicaruB
Pioportiornin, quo concertunii varietati binis,
ternis, quaternis, quinis & senis vociths
debitun...Op.4, Venice 1637
Joannes Baptista Alovisius, Corona Stellanin
Iliodecim Antiphonis Beata Virginis Op.5,
Venice 1637
Agostino Facho, Motetti a doi, tre, quatro
& cinque voce con le littanie della Madonna
a 6 ... libro sec.. Venice 1635
Grandi 1	 Alessandro Grandi, II priiio libro de motetti
a due, tre, quatro, cnquie e otto voce,
Venice 1610
Grand! 2	 - Ilsecondo librode inotetti..., Venice 1613
Grand! 4	 - Ii quartd libro de motetti. . -. Venice 1618
Grandi 5
	 - Celesti fiori ... libro quinto de suoi
concerti a 2,3,4 voci, Venice 1619
Grand! 6	 - Ii sesto libro de motetti a 2 & 4 voci.
Venice 1630
Grand! 1629	 - Motetti a una e due voci, Venice 1629
Marini Francesco Maria Marini, Concerti Spiritual!
a 2, 3,4,5,6,7 voci. & con instrunenti. Liber
pramo, Venice 1637
Pecci	 Desiderio Peccio, Sacri Modulatus ad concen-








Giovanni Rovetta, Bicinia Sacra ... liber
tertius, Antwerp 1648
Giovanni Felice Sances, Motetti a 1,2,3 e
4 voci, Venice 1638
Blasio Tcmasi, Motecta binis, tern is, quater-
nisque vocibus concinenda una cirn Litaniis
B. Mariae Virginis quattor vocibus, Op.6,
Venice 1635
Egitho Trabbatone, Motetti Concert! a 2,3
e 4 voci, libro secundo, Op.4, Venice 1629
Lbl Add.31440: Italian sacred and secular
music in the hand of Angelo Notari (1566-
1663) and sane possibly caiposed by him;
c.1620.
ADDENDA
Menhla 1624	 Tarquinio Merula, Ii primo libro de Motetti,
Venice 1624
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British Library Md. MS 31479: caTmitary to theiiatic index
Music for one voice
12.	 With two violins; parts incorporated with the continuo.
13.	 An inmensely popular work, apparently not published until
1693 in Haimonia Sacra ... the Second Book, London 1693.
Other MS scurces (see Andrew V. Jones, The Motets of
Carissaini, Ann Arbor 1982, ii,62): F-LYrn 133989, 85-89;
Pc Res.F. 934C 13-17; Pn	 1L306; GB-Eu 5002, 252-5;
Cfin 24.F.4,82v-84v; Onc 2803,BOv-87v; Lan 41, 133-7;
Lbl Add.22100,56v-58v; 31460 5-7v; 33234, 13-14, 33235,
103-104v; Eg. 2960,2-4; Och 18, 23-5; 23, 2v-3v, 53, 5-9,
598,24-22 (rev); T 1031, 134-136.
Music for two voices
2.	 Original text: Haec est arbor dignissima.
20.	 Original text: Ave sanctissaiuiae Maria.
Music for three voices
	
5.	 Original text: 0 crux splendidor
	




14.	 Add.33234 f.85; 33235 f.26v.
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21. Not in Aegk1io Hennio, Moteta Sacra ... Liber pramus,
Antwerp 1640 (1649 ed. at Drc); possibly fran Motetti
Sacri ..., Op.4, Antwerp 1646 (RI4 iv, 291). The form
of the nane suggests that the work originally cane fran
a printed source.
22. Add.33234 f.44; Lan 42, 154-9. See Jones,op. cit., ii,10.
32. Published in Sacrarun modulationum ex variis selectis
auctorilxis ..., Rane 1642; Teatro musicale de concerti
ecclesiastici, Milan 1649, 2/1653; R. Flor2ñus canonicus
de Sylvestris has sacras cantiones ..., Rane 1651. See
Jones, op.cit.,ii,55. One of these ccxi:ld have been Jeffreys'
asource. Other MS sources: F-Pc Res.F 934 ,205-16; Res
MS 6,10-11; Pn n1 1267 no.3; GB-Lan 41, 115-125;
T 1425; I-Bc X233, 24v-26; S-Uu Tab. Caps.83 no.13; Voc.
Mus. 1. Ixskr.Caps.11 no.13; Voc. mus. i. hiskr. Caps.
53 no 10/20.
33. Published in Scielta de Motetti, Rczne 1667: see Jones,
op.cit.,ii,29. Other MS sources: D-brd Mbs Mus MS 565,
33v; Mus MS 720/2; MUs Sant. Hs.2758,15-22; D-ddr Bds
3101 no.3; F-Pc Res 2181 (1), no.12; Pn 	 1174 no.8;
GB-T 746 30v-36; S-Uu Tab. Caps.77 no.101; Voc.Mus i.
hlskr. Caps. 11 no.7; hlskr. Caps. 53 no.10/26.
34. A three-part version of Rovetta, Bicinia Sacra ... liber
tertius, Antwerp 1648, no.14.
35. Published in R. Florius, R. Floridus de Sylvestris a
Barbarano has alteras sacras cantiones, Rane 1645, and
in R. Florklus, 1651 (see no.32 abcwe); Gb. van Geertson,
Scielta di Motetti di diversi eccelentissinu. Autori,
Rotterdan 1656; Carissimi, Anon Rananus, Konstanze 1670;
Harmonia Sacra ... the second book, London 1693. See Jones,
op. cit., ii, 15. Other MS sources: F-Pc Res.F 934c,56_63;
Res.	 6 MS 6, 20-21; Pn Mn 1 1268 no.7; GB-Bu 5002, 191-7;
Lan 41,105-14; Lbl Add.30382,13v-15v; 31472 27-30; 33234,
112-115; Harl.1501, 48-52; Lan 1064,5v; Ob MSS Mus.Sch.c.9
51-5; c.12-19; c.24-7; Och 43, 12-14; 53,65-70; 623-6; T 335




The watennarks and tave rulings of the Italian music partbooks
show a ranarkable connection with Jeffreys' parts of his own
one-, two- and three-voice music, Lcm 920. The whole of Add.
31479 consists of Italian paper with a quartet of hat watermarks
(watermark XXII), no doubt two pairs produc at a two-vat mill.
Their distritution throughout the parts is shown in Table III
overleaf. There are ten staves, 12 inn. x 155 mn., rulei with
a five-stave rastrun: the measurenent over five staves is 108-
109 urn., and over ten c.230 urn. Sane deckel elges survive, and
the folios measure 302 urn. x 190 urn.
Lcm 920 is a guardbook containing three vocal parts and
one for continuo. The vocal parts are in upright quarto and
their watermark cannot be decipherel, bet the continuo part,
folios 160-191, consists of paper identical in every respect,
inclndi.ng ruling, with that of Add.31479, apart fran having
been cut at the top and bottan &lges. This similarity suggests
that the Italian music partbooks and the continuo part at least
of Lcm 920 were begun at about the sane time, and there is suf-
ficient evidence in the paper itself, the contents, and our
information about Jeffreys' life to suggest when that time
might have been. Evidence suçporting a date in the late 1650s
canes fran the North fanily' s consort music collection fran
Kirtling, since 1667 the property of the Oxford Music School
and now in the Bodleian Library. 21
 Two sets of parts fran this
collection, Ob MSS Mus.Sch. c.83 and c.85, contain paper identical
in watermark and ruling with that of Add.31479; four more, c.82,













































Add.31479: distribution of watermarks
Part 1













































































































































































































































































































































































In Mus.Sch. c.83 hat paper with the Jdd.31479 ruLing is found
in the final gathering of each of the six string parts, which
contain t pavanes, two fantasias and two In Nanisies by Jenkins:
tI'iere is also an organ part. 23
 Marks XXII a and b appear, distrib-
ut5 as shcMn in Table IV above. All four versions of mark XXII
occur in the treble and bass parts of Mus.Sch. c.85, containing
Jenkins' ayres for treble, bass, lyra and harpsichord: 24
Table V
Treble	 Bass
Folio	 Mark	 Folio	 Mark
The lyra part has a pot watermark initialled RIO and the harpsi-
chord a five-pointed foolscap: the canbination of watermarks in
this set reflects the transitional position of hat paper in general
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between the period of Norman and Angoulois predaith-iance in the
fine paper trade.
Only one date appears in the North collection: 1654, in Mus.
Sch. e.406-9. Margaret Crurn's suggested chronology for the North
partbooks places the books consisting of hat paper later than
this: in her view, the six mark XXII sources are the latest of
the North material. Between 1662 and 1664 large quantities of
paper were purchased for use at Kirtling, as well as 'a pinte
of the best pricking Inke'. 25
 But the prices suggest that the
paper was not ruled: it would have been most unusual for the house-
hold to have possessed a single rastrun, let alone the variety
found in the North music collection, and at least one ruling
used at Kirtling occurs in sources fran elsewhere. The absence
of ruled paper fran the Kirtling accounts for 1662-4 (those for
the previous years do not survive) is eviience that the paper
in the North collection had been purchased before 1662, since
any music paper obtained between 1664 and 1667, when the collect-
ion was sold to the Oxford Music School, would almost certainly
have been Angounois in origin, marked with the conventional seven-
pointed foolscap or Mis terdan aims. The North parts therefore sug-
gest that the mark XXII paper, with or without the Add.31479 rul-
ing, was obtained between 1654 and 1662. A further source with
identical paper and ruling is the Christopher Gibbons autograph
Ob MS Mus.Sch. c.53: the use of this paper by Gibbons, who spent




 XXII paper occurs in no fewer than nine sources,
the quantity of paper surviving anounts to less than a rean: all
of the paper of this kind used by Gibbons and Jeffreys, and in
the North manuscripts, is likely to have cane fran a single rean
purchased by a stationer between 1654 and 1662 and ruled for music,
using two rastra, over a relatively short period. Distortion of
mark XXII c is clearly evident in Mus.Sch. c.82, and it is highly
improbable that paper supplied to the stationer in more than one
consigrinent and ruled over a longer period would show the close
relationship of watermarks and rulings that appears in these nine
sources. Thus the dates 1654-1662 do not represent a period of
eight years throughout which the mark XXII paper might have been
imported, but outer limits between which a single rean was purchas-
ed by the stationer and ruled: because of the high cost of paper,
and the labour involved in stave ruling, the stationer probably
tried to re-sell as quickly as possible.
The three purchasers of the mark XXII paper each used it
for a different purpose. The Ncrths were replacing or expanding
an already substantial collect ion of chanber music parts, an
operation which could well have taken sane years; Gibbons, judging
fran the rather slapdash appearance of his partbooks, made a quick
copy of the music for private use. George Jeffreys appears to
have bought the mark XXII paper in Add.31479 and Lcm 920 to re-
place losses suffered in the confusion of the Civil War and early
Carmcriwealth: circunstantial evidence suggests that this project
was carried cut c.1657.
As a carplete set of parts of the music for one, two and
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three voices, Lcm 920 invites carparison with the surviving books
of the canpiete set of parts for four, five and six voices, Lbl
Add. 30829-30 and 17816. These books have decorative bindings
of gildod white leather and are made of large paper with a peacock
watermark (XVI) similar in general pattern to Heawood 172 (Venice
1651) and 174 (Venice 1628).27 They are in upright quarto format
with cut pages, c.249 rim. x 190 rim., and have eight staves, 12
rim. x c. 146 rrrn., rulod with a four-stave rastnin measuring 88 rim.
over four staves, c.190 over eight. Jeffreys' signature appears
on f.8 of Add.17816 at the end of 'Jesu dulc&lo cordium',the last
of a series of seven works which were probably copiad here before
1648 (see Ch. VI above). Lcm 920, bowever, is a set of parts in
a modern guardbook, which suggests that the original binding was
neither especially ornanental nor durable, and sane of the deckel
adges of the continuo part still reiain, as they do in Md.31479,
clear evidence that the voltme was not canpleted as a finely-bound
book like Add.30829-30 and 17816.
In 1657 Jeffreys began a period of relatively intense rrusical
activity, producing far more new ccnpositions than he had in the
previous six years. This new activity coincidad with the return
of Lord Hat ton fran France and with Jeffreys' recovery fran a
life-threatening illness. His previous major activity in irusic
seeis to have been to replace, between 1648 and 1649, a lost four-
part score corresponding to the British Library partbooks, and
to add sane new pieces to this section of his canbined autograph
score Add.10338. It is possible that another casualty of war or
confusion was a fine set of one, two and three voice partbooks
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similar to Lbl Add'.30829-30 and 17816,and that these were replaced
on Lord Hat ton's return fran France by the set n forming L cm
920, an operation coinciding with, and to an extent made necessary
by, the new phase of carposition for ATB and continuo, the forces
apparently available to Jeffreys for performance.
Jeffreys' interest in Italian music goes back at least to
1634 (see Ch.VI) and therefore pre-dates his residence at Oxford
in the 1640s. Although he could certainly have added to his collec-
tion at that tine, there is no reason to suppose that he had not
started it previously. The indirect relationship between the manu-
script parts and the Italian prints, and the fact that almost
all of the music copied is fran works published no later than
1638, suggests that Jeffreys might have ccirpiled a collection
of Italian motets before the Civil War, possibly in the 'other
score booke' mentioned in Md.10338. It is likely that this book
contained the ascriptions missing fran the parts, and that the
few works in the partbooks which do have ascriptions, all at or
near the end of a section, cné into Jeffreys' possession at a
later date. His original collection of Italian music could well
have included motets for more than three voices, bet as part of
his renewed musical activity in 1657 he seens to have copied a
new set of parts for the limited forces izmiediately available,
much of the music being for the ATB and continuo caiibmation he
chose for his own new caiipositions. A final point of contact be-
tween the Italian repertory and Jeffreys' own work is that each
contains one canposition for two basses and ccntinuo, in either
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case aided at the end of the two-voice section. These are 'With
notes that are both li and sweet' in ?dd.1O338, ca'npleted in
the late 1650s, and two-voice motet no.62, 'Fontes et annia' in
Add.31479. 'Mr Pett',naned at the beginning of 'With notes' in
Add.10338, was possibly the lawyer Peter Pett, 28 and coukl have
been a second bass singer available to Jeffr's in the late 1650s
for whan he aided these works to his collections.
The two Italian collections described above are not merely
earlier than other English sirces of Italian sacred rrusic, bot
reveal a breaith of interest and knowledge that has not been rec-
ognised. If the Jeffreys collection reflects the quantity and
quality of Italian rrusic circulating in England before the Civil
War,it is hardly surprising that Playford's 1664 edition of An
Introduction to the Skill of Music contains the following passage:
Nor are these graces of the Italian style any new
invention tut have been used here in England by most
of the Gentleien of His Majesties Chappel above this
2940 years
Italians who settled in England, such as Notari, must have had
sane influence upon English musicians, and it is significant that
two such imaginative cxznposers as Locke and Jeffreys have left
eviilence of the extent and seriousness of their stixly of the Ital-
30ian style.
How whiely this kind of music was known is a different matter.
Bukofzer describes William Chflii 'S First Set of Psalms (1639)
as 'the first irrportant docunent of the Italian influence on
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English church muic' 31
 but John Barn rd's First Book of Selectad
Church Music (1641) shows that more traditional music was still
preiaiunant up to the Civil War period. 32
 In 1654 Clarendon acccrri-
paniad the exilad Charles II to Dussekiorf, where, according to
Clarendon, the King heard:
several sorts of music, both of instrunents and voices,
which if not excellent was new, and differad much fran
33what his majesty was accustariad to hear.
The English party was entertaniod by Phi.1]Lip Wilhelm, Duke of
Neuburg, successor to Johann Wilhelm (d. 1653) who had eiiployad
Giles Hayne as Kapellnieister. The 'new' music was probably in
the modern Italian style cultivatad by Hayne and did indead differ
fran what Clarendon had been usad to hearing in England.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER' X
1. For Lockets biography see Lefkowitz, 'Locke,
Matthew', Grove xi, 108-110; Harding, A Thematic
Catalogue, xxiii-xxix. For Jeffreys, see Ch. VI
above.
2. See Matthew Locke, Chamber Music and Dramatic
Music; some of the sacred music is in Matthew
Locke, Anthems and Motets (ed. P. le Huray),
London 1976 (Musica Britannica xxxviii). See
also Matthew Locke and Christopher Gibbons,
Cupid and Death (ed. E.J. Dent), London 1951,
2/1965 (Musica Britannica ii).
3. Hughes-Hughes, Catalogue,i, 291, 430.
4. Lefkowitz, Grove xi,113.
5. RISM vii, 287.
6. Ibid.,267.
7. Unattributed entry, 'Costanzo da Cosena, Francesco',
Grove iv, 823; RISM ii, 236.
8. Lacomb, 'Filigranes de l'Angoumois'.
9. Harding, A Thematic Catalogue, xxvii.
10. Matthew Locke, The Present Practice of Music
Vindicated, London 1673, 19.
11. Nicolai, Histoire, i, 14-18, ii, 100 and plate
CXXVII.
12. See Aloys Hiff, Catalogue of Printed Music publish-
ed prior to 1801 now in the Library of Christ
Church, Oxford, Oxford 1919.
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13. Denis Arnold, 'Alessandro Grandi, a Disciple
of Monteverdi', MQ xliii (1957), 171; Monteverdi,
London 1963: Denis Arnold and Nigel Fortune (eds),
The Monteverdi Companion, London 1968, 124-7;
Jerome Roche, 'Music at S. Maria Maggiore, Bergamo',
ML xlvii (1966), 296, especially 306-9; RISM
iii, 320-3.
14. RISM vii, 331.
15. See Andrew V. Jones, The Motets of Carissimi,
Ann Arbor 1982, ii,9.
16. Denis Arnold, 'Pecci,Desiderio', Grove xiv, 323.
The printed sacred music is not mentioned here,
but a three-voice 'Sub tuum praesidium' in Cfm
179 is listed; see also RISM vi, 425.
17. RISM iv, 427.
18. Jones, op. cit., 1-26.
19. Antoine Auda, La musique et les musiciens de
.'l'ancien Pays de Liege, Liege 1930, 158-60; W.
Nagel, 'GlUes Heine',Monatsheften far Musik-
geschichte, 1896; offprint in British Library
10603 d. 17.
20. Pamela J. Willetts, 'A Neglected Source of Monody
and Madrigal', ML xliii (1962), 329; 'Autographs
of Angelo Notari', ML 1 (1969), 124.
21. See Crum, 'The Consort Music'.
22. These sources have ten staves, 13 mm. x 149 mm.,
ruled with a five-stave rastrum measuring 118.5
mm.; over ten staves the measurement is 253.5
mm. Their string parts have marks XXII c and d.
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23. See VDGS index 'Pavans a 6' and 'Fancies of six
parts to the organ' (which includes the In Nom-
ines), Chelys i (1970), 51-2.
24. Coxon, 'A Handlist', 85.
25. Crum, 'The Consort Music', 9-10.
26. C.G. and S.F.Rayner, 'Christopher Gibbons'; a
facsimile of Gibbons' signature on p.159 confirms
that Mus.Sch. c.53 is his autograph.
27. A folio organ book in the North collection, Ob
MS Mus.Sch. c.98a, has a peacock watermark which
appears, from the distribution of chain lines,
to be possibly identical with one in Add.30829-
30 and 17816, though it is impossible to be cert-
am. In Mus.Sch. c.85, pot paper in the lyra
and five-pointed foolscap in the harpsichord
part suggest that paper ruled with six-line staves
had a longer 'shelf-life' than the normal variety.
The final folios of the string parts in c.98b
have the same paper and ruling as e.407-9 (1654),
but even if c.98 a & b were copied in the 1650s
and the peacock marks are in fact identical,
the differently ruled Jeffreys parts could still
date from before 1648 as internal evidence sug-
gests.
28. This Peter Pett entertained the violinist Davis
Mell at Oxford in 1657: see A.Clark (ed) Life
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and Times, i,241-2; Hawkins, A General History
(1875), ii,681. See also Wood,Athenae (1820);
Fasti ii (in vol.iv), 109; Foster, The Register,
285.
29. John Playford, A Brief Introduction to the Skill
of Music, London 1664. This also contains, pp.57-
75, 'A brief discourse of and directions for
Singing after the Italian manner: Wherein is
set down those excellent graces in Singing now
used icy the Italians ...'. The 'directions' are
in fact translated from Caccini"s Le nuove musiche
(1601/2): for an example Playford used Brewer's
'0 that mine eyes', textless and anonymous. See
Ian Spink, 'Brewer, Thomas', Grove ii, 273.
30. Further evidence of Jeffreys' interest in Italian-
ate music is provided by Och 878-880, an incom-
plete set of parts from the collection of Henry
Aldrich. These contain two flyleaf comments:
in 879, 'A collection of songs Tby Jefferies late
Organist of Christ Church' and in 880, 'Mr Jeff-
reys' Collection of Songs'. These comments apply
only to folios 1-43 of 880 and the corresponding
sections of the other books, but 'Mr Jeffreys'
Collection' apparently included a great deal
of music by Richard Dering (c.1580-1630), identi-
fiable from his posthumous Cantiones Sacrae of
1662 and 1674; a few more sacred pieces; and
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a series of Italian secular songs. The annotations,
but not the music,are in Aldrich's hand: see
Willetfs, 'John Lilly',311. Fourteen Dering works
are ascribed to Jeffreys in Lcm 660 because they
were 'transcribed fraii Dean Aldrich' s collection at Christ
Church': see Barclay Squire, Catalogue of the Manuscripts
in the Library of the Royal College of Music, 1, 112-3.
Dering studied in Italy and adopted a progressive style:
Jeffreys' interest in his work is not surprising.
31. Bukofzer,Music in the Baroque Era, 199.
32. Ibid.
33. Clarendon, The History of the Rebellion, v, 359-60.
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CHAPTER XI
SOME EARLY ENGLISH SOURCES OF ITALIAN SONATAS
After the Restoration a great deal of early seventeenth-century
music renairied in circulation in England while other English
and Continental material was gralually added to it. A major
influence deserving separate consideration is the Italian trio
sonata, important not only because it was to beccme universally
accepted as the principal form of chanber music, as the poly-
phonic fantasia had been in the early seventeenth century, bet
also because the Italian style of the 1660s and 1670s was one
of the many elanents absorbed into the style of England's greatest
Baroque canposer, Henry Purcell.' It is interesting to consider
what Italian instrunental music might have been available to
him before he published his own Sonatas of Three Parts in 1683.2
In the dedication 'to the reader' of these sonatas Purcell
claims that they are related to the Italian style:
...for its Author, he has faithfully endeavour'd
a just imitation of the most fan'd Italian masters:
principally to bring the Seriousness and gravity of
that sort of Musick into vogue,and reputation ariong
our country-men, whose lunor, 'tis time now, should
begin to loath the levity and balladry of our neigh-
bours
Whether Purcell or Playford wrote this preface, to claim that
the sonatas were Italian in style was evidently regarded as a
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good advert isanent' for than. Prospective purchasers, and those
who had already subscribed, were açparently expected to know
what Italian music was like, and generally to arove of it.
Further evidence of Purcell's own approval canes fran his con tn-
bition to Playford's An Introduction to the Skill of Music, 1694,
where he alters the following exaiiple of three-part writing fran
Simpson's Canpendiun of Practical Music to a modernised version
of his own Purcell's carnientary is most illuiunating:
playford, Introduction, 1694, p.115
Now in my cpinion the alt or second part should move
gradually in thirds with the treble, though the other
be fuller, this is the anoothest and carries more air
and form in it, and I 'm sure 'tis the constant practice
of the Italians in all their music, either vocal or
instrunental, which I presune ought to be a gui1e to




Purcell's contrit*ition to the Introduction seans mainly to be
confined to the third book, pages 85-144: 'A brief introduction
to the art of descant or canposing music in parts'. This section
appears to have been newly written by Purcell, hot anongst the
many musical exanpies is one, apart fran the Simpson, that he
di not canpose himself, an exanpie of 'double descant' fran
a sonata by Colista (see overleaf) . Purcell's carment is 'of
this sort there are sane fugues used by several authors in son-
atas: a short one I shall insert here of the fanous Lelio Calista,
an Italian'. One reason for the inclusion of the Colista exanpie
could have been the brevity of its subject, which enables Purcell
to illustrate his point in five bars. But even if Purcell could
not have supplied an equally concise exaile fran his an existing
works he could easily have devised one, and lus quotation of
Colista together with the description of him as 'fanous' suggests
that Purcell held Colista in especially high regard. Colista
excelled in the caosition of contrapuntal allegros, with the




often entitlel 'Cañzona': Helene Wessely-Kropik has pointed out
several close thaiiatic similarities between Colista 's sonatas
and Purcell's cxn. 6
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Purcell's inlerest in and faniliarity with Italian music is
evident fran his own carpositions. But source material providing
concrete evidence of the Italian isistrunental repertory he might
have known has been lacking for two reasons: an insufficient
interest in the Italian content of Lbl J&1.3l431 and the iirplic-
ations of its repertory, 7
 and the assuription that two other
sources, Ob MSS Mus.Sch. e.400-403 ('early 18th century' )8 and
Lbl Add .33236 ('late 17th century'), 9
 were copied sane fifteen
to twenty years later than need necessarily have been the case.
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British Library' Additional MS 31431: Italian Sonatas
(Watermark XXXVIII)
This incaTiplete set of partbooks, which in 1680 belonged to Sir
Gabriel Roberts, contains a large and varied repertory of English
music including Lawes' Royal Consort (see Ch. DC above). It also
contains a series of twenty-two anonymous Italian sonatas, nim-
bered 146-168, and four other itens, nos. 91-94, ascribed to
Cazzati, which are in fact two of his Op.18 sonatas with the
long opening sections given a different nunber fran the rest
of the work. One of these is duplicated in the series of twenty-
two, where several other works prove to be by Cazzati and further
sonatas by G.B. Vitali, Legrenzi and Colista. The Italian contents
of Add.31431 are set out in Table I bel.
Maurizio Cazzati'° (c.1620-1677) published his Sonate a
11due violine, Op.18. in Bologna in 1656; it is his only work
devoted entirely to trio sonate da chiesa and contains most of
his published work in this forth. In 1657 he becane maestro di
capella at San Petronio, Bologna, the first of a distinguished
series of sonata carposers to be enployed there. His pupil Gio-
vanni Battista Vitali (1644-92) was a rnenber of the orchestra
at San Petronio until 1674,12 and his Sonate a due violin!, Op.
2 and Sonate a due, tre, quattro e cinque stranenti, Op.5, were
published at Bologna in 1667 and 1669 respectively. 13
 A later
work, Sonate da chiesa a due violini, op.9 9 Nnstenian 1684, is
almost canplete in an English manuscript ccçy, Lbl 11d.31436
folios 150-210, canbined with most of Marino Silvano's Scielta
della &ionate, Bologna 1680,14 the first kncMn printed anthology
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of Italian sonatas: Giovanni Legrenzi (1626-1690) worked at Ber-
gano and Ferrara before moving to Venice, 15 where his Sonate
a due e tre, Op.2, had been published in 1655 16 The only adent-
if iable Italian caiposer in Add.31431 not to have issued signif-
icant printed collections during his lifetime is Lelio Colista
(1629-1680) ,17 wbo worked entirely in Rane; he is, frwever,
exceptionally well represented in English manuscript copies (see
bel) 18
?dd .31431 contains by no means all of the eligible sonatas
fran the four iilentified printed sources. By chance or by design
a process of selection was carried out, and it is quite possible
that the twenty-two sonatas were chosen by Gabriel Roberts himself
fraiL his n earlier sets of printed or manuscript parts. In 1680
he was about fifty years old and would have had time as well
as opportunity, through his trading interests in the Mediterran-
ean, to txiild up a substantial collection of Italian music. It
is far more likely that a consiLlerable aiiount of music by Cazzati,
Colista, Legrenzi and Vitali was already in circulation in London




British Library Additional MS 31431: Italian Sonatas
McxIem Editions
Bonta	 Giovanni Legrenzi, Sonate a due e
tre, Op. 2 (e1. Stephen Bonta),
Caiibradge Mass. 1984
HTM	 A.T. Davison and W. Apel (els),
Historical Mthlogy of 1'!hisic,
ii, Caiibridge Mass. 1950
Other references
Wessely-Kropik 1961
	 H. Wessely-Kropik, Lelio Colista,
eTh Riiuscher Meister vor Corelli:
Leberi und Uiiwelt, Vienna 1961;

































































































































British Library Additional Manuscript 33236
(Watermark LI)
British Library Md. MS 33236 is a further exanpie, this time
in score, of an extensive English source of Italian chather music.
As well as sonatas by Corelli (Op.l), Colista and other Italians,
it contains a consiilerable quantity of English music including
sane early 'works of Purcell. Its final folios contain sane Purcell
songs published between 1687 and 1692. The canplete contents
of the score are set out in Table II overleaf.
it is strange that a source including aJmost all of the
'English' Colista repertory (see below) and Corelli's Op.1 (1681)
should contain no instrunental music by Purcell except his three-
part fantasias and the even earlier fantasias or pavanes for
two trebles and bass; Tinirston Dart suggested that Add.33236
was a copy in a different hand of a score made by Purcell himself
in which he collected music he wished to study and entered a
few early canpositions of his own.'9
 The Corelli, with the note
'scored fran the printed copy' (f. 30v) could have been aided
by the later copyist. There is clearly no way of proving whether
or not the bulk of the instrunental repertory in Add.33236 was
collected by Purcefl, but the anonymous canpiler hai sane reason
to canbine the Colista sonatas with music by Purcell apparently
canposed before 1680, and the watermark suggests that the copying
could have started in the late 1670s. M.d.33236 need not be a
copy of an earlier score, but could have been caiipilal by a
musician close to Purcell who wished to include sane of Purcell's



























Locke: Consort for several friends20
Laniere: 'Nor can'st thou yet'21






Corelli (attrib): two sonatas25
Purcell: four fantasias or pavanes in three parts,
two trebles and bass.26
'Mons. Baptiste': sonata
Locke: Little Consort; three moveiients only.27
Blow: ground in G minor for two violins and bass.
Blow: synphony for flutes28
Purcell: chaconne in G minor [fragnentJ
Purcell: three fantasias in three parts [the
first fragnentary]3°
Purcell: 'You say 'tis love'3'
Purcell: 'With sick and famished eyes'32
Purcell: 'How long, great Goa' 33 [a different
hand frcm here on]
Purcell: '0 solitude'
Purcell: 'Fly swift ye iours'
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The watermark pair of the source, a bend on a shie1 countermarked
ET, is consistent throughout, bet there are three different types
of ruling, showing that, like Locke's Add .17801, this was a score
divided into sections for different kinds of rnusic. The three
rulings are now distrituted thus:
Table III
Ruling	 Folios
a. 14 staves, ruled in pairs: 13 urn. x 245 urn.
	 3-12; 70-73
I\'o-stave rastrun of 36 rrrn.
b. 16 staves, ruled in fours: 11 urn. x 246 rrrn
	 13-59
Four-stave rastrun of 85 urn.
c. 15 staves,ruled in threes: 12 rim. x 246 urn.
	 60-69
Three-stave rastrun of 60 urn.
Each folio has been mounted individually, so the original quirJng
is no longer apparent. The waterrnarks at the beginning of the
voluiie confirm that folios 70-73 have been moved fran their orig-
inal position. Folios 3-10 clearly form a gathering of four bi-
folia, all ruled with pairs of staves for two-part music. For
the ruling to change in the course of a gathering, as it appears
to do at f.13, and for the ccxintennark sides of folios 11 and
12,whether these are 13 and 14 or later fofla,to be ruled differ-
ently fran the watermark sides, wuId be most unusual. The mystery






















The cxxintexmark skies of folios 11 and 12 are thus 72 and 73;
70 and 71 are a bifoliui, and the three sheets formed a six-folio
gathering. The original layout of the score proviried for two-
part music in the initial fourteen folios,now 3-12 and 70-73;
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for three-part muic, which probably cane next, in the present
folios 60-69, and for trio sonatas with independent string bass
and basso continuo in folios 13 59. There is evidence that sane
three-part music has been lost, because after the third Little
Consort moveiient on f.63 a firmly-written note reads 'Turn over
• . . to'. But there is no more of the Litttle Consortt in the score,
and a later owner has ade:1 in pencil 'I kricw not where'. If
the score was ruled and bound c.1680 or slightly earlier, the
aiple provision made for music requiring four staves is worthy
of note: the first music included in this section us the Colista
series, and it was clearly anticipated that more sonatas of the
sane kind would be added later.
The consistency of watermark and systeiatic arrangaient
of different rulings make it almost certain that Add.33236 was
purchased fran a stationer as a bound voluiie. Its date must there-
fore be assessed fran its watermark and earliest contents, not
the latest music to be ccnposed. The main part of the repertory
in Add.33236 would have been available in or before 1683, the
date of the 'Syn'phony for flutes' ascribed to Blow' bot in fact
by Purcell, and the watermark by no means precludes the first
stage of copying having taken place in that year. Buit the water-
mark could equally well date fran 1680 or a little earlier, so
the pre-1683 repertory sIxxild be further sulxlivided into material
that ccuifi have been copied before 1681 and that which could










Locke: Consort for sev-
eral friends, folios 3-11;
Laniere: 'Nor com'st thou'
llv-12v. Purcell: fantas-
las or pavanes, 60-61;
'Mons.Baptiste': sonata,
61-62v; Locke: Little Con-
sort, 63. Colista: ten
sonatas, 13-30






2	 After 1683	 Purcell: songs from f.
67v onwards
If the watermark evidence is consistent with that of
the repertory there is no reason why Add.33236 should
not be dated c.1683 or slightly earlier rather than
'late 17th century'. The watermark evidence not only
permits but demands such an interpretation.
The watermark of Add.33236 (LI) is a bend on
a shield with a fleur-de-lys crest and the initials
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of Abraha Janssen beneath, counteirnarked 	 These features
strongly suggest that the paper was purchased between 1679 and
1682. Abrahai Janssen 's involvenent in the AngouTlois paper trede,
event in the use of his personal mark fran 1679 onwards, has
aireedy been discussed. Paper with Janssen' s initials, or indeed
any Angounois paper, is unlikely to have been used in England
after c.1690, when the effects of the Nine Years' War and of
Dutch ccmpetition in the paper trede began to be apparent. The
ET countermark, probably representing tienne Touzeau, occurs
in none of Heawood's exanpies later than 1683, others being dated
1680 and 1676.36 The paper of Purcell's score ?dd.30930 also
has the Er countennark, and is dated 1680. The ccmbined eviilence
of watermark and content is therefore that the copying of Add.
33236 began no later than 1683.
There can be no final proof that the greater part of the
music in the score had been copied by 1683, bet it is more likely
that the purchaser of such an expensive volune intended to use
it in the relatively near future than that it renamed unused
for a long time. Tie position of the Colista at the beginning
of the four-stave section suggests that these rks belong to
the earliest stage of copying, and the Corelli could well have
foflce1 soon afterwards. Tie note in the copyist's hand on f.30v,
'Scored fran the printed copy', provides strong eviLlence that
the prints of Corefli's Op.1 had reached England in the 1680s,
possibly not long after they were published.
Two further aspects of Add.33236 renain to be discussed:
its relationship to what may be called the 'English' Colista
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repertory, and the' series of sonatas by various canposers fourxl
between folios 50 and 59v, which appears in a more calete
version in two other sources, Ob MSS Mus.Sch. d.254 and e.400-
403.
Four English manuscript sources contain a substantial nuther
of Colista church sonatas: 37
 dd.33236, Ob MSS Mus.Sch d.256
and e.400-403, and Och 1126. The last of these contains nine
sonatas bit has only three concordances with the other main
English sources, which seeli to form a related group. The Colista
sonata included in Silvano 'S Scielta della Suonate, Bologna
1680, appears in Lbl Add.31436 with most of the rest of that
anthology, and two other sonatas, one in the related English
group and one not, are in Lbl Md.31431. The distrrbition of
the sonatas in the three apparently related sources is shown
in Table VI overleaf.
Mus.Sch. d.256 was copied by the distinguished English
anateur Janes Sherard (1666-1738), who published church sonatas
of his cn in 1701 and c.1711. 8
 He also made a copy of Corelli's
Op.2, n q
 Mus.Sch. d.255. His Colista parts, which contain no
other music, consist of four books in upright quarto watermarked
with a fleur-de-lys and the monogran of Peter van der Ley, shcing
that the paper is of Dutch manufacture and unlikely to have been
used in an English music source before c.1688. it is significant
that the upright quarto format, which enables larger and heavier
paper to be used for books of the normal foolscap folio size,
disappeared fran English music manuscripts about 1660, when











































main source of supply changed fran the Angcxuiois to Holland.
Mus . Sch. e .400-403, another set of parts, is a rruch larger source
which will be discussed below.
Table VI
Related English sources of Colista sonatas
Add.33236	 Ob MS Mus. Ob MSS Mus. Wessely-Kropik
position	 Sch. d.256 Sch. e.400-3 catalogue no.
Five of the sonatas Jn Add.33236 between folios 50v and 59v are
found as part of an anthology of twelve in to other sources,
Ob MSS Mus.Sch. d.254 and e.400-403. A thnatic index and list
of concordances is given in Table VII below.
Carob Ruggiero is unknown apart fran the present group
of sources. A canposer called Giovanni Maria Ruggieri published
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two sets of church sonatas in Venice in 1693 and 1697, bit the
sonata in the manuscript sonrces does not belong to then and
its canposer is presumably a different man . The two Oxford
sc*irces also contain three sonatas fran Purcell '5 1697 set, much
more closely related to the autograph score kd.3O93O than to
the printed version, thongh unlikely to have been copied directly
fran the autograph. 4° The first sonata of the 1697 print appears
in both these sources transposed into A minor, and it is possible
that the versions in the Bcxileian manuscripts represent an inter-




Ob MS Mus.Sch. d.254: anthology of sonatas
Printed sources
Purcell 1697 Henry Purcefl, Ten Sonata's in Fbur
Parts, Canpos 'd by the Late Mr Henry
Purcell, London 1697
Roger 1714	 Archangelo Corelli (asc.), Sonate a tre,
due violini col basso per l'organo, ouv-
rage posthune, Amsterdan, Estienne Roger,
[1714]
Other sources
Canpiete lists of sources for the works by Purcell can be found
in Ten Sonatas (ed. M. Tilrnouth), Borough Green 1981; for the
works ascribed to Corelli in Marx, Catalogue.
Modern editions
Blc	 Deux sonatas pour deux violons, viole de
ganbe et basse (ed. W. Giflies Wh.ittaker),
Paris 1934; also contains no.3.
Corefli Historisch-kritische Gesantausgabe der
musikalischen Werke, v (ed. H .J. Marx),
51-57.
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Purcell	 Ten Sonatas of Four Parts (ed. M. Tflmouth)
Borough Green 1981 (Purcell Society vii).
References
Marx	 Hans .Joachim Marx, Die tiberlieferung der
Werke Archangelo Corellis. Catalogue Rais-
onn von Hans Joachim Marx, Cologne 1980
(His torisch-krit ische Gesantausgabe der
musikalischen Werke, Supp]Enentband).
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p.51: 'mr begineth Corelli
his last sonates in 1685'
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Bodleian Libraxj7
 MSS Mus.Sch. e.400-403
(Watermark XLIII)
The final source to be consiL1er in this chapter, Bodleian Lib-
rary MSS Mus.Sch. e.400-403, is a set of parts containing sixty-
one sonatas, forming a repertory in many ways similar to that
of Add.33236. Like the London source it contains a series of
sonatas by Colista followed by Corelli's Op.1. and the caTiplete
antbology (see Table VII above) found in Ob MS Mus.Sch. d.254,
five of which also appear in Add.33236.
Table VIII
Bodleian Library MSS Mus.Sch. e.400-403: contents
e.400 page
3-19	 Colista: nine sonatas












122-123 Anon: 'Sonata 1'
124-125 Antonio Biffi: sonata
126-127 Exercises for the
violin
pp.1 & 2 lacking in this
part; p.19: 'hier endeth





Apart fran the sonta by Biffi (1666/7-1733) and the three Pur-
cell sonatas in the anthology, all of the identifiable music
was available in print by the mki-1680s. Corefli's Op.1 was
published in 1681 and Op.2 in 1685; Op.3 and Op.4 followed in
1689 and 1694, which has a bearing on the statenent on p.51 of
e .400: 'hir begineth Corelli his last sonatas in 1685'. Bassani' s
Sinfonie a due e tre instrunenti, Op.5 t3
 were piblished in Bologna
in 1683, with further editions in 1688, 1691 and c.1710, and
Matteis was at work in London by the late 1670s. The references
to 'Corelli his last sonatas' on e.400 p.51 and elsewhere suggest
that his Op .2 was copied here before Op .3 becane available,
between 1685 and 1689. The theory that Italian printed parts
of Corelli did not reach England for sane years, apparently
44put forward by Hawkins, seans inconsistent with the ability
of John Walsh to advertise Corelli' s Op .5, not published in Rcine
until 1700, in July of the sane year; 45
 trio sonata copies cou3.d
have made their way to England by sea until trade with the Medi-
terranean was disrupted by the Nine Years' War (1688-97) and
by land after that. A verse by T. Brown, addressed to Purcell
and prefaced to the second book of Harmonia Sacra (1693)46 con-
tains this couplet:
In thy productions we with wonder find
Bassani's genius to Corelli's joined
which implies that both Corelli and Bassani by then enjoyed a
considerable reputation in England.
Two types of watermark appear in Mus.Sch. e.400-403: in
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e.400 a bend on a shield with Abrahan Janssen 's initials beneath,
and in the other parts a fleur-de-lys with the factor's mark
HC beneath, countermarked IP. As the pages are all written, only
the lower part of this mark is illustrated XL, hit it is
clear that the factor's mark HC is of the sane pattern as the
one in Lbl Add..29283-5 (1682) and in fifteen exailes in Heawocx,
sane real as HG, all tut one of which are dated 1676-1686;
the isolated exception was used in 1690 48 Heawood 's exariple
of the sane watermark and countermark canbination as in this
49
source is dated 1683.
The watermark therefore suggests that a date in the mid-
1680s is most likely for e.400-403, an earlier carmencnent with
the Colista and Corelli's Op.1 being by no means ruled out. The
Biffi and the anonymous sonata could be later alditions, hit:
the anthology of twelve sonatas (e.400 pp.74-97) contains a ver-
sion of three Purcell sonatas more closely related to the 1680
autograph than the 1697 print, 50
 and Bassani's Op.5 was first
published in 1683. This the greater part of the content of these
books is consistent with the watermark evidence that they were
carinenced in the mid-1680s.
The three sources described in this chapter contain between
then more than eighty Italian or Italianate sonatas. enty-five
of then were in print by 1682, in many cases as part of larger
collections not duplicated in the manuscripts; a further twenty-
four had been published by 1685.
Lbl Add.31431 is dated 1680. Watermark evidence suggests
that Add.33236 was camienced no later than 1683 and Mus.Sch.
e.400-403 no later than 1686, with a distinct possibility in
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either case that the first stage cf copying might have been car-
ried out sane years earlier. If so, Corefli's Op.1 'scored fran
the printed copy' in Add.33236 might have been copied there before
Purcell published his Sonnata ' s of III Parts in 1683 and music
by Corelli could be edded to the alre&ly substantial repertory
by Cazzati, Vital!, Legrenzi and Colista evidently available in
England at that time • The differences between Purcell 's sonatas
and those of the Italians cannot, therefore, be attributed to
his limited acquaintance with Italian music, hit rather to a
deliberate canbination of English and Italian ii5icms to form
his own individual style. 51
 English musical anateurs, whose
cathiuic tastes are reflected in the varied contents of their
partbooks,52
 must have found Purcell 's sonatas entirely to their
liking.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER xi
1. See Helene Wessely-Kixpik, 'Henry Purcell als Instrunental-
kcniponist', StudienzurMusikwissenschaft xxii (1955), 85-
141; Michael TiJniouth, 'The Technique and Form of Purcell's
Sonatas', ML xl (1959), 109; Thurston Dart, 'Purcell's
ChanberMusic', PR lxxxv (1958-9), 81-93.
2. Henry Purcell, Sonnata's of III Parts, London 1683; modem
eds: Twelve Sonatas of three Parts (ed. M. Tiimouth), London
1976 (Purcell Society v); Sonatas of Three Parts (ed. R.
Fiske), London 1975.
3. See John Playford, Introduction to the Skill of Music, 12th.
en., London 1694, R/1972; see also W.B. Squire, 'Purcell
as Theorist', SIMG vi (1904-5), 521-527.
4. Christopher Simpson, A Canpendiun of Practical Music in
Five Parts, 2/London 1667; R/Oxford 1970, 28. Purcell trans-
posed the exaiiple fran G minor to A minor.
5. See Helene Wesseiy-Kropik, Lelio Colista, em Pniischer
Meister vor Corelli: Leben und Unweit, Vienna 1961; catalogue
and list of sources 113-118. The sonata quoted by Purcell
is no.20 in the catalogue, in D major.
6. Wesseiy-Kropik 1955; Tilmcuth, 1959.
7. Although Ti]rnc&ith (1959) and Roger Fiske (Purcell, Sonatas,
1975; introduction) mention Add.31431, I have not found
any detailed discussion of its contents. Fiske (p.111)
states: 'Very few Italian trio sonatas han been published
by 1683, and there is no evidence that any published exan-
pies had as yet reached England, bit Italian musicians were
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beginning to' arrive in London to earn their living and they
saTletiines brought with than MS trio sonatas by such caiiposers
as Vitali; a British Museun MS of such sonatas, Add.31431,
is dated 1680'. This obscures the fact that Vitali, Legrenz 1
and Cazzati had all published sets of trio sonatas well
before 1680, sane in several editions: fourteen of the twen-
ty-three different sonatas found in Add.31431 had definitely
appeared in print.
8. See Purcell, Ten Sonatas (e:1. Hogwood), p. V: both Bodleian
sources of sonatas 1-3 are described as 'early eighteenth
century'. The typescript Revised Descriptions at the Bcxlleian
states that the ascriptions throughout e.400-403 were added
by an ner c.1700 but does not venture a date for the earl-
iest layer of music copying. Tilinouth, in Purcell, Ten Son-
atas of Ftur Parts, xxi, also describes e.400-403 as 'early
eighteenth century' ,but points out that the three Purcell
sonatas the source contains are much more closely related
to the autograph Add.30930 than to the 1697 print.
9. Hughes-Hughes, Catalogue, iii, 178, 195. See also O.Filwards,
'The Response to Corefli's Music in 18th Century England',
1N ii (1976), 51-96, where the 'late 17th-century' Add.
33236 is entered in a calendar after the publication of
Playford's Second Part of the Division Violin (1693) and
an advertisanent for 'fairly pricked' copies dated 1695
(p.68).
10. W.S. Nenan, The Sonata in the Baroque Era, 3/New York 1972,
134-5.
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11.	 RI1 ii, 89.'
12. Newnan, The Sonata, 135-8.
13. R]21 ix, 128-9.
14. Marino Silvano, Scielta della suonate a due violini con
ii basso cxntinuo per l'organo. Raccolte da diversi eccel-
enti Autori ..., Bologna 1680. See Claudio Sartori, Biblio-
graf Ia della nusica stnrnentale Italiana, Florence 1952,
495 (1680a); RIRecueils, 562 (1680).
15. Giovanni Legrenzi, Sonate a due e tre, C)p.2 (ed. S. Bonta),
Canbrhige,Mass. 1984, introduction; Necman, op. cit, 128-
131.
16. RI1 v, 20.
17. See Wessely-Kropik, Lelio Colista.
18. List of sources ibid., 113-18.
19. Dart, 'Purcell's ChaTiber Music', 93. See also Ti]inouth 'S
strma and discussion in Purcell, Ten Sonatas (1981), xii-
xiii.
20. Modem ed. in Locke, Chrnber Music, i, 11-56; see also
Harding, A Theriatic Catalogue, 91-95 and Table 1 (Piid.33236
aidtte:1 fran the list of sources); Fie]i, 'Matthew Locke';
Tiliiouth, 'Revisions'.
21. Modem ed. in Ian Spink (ed), Eiglish Songs 1625-1660,
London 1971 (Musica Britannica xxxiii), 12; see his caTinent-
ary, 193-4.
22. H.J. Marx, Die tJberlieferung der Werke Archangelo Coreflis.
Catalogue raisone von Hans Joaclum Marx, Cologne 1980
(Historisch-kritische Gesaitausgabe der musikalischen Werke,
Supplenentband), 76-99. See also Nesman, The Sonata, 155-9
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passiin; MarioRinakui, Archangelo Corelli, Milan 1953;
Marc Pincherle, Corelli et son terips, Paris 1954; Edwards,
'The Response'.
23. Modern ed. in John Blow, Deux sonates pwr deux violons,
viole de ganbe et basse (ed. W. Gihies Whitta}zer), Paris
1933. See Ne gnan, The Sonata, 304.
24. Modern ed. ascribed to Blow in Deux Sonates; see Necman,
op. cit., 304.
25. The second of these sonatas appears as no.6 in Archangelo
Corehli (asc.) Sonate a tre, due violini col basso per l'org-
ano, ouvrage posthune, Amsterdaii (Estienne Roger) [1714 1.
See RI ii, 214; Marx, Catalogue, 218-220; modern ed. in
Archangelo Corelhi, Historisch-kritische Gesantausgabe der
musikalischen Werke, v, (eL H.J. Marx), 51-57. For the first
sonata ascribed to Corefli in Add.33236, see Marx, Catalogue,
237-8.
26. Modern ed. in M .Wailes, 'Fcyjr Sburt Fantasias by Henry Pur-
cell', The Score and I.M.A. Magazine, June 1957. See Zinmer-
man, Henry Purcell, 380-1 (nos. 748-751).
27. Modern ed. in Locke, Chanber Music, i; see also Harding,
A Thematic Catalogue, 95-8 and Table 2.
28. Not in fact by Blow but fran Purcell's 'How pleasant is this
flow' ry plain' (c.1683); see Zarrmenian, op. cit. no.543/i.
29. Ibid., no.730.
30. Modern ed., Henry Purcell, Fntasias and In Ncvunes (ed.
T. Dart), Lcrxon 1959; Ziiunerman op. cit., nos. 732-4.
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31. Zinmerman, cpcit. no. 628/35a (King Arthur, 1691). Published
1692 in Philaiiela, or the Vocal Musitian, being a collection
of the best and newest songs especially those in the two
operas, the Prophetess and King Arthur. . . , London 1692. See
Day and Murrie, Eg1ish Song Books, no. 4100.
32. Z imnerman, op. cit., no. 200; pub. Henry Playford, Harmonia
Sacra, 1688.
33. Zirrrnerman, cp.cit., no.189; pub. Hannonia Sacra, 1688.
34. Ziirrnerman, op. cit., no.406; pub. Canes iioris, or the Cam-
panion of Love, 1687, and Henry Playford, The Theater of
Music, 1687.
35. Ziirmerman, op. cit., no.369; pub. Henry Playford, The Banquet
of Music, 1692.
36. Heawood 1780, 2031, 2963, 2947.
37. See Wessely-Kropik, Lelio Colista, 113-18.
38. See M. Tiiinouth, 'Sherard, Jalies', Grove xvii, 251.
39. G.M. Ruggieri, Suonate da Chiesa a due violini e violone
o tiorba, con ii suo basso continuo per JL'organo..., Op.3.
Venice 1693; Suonate da Chiesa a due violLini e violoncello,
con il suo basso continuo per 1' organo..., Op .4, Venice 1697.
See RI4 vii, 275-6; for a thanatic catalogue, see Robert
Haas, Die Estensische Musikalien, Regenbirg 1927, 62-6.
40. See Henry Purcell, Ten Sonatas (ed. Ti].mcuth), xxi.
41. Tilmouth (ibid. Xii-Xiii) suggests that d.33236, Mus.Sch.
e.400-403 and other sources might be descended fran a lost
score or group of working papers, possibly contenporary with
the surviving autograph score Add .30930.
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42. Marx, Catalogth, 100-121.
43. Newman, The Sonata, 150-153 passim; Richard Haselbach, Gb-
vanni Battista Bassani, Kassel and Basel 1955, 24-6.
44. Hawkins, A General History (1875), ii, 754-5; 'Unless we
suppose [Purcell] hed seen then [Corelli's sonatas] in manu-
script, it may be questioned whether they ever cane to his
hands'.
45. Willia C. nith, A Bibliography of the Musical Works Published
by John Walsh during the years 1695-1720, London 1948, 13-
14.
46. Edwards, 'The Response', 68.
47. Heawood 350, 431, 1653, 2012, 2041, 2043, 2688, 2706, 2780.
48. Heawood 2693.
49. Heawood 1784.
50. See Purcell, Ten Sonatas (ed. Ti]rnouth), xxi.
51. The relationship between the sonatas and the fantasia style
is discussed in Tilmouth, 'The Technique', 109. For Purcell ' s
awareness of Italian style, especially Colista' s, see also
Wessely-Kropik, 'Henry Purcell'. 	 It
52. The three main sources described in this chapter and the
others mentioned in passing are by no means all of the Eng-
lish seventeenth-century ccpies of Italian trio sonatas.
Haselbach (cp. cit.,26) mentions a manuscript score in the
Library of Congress, Washington, containing Bassani's Op.5




Bodleian Library MS Mus.Sch. d.220
Thematic catalogue and list of concordances
Printed sources
P165 1
	 John Playfoid, A Musicall Banquet set forth
in three Choice Varieties of Musick ..., London
1651
P1655	 John Playford, Court Ayres, or Pavins, Airnains,
Corant 's and Sarabands of two Parts. Treble
and Basse for Viols or Violins, which may be
perfoi:m5 in consort to the Theorbo Lute or
Virginafls, London 1655
P1662	 John Playford, Courtly Masquing Ayres ... of
two Parts, London 1662
P1666	 John Playford, Music's Delight on the Cithren,
London 1666
Manuscripts
Manuscripts are identified by RI sigla with the foflcing
exceptions where the pressnark only is given:
Ob MSS Mus.Sch. d.233-6; d.245-7; e.410-14





Sabol	 Andrew J. Sabol, Fbur Hundred Songs and
Dances fran the Stuart Masque, Providence
1978
)GS	 Viola da Ganba Society Provisional Index:
John Jenkins, two-part airs; Chelys viii
1978-9), 71-85
VDGS A/3T	 VDGS Provisional Index: John Jenkins,
airs for treble,tenor and bass; Chelys
viii, 84-5
VDGS A/3	 VDGS Provisional Index: John Jenkins,
three-part airs (other than the Newberry
Airs) for two trebles and bass; Chelys
vii (1977), 77-85
VDGS A/4	 VDGS Provisional Index: John Jenkins,
52 four-part airs; Chelys v (1973-4),
92-5
Footnotes
Printed concordances mentioned only in footnotes are
identified fully at their first apearance; MSS are
identified by RI4 sigla and pressnark or sane other
full description.
Handwritten references an the right margin are to Gordon
Dcxld [carpiled by], Index of Music for Viols, Viola da Gnba
Society of Great Britain, 1980 etc. FUll references give the
caTtposer, the nunber of the loose-leaf index sheet, and the
niinber of the incapit on that page, e.g. Jenkins-29/11. The
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Concordances to no. 56
Lbl Add 18940-44 f lOv (Mr C. Coleman)
Lbl Add. 10337 f. 4v, 'One of ye symphonies'.
London Museum, Anne Cromwell's yirina1 BoIç, p.22 & p.27
IIS-NYp Drexel 5612 p.27. 'A maske'.
Ob MS Mua.Sch.d.245-6 p.211,229.
Paulus Matthysz, t 'Uitnemend Kabinet vol Pavanen. Almanden.
Sarabanden. Couranten. Balleten. Intraden, Airs &c. 2 parts,
Amsterdam 1646, 1649; Part ii, 1. liv.
Richard Mathew, The Lute's Apolàgy London 1652, p.21
John Playford,The Dancin Master; all editions 1651-1690
-	 Musick's Recreation on the_jo).,_ira-way.
London 1669 p.16
-	 Musick's
the Second_Edition. London 1682, p.22
See Andrew J. Sabol (ed), pt,ur Hundre4_ngs and DanceJrom -
the Stuart Masque, Providence 1978, no.383 and p.617. Sabol
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Concordances to no.43: p1655 no.194 (John Jenkins); Och 1005 p.88;
Och 599 no.42 ; Och 1022 no.52; Filmer 3 f.82. VDGS no.104
Concordances to no.44: Och 1005 p.88; Och 599 no.42 ; Och 1022 no.
53. VDGS no.105
Concordances to no.45: P1655 no.195 (John Jenkins); Och 1005 p.89;
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British Library Additional Manuscript 17801
Matthew Locke's autograph score Lbl ?ikl. 17801 appears to have
been intended, at least in its final form, as a systeiiatic coil-
ection of his carplete chanber music. Its title page is inscribed:
Ccmpositions for Broken, /and whole Consorts, of two,
three/f fcer, five and Six Parts, male by/Matthew Locke!
Ccmposer in Ordinary to his Majestye.
A later hand has aided 'Charles the Second' and biographical
details concerning Locke. The music pages are ruled for use as
a score, with staves in blocks of two to six for different types
of music. The main watermark, found with all rulings apart frcm
the one used for the Duos for two bass viols, is a bend on a
shiehl markedly less regular in pattern than the later AngouTlois
form (watermark L): the main paper is further distinguished by
bar lmes ruled in aivance with a straight-edge. Two variant
types of paper, both marked with a more regular bend watermark,
also occur, and a few flyleaves have been ruled either freehand
or with a rastrun.
The paper, ruling and contents of the manuscript are set
out in the table overleaf. The 'main' paper has watermark L and
is ruled with 9 rrrn. staves. Variant paper 'a' has watermark LVI
and 12.5 inn, staves grouped in pairs; variant 'b' has a siinilar,
though distinct, watermark but is ruled with the sane three-stave
rastrun as the main paper. Only the main paper has bar lines
2;41.5 mn. Duos for two bass viols
2;26.5 mn. Consort for several
friends
3;45.5 mn. Little Consort
3;45.5 rim. 27-37r: Flat Consort;
37v: Broken Consort
Broken Consort
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	 6;101 rim. 63 canon; 63v: ffor
222 rim, his Majestyes Sagbutts




The i1entity of paper and ruling characteristics throughut the
greater part of the volume is striJcing: Md.17801 is not a conflat-
ion of different scores frau different perias but a single score
book to which, in a few places, major alterations have been made.
There are eighty-nine folios of the main paper and only twenty
of other kinds. The sane stave-ruling equipnent has been used
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for all of the prepared paper of the manuscript apart fran folios
3-6: not only are all of the individual staves 9 mu. across, t*it
the measuraient across any t staves within a block is 26.5 urn.,
across any three 45.5 urn. and so on. This equipnent did not belong
to Locke because the staves aided to folios 16 and 17 have been
drawn without a rastrun.
The variant papers largely coincide with two works: the duos
for two bass viols and the Flat Consort. The latter, though on
'b' paper, is heavily revised in the score; the duos are free
fran all save minor corrections. &it there is evidence of an ear-
lier version copied on the standard two-stave paper. 'Iwo correct-
ion slips in the Consort for several friends can be identified
as 'main' paper by their chain line spacing and 9 inn. niling.
The reverse of one, on f.8, has the end of fantasia 4 for two
bass viola and part of fantasia 5, differing fran the final vers-
ion in the use of the F3 rather than F4 clef in fantasia 5; another,
on f. 14, has sane earlier bars of fantasia 4. The paper used for
these corrections may well have cane fran a version of the duos
in the score in which fantasias 4 and 5 were either at the begin-
ning or the end, so that one side of the paper only was copied. In
that case, the revision of the bass viol duos rrRist have involved
1
extensive re-ordering, as well as alterations to individual pieces.
It is teting to assune that Md.17801 dates fran Locke's
appointment as Caiposer in Ordinary at the Restoration, hit several
features of the score argue against this interpretation. By 1660
Locke had canposed his duos for two bass viola and Consort for
several friends in two parts and th three-part Flat Consort
and Little Consort: a score purchased in 1660 or thereabouts might
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be expected to allc space for then as well as for new canpositions
in two and three parts. But paper for these types of music runs
short, although there is plenty ruled for four-, five- and six-
part works. If the 'b' paper was an addition to the original score,
it had been bound in, or at least inserted, by the time the Broken
Consort was copied, presunably not long after its canposition
c.1661. 2
 The copy of the Consort for several friends, however,
incorporates in its earliest form the major revisions made by
Locke in the 165O.
The following tentative chronology might be suggested:
Early 1650s
	 Locke, seeing his inmeliate future as a
canposer of instrumental music, boys a
large score ruled for consort music;
enters duos for two bass viols, Consort
for several friends and Flat Consort.
Mkl-1650s	 Adds Little Consort. Renoves original
copy of Consort for several friends and
Flat Consort; copies revised several
friends on existing main paper, Flat
Consort on new paper (b) obtained fran the
sane stationer.
Late 1650s	 Makes alterations to bass-viol duos; re-
moves folios fran score and uses one for
correction slips in further revisions of
several friends; copies duos on new paper.
c.1660	 Locke has the score rebound, incorporating
'a' and 'b' papers. Begins Broken Consort
on paper b.
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All that can be claimed for this chronology is that it does not
contredict either the paper evidence or the kncMn dates of caii-
position of sane of the music; other interpretations are certainly
possible. The rather casual ruling of folios 46 and 47 used the
standard three-stave rastrwi, the apparent carelessness perhaps
being due to the difficulty of ruling in a bc*ind book: it is
possible that the renarkable uniformity of ruling means that the
various events in the history of the manuscript took place within
a shorter time span than I have suggested. The renoval of the
original copy of the bass viol duos might eiafly well have oc-
curred at a later date, since the paper of the new copy is used
for that work alone.
Perhaps the most intriguing mystery of the score is the
generons and apparently unnecessary provision of paper ruled for
five- and six-part music. Books of this quality were not cheap,
and Locke 's cnership of a volune ruled with blocks of five and
six staves on several folios suggests that he had serious plans
to canpose five- and six-part fatitasias. Is it possible that Locke,
like Purcell, actually canposed such music?
£529
NOTES TO APPENDIX 2
1.	 See Field, 'Matthew Locke'.





The rastra in the following table are grouped according to the
nunber of staves ruled at one time: two-stave rastra are at the
beginning of the table and six-stave exanples at the end. Within
each category the rastra are listed in order of increasing stave
width.
'Stave widths' are those typical of each rastrum: within
a five-stave rastntn, for exaiiple, one individual stave might
well be slightly wider and one slightly narrower than the measure-
ment given. The overall span of a rastrun seeiis to be subject
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Conclusion
The main objective of this study has been to establish a method
of dating later seventeenth-century music manuscripts indepen-
dently of their contents, and to use thrs method, in conjunction
with other kinds of evidence, to gain a better understanding
of the canplex and varied repertory available in England at
that time.
The first task was to assenbie a quantity of material
large enough to be representative of the period 1648 - 1688
and to establish a historical franework capable of explaining
the changes apparent in the types of paper selected for music
manuscripts during those years. This explanatory frnework
makes it possible to proceed frtm the particular eviilence given
by individual dated sources to probable dates for all papers
of each general regional type. Without such background infoun-
ation, illustrations of dated watermarks are of limited value,
as mere similarity between marks can be highly misleading.The
camiercial decisions responsible for the change to Angounois
paper in music manuscripts c. 1660, and the political events
resulting in the major increase in evident Dutch involverient
in the French paper trede in 1678, follcMed by a transfer of
production of 'Dutch' paper to Hofland itself in the course
of the Nine Years' War, result in clear differences in paper
characteristics between the periods 1648 and earlier - 1660,
1660 - 1678, 1678 - 1688 and later: these different character-
istics are reliable and valuable rough indicators of date at
a time when music of many different kinds was being cepied
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in England.
Although watermark evidence on its own can offer a good
rough guide to the date of a source, more precise dating will
probably be achieved through the canbinat ion of watermark evidence
with other kinds of information. The anount that can be learned
fran a detailed exaninat ion of the paper and structure of a
source in conjunction with content, concordances, and biograph-
ical information about its copyist, is shown in my diiscussion
of George Jeffreys' autograph score Lbl Add. 10338 (Ch. VI).
The canplexity of this source, and the availabilIty of information
about its copyist, made it an excoptionally rewarding subject
for investigation, b.it many other music manuscripts can reveal
sanethmg about their history beyond the broad infarmation
given by the watermark.
A further objective was the canpilation of a small, special-
ised collection of watermark illustrations with associated
stave rulings and detailed information about the nature and
provenance of the sources concerned. Just as the value of a
collection of watermarks is dmiinisl by the absence of a
historical background, the usefulness of a single illustration
is restricted if there is no account of the type of paper in
which it occurs and the way the paper was used. The majority
of the marks illustrated in Chapter V are fran rr&isic sources,
which of course means that they occur in heavy, high-quality
papers: other exaiples of the illustrated marks may be discovered
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not only in music books bet also in other material where paper
of the sane type and quality was required. They are unlikely
to be found in printed books or, after c.1670, in ordinary
correspondence, as distinctive lighter types of high-quality
paper were introduced for that purpose.
Scme more identical watexm1cs have alreedy cane to light
in music sources, generally associated with identical stave
rulings. The mark XXII group of partbooks with the hat watermark
can be extended to include Lbl Ma:lrigal Society MSS G.55-59
(four- and five-part Italian music copied by Jeffreys, a canpan-
ion set to Ath. 31479) and part of Ob MSS Mus. Sch. f.568-9:
it seeis increasingly likely that this large group of sources
has a special relationship that deserves further study Mark
IX, fran Add.10338, aears in Tenthry 1013, Jeffreys' score
of the four-voice mass fran Grandi's Ii primo libro de motetti;
mark Ix and a single sheet of mark V occur in Lbl Add .31434,
copied by the important scribe who rked with John Lilly on
the great collection of consort music in Och 2 and its related
partbooks and with Jeffreys in T 1017 and Och 878-880 T1
paper and ruling of Och 2 are identical with the main paper
type of Locke's score Lbl Add.17801, another watermark concordance
meriting closer exanination.
The purpose of the paper study was of course to provide
a tool for musical research, above all, to help to assess the
dates of English sources fran the later seventeenth century
whose contents could have been ccpied at any time within quite
an extended period. One feature of the English repertory of
this time was the survival of earlier music, including fantasias
as well as lighter airs and dances and more modern works such
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as the Broken Consort of Locke: the three collections discussed
in Chapter IX clearly s1 that such survivals were not the
work of a reactionary group of ariateurs with no interest in
modem develcprents but, in these three cases at least,, formed
part of a varied repertory that included new music as well
as old. The very late date of the most remarkable of these
survivals, the series of fantasias copied c.1690 in Lbl Md.
31423 folios 1-75, depends entirely on paper evidence: althcugh
the copyist also transcribed Vitali's Op.9 (1684), only the
monogran of Giflis van Haven in the countermark position suggests
that the fantasias are later rather than earlier than the Italian
copies.
Italian vocal music appears to have been familiar to English
canposers well before the carmonwealth period. Although Jeffreys'
partbooks, Lbl Add .31479, date fran the late 1650s, most of
the music they contain was published no later than 1638: the
parts were probably copied fran an intermediate manuscript
rather than directly fran the prints. The link could well have
been a collection of scores similar to T 1013, a copy by Jeffreys
of a Grandi. mass with sane paper concordances with Add.. 10338,
and T 1012, his score of three Rovetta madrigals, which has
a pot watermark of relatively early appearance. Matthew Locke's
kncdedge of Italian music as evident fran his score copies
in Add.31437.
The wade and informed interest in Continental music implied
by these collections extended, later in the century, to Italian
sonatas. A copy of Vitali's Op.9 has aireedy been mentioned,
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and Gabriel Roberts' partbooks, kld.31431, slxw that by 1680
Cazzati's Op.l8 and Vitali's Op.2 and Op.5 as well as other
Italian music were kncMn not only to the amateurs who played
then - presunably, like Roberts, successful mijidle-class merchants-
but also to the professional scribe who copied bert' collect-
ion. Music by Corelli appears fran paper evidence to have
been copied in Add.33236 and Ob MSS Mus. Sch. e.400-3 not long
after it was published, and Add.33236 also includes a series
of sonatas by Colista. To judge fran the quantity of Italian
and other Continental music found in the sources discussed
in Chapters X and XI, and in further manuscrts in the sane
band as Add.31423, English musicians could not be accused of
insularity. Yet the tralitional English forms persisted, often
in the sane collections as more modern music.
Carposers such as Locke, Jeffreys and Purcell clearly
hal access to a wide range of Italian music, and the fact that
they did not sirrply imitate it cannot be due merely to unfamiliar-
ity. Carments like Burney' s
• if they [Purcell's sonatas] are ccnipared
with the productions of his cotenporary, Corelli,
they will be called barbarous.
reflect a condescension towards the English seventeenth-century
style, and a belief that the arts progress in the sane way
as science and technology, that can leal to the assinption
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that Locke and Purcell ou]i have ccniposad like Carissirni and
Corelli if only they bad kncMn better. The truth is clearly
that these English canposers had a good kncwl1ge of the work
of their Continental contenporaries and cbese to follcM direct-
ions of their n.
English music of the late seventeenth century, cu]minat-
ng in the works of Purcell, seans to be in the process of
developing a uniquely English musical idiaii, createi in full
awareness of developnents on the Continent bit nevertheless
firmly rootod in English traditions. Purcell' s early death,
it may be argued,prevented the canpletion of a stylistic syn-
thesis that woull have made eighteenth-century English music
as distinctive as the French, German or Italian. This much
is speculation; what is certain is that English repertories
in use in the later part of the seventeenth century provided
all the ingredients for this unfulfilled develcçiient.
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NOTES TO THE CONCLUSION
1. I an grateful to Mr Jonathan Wainwright for drawing
my attention to the Jeffreys copies mentioned here
and bel, and to Jeffreys' collaboration with the
so-called tLilly associate'.
2. See Wiletts, 'John Lilly'.
3. Buxriey, A General History, 11±, 507. It is fair to
point out that most of Burney 'S references to Purcell
are canpliinentary, but there is the sane underlying
assurption that Continental music is 'better' than
English.
